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ALL EASTERN ILLINOIS WILL CELEBRATE MAY 14
'Greater Eastern' Gets These Beauties for $873,000 State

Dedicates New EISTC
Health Education Building

Whirl of Activities Includes Drama, Open
House, Dedication Ceremony in Gym
Saturday, May 14, promises for Eastern and all its alumni
and friends one of the most sig~i6cant celebrations in the his~ory of the institution since
dedication of the main building in 1899. Topped by the solemn dedication exercises themselves to be conducted on the stage in the wide auditorium
of the new Health Education building at 2:15 Saturday, the
•program in reality begins FriPREXY SOUNDS CLARION: day with the production of the
PICNIC AT EASTERN!
popular "Call It a Day" by the
Players dramatic society. Thia
President Robert G. Buzzard
presentation will be the bap.
sounds far and wide through
tiam of the new stage.
the medium of 6,000 copies of
A fitting climax for the "big
this News a clarion call to all
day"
following will be the
friends of the institution to
inauguration of the athletic
make a homecoming of May 14

the

and see the splendid new nearmillion dollar gift of physical
equipment made to Eastern
and the cause of education by
state and national governments.
"Your friends are bound to be
here-we are your friends."

Old Grads Slate
.
nner
Lunch
DI
l
'

IAlumni

I
•-+-.......,..-------------4~-----------··__.

Receive Charge of
State to College

R. G. Buzzard, President Eastern

O. P. IAmts, Athletic Director

State and nation have indorsed a "Greater Eastern" to
the extent of $870,000-$285,000
of it federal "pump-priming"
funds-the r·est allotted by the
General Assembly of Illinois.
As a direct resuit, the college
curriculum is expanding to make
room for a health and physical
education major, a speech major,
a revised music curriculum. And
the Science building (below),
which wlll be dedicated late next
fall, provides superior facilities.
Principals in the dedication
ceremony are first, Governor
Henry Horner. With Dr. W. E.
Sunderman of Charleston, resident Normal School board member, he gives the charg·e of the
state to President Robert G.
Buzzard, who passes it to Athletics Director: Charles P . Lantz
and Women's Director Florence
McAfee (not shown).

U

Day Program to Tie
·th Dedi. tion
P WI
ca

In connection with the gala dedication and Alwnni Day program,
I there will be an invitational luncheon and Alumni dinner. The first
will begin at 12:30 at Pemberton
Hall, . :with the physical education
staff as honored guests. other
1guests will be Governor Henry Horner and his party, the Normal School
board members, coaches of the Little 19 and of the Eastern Illinois
High School league, the college administrative staff, sports writers,
and college athletic officials.
The Home Economics department
and Pemberton Hall heads are
· working out details under the direction of Miss Florence S::oular,
Home Ee director.
The Alumni dinner will also be
held at Pemberton hall, at 6:15, in
honor of officers of the general
Alumni association and officers of
Eastern State clubs. Tickets !lt seventy-five cents each may be reserved Saturday morning in the main
I hall of the administration build-

I

Iing.

Lantz Points Out Special Features,
Modern Facilities of Gymnasium

floor to the rhythm of Louis
Panico's famous orChestra, direct
from the College Inn, Hotel .Sherman, Chicago. A crowd of at least
one thousand is expected to fill the
two gym ftoors on this occasion.
(See page 2 f0r details.)
Since the annual Alumni Day
program 'ls being held 1n connection with ·the dedication exercises,
the schedule of events calls first
for a faculty "At HOme" saturday
morning at 8:~0 in the auditoritun
of the main building, followed by
& business meeting of the Alumni
association at 10 o'clock. Miss
Emlly Orcutt, president, w111 be in
charge of the latter meeting.
The hours between 10 and 12: le
have been set aside as open house
for the new building. The services
of the Varsity club and Women's
Athletic association members have
been secured to conduct Visitors
about and explain the factllties of
the Health - Education · building.
Physlcal education staff members
will be in their offices.
A declicatton program honoring
in particular Athletics and Physical
Education Director Charles P.
Lantz, whose big day it is indeed,
will be conducted at 2: 15 ln the
(Continued on Next Page)
---EISTC-----

Class of '13 Plans
Grand Get-Together
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Panico to Climax Big Dag with Swing Music
Illinois to
Buzzard Books Famous Band Eastern
Dedicate New Gym
Direct fro1n College Inn, Chi

Two Musical Organizations Act As
Harbingers of El on Extended To urs
+~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-

(Continued from Preceding Page)

I

Two music organizations acting as Mr. Eugene K. Asbury made a .three
-~
-·--~~-·~~~---~-~
afternoon.
Coach
Lantz
has
been
Eastern's
harbingers to Eastern Illi- day tour giving programs in Paris.
Dedicatio~ Dance to be Open 'La ughing' T rumpeter
at Eastern 27 years, is known as' nois made extensive tours, present-: Oblong, Robinson, Palestine, Bridgeto Public at $1.10 per Per Dean of the Little 19, and is about ing concerts in the principal centerR . port, Casey, Olney, and Effingham.
son; Balcony SSc

to receive a Doctor of Pedagogy in the past month.
Earl Houts, president, gave a talk
from Gettysburg college, GettysTh b d
d th d. t"
f 1with each appearance informing the
Louis Panico and his naburg, Pa.
I
e an ' un er e rrec ion
I audience about Eastern in g-aneral.
tionally popular orchestra,
~e dedication program is dividThe Mixed Chorus, Including the
fresh from a run at the Coled ~nto two parts. Opened by
Bel Cantos, with music head ll'vtng
lege Inn, Hotel Sherman, Chimusic from the large college A
Wolfe direct~ng, made a four day
Capella ch?ir, under the directi~n I
1g
tour giving concerts in Newton, Al:ago, has been secured through
of Mr. Irvmg Wolfe, the first will
__
b:on Fairfield Flora vandalla Salarrangemcnts
with
the
Music
consist
of
greetings
from
various
!
Ph.
E
il
h
d
f
t
em
.
f A
·
. .
1 8 igma ps on ea s or nex
' Edwardsvflle , coilinsville , Alton ,
.
Corpora t 10n
o
menc~ to aporgamzat1ons and the second of .
.
MD.dison, Litchfield, Taylorville, and
1
the ceremony of giving the charge · I year as chosen by the Semor Nom- , p ana, w1·th a t o t a 1 of f'fte
Pear as the feature attraction
1 en proon the day's dedication program .
Governor Henry Horner will give inating committee and accepted O'rams in all.
tonight (May 14) by a comm1ttee i
the principal address, passing the unanimously by the fraternity at "'
.
.
headed by President Robert G. ·
charge by the Stat of Illinois to the. meeting hel~ Monday night,
Bette Lou Bails,. preside~~ ~of the
Buzzard. This dedication dance 1
Dr. W. E. Sunderman, local mem- I April 18, are: president, James Mich- Bel Cantos, gave mformativi:: talks
will be held on the virgin dance j
1 ber of the
State Normal School ael; vice-president, Charles Lynch; , at e~ch appearance conc~rning the
:floor from 8 to 12 o'clock. Panico's
, board. He in turn will give it to j ~e::retary-treasurer, John Dempster; · curriculum and stu~ent hfe in genband was selected ouly after con- j
President R. G. Buzzard, repre- social chairman, Hubert Lindsey; ~~al at. Eastern. Eilee~ Daugherty
sultation with major student groups
senting Eastern Illinois State I sergeant-at-arms, Fred
Wilson; 18 . president of the Mixed Chorus.
on the campus, who were confident
, Teachers colleg·e, and D . Buz~ard, I chaplain, Dale Goldsmith; and cor- Miss Ethel Hanson and Mr. Eugene
of his ability to draw a crowd of
upon acceptance, will give the j responding
secretary,
Wendell 1 K. Asbury accompanied the group
f.ive or six hundred couples. Dean ;
charge to the Department of Health Bro\Vll. The new officers are to be as chaperons.
Hobart F. Heller is in charge of fur- l
and Sports Education represented initiated at the meeting of Monday, j
ElsT
ther arrangements.
by Mr. Lantz and Miss Florence April 29.
Patronize your News advertisers.
1
Plays 'Laughing Trumpet'
.,
Louis Panico
McAfee, head of the women's physThe famous maestro, who first
ical education and athletics.
,
attracted the attention of music
The greetings making up the ·
lovers with his di<>tinctive and orig- NEWS TO GO ON SALE first part of the program come from
inal method of trumpet playing,
the following organizations: Illinois
made his debut in the orchestral 'I
Copies of the forty page dedi- Intercollegiate Athletic conference,
field in the "Windy City" over six
cation special issue of the Illinois College conference, Eastern
years ago and has achieved naTeachers College News may be Illinois High School league, IllinoL<>
tional note since then. He plays
obtained from Monday, May 9, State High School Athletic asso- !
at many of the Loop's most famous i
through Saturday, May 14, at ciation, sports writers, conege sports I
night spots, and his orchestra has .
King's book store on the west officials, alumni athletes, and stu- j
•We, the Members of Charleston
been a regular feature over both
side of the square. The price dent athletes. Dale Trulock will 1
Typographical Local No. 560 of
NBC and CBS.
is ten cents.
protiably represent the last.
j
1
the
International Typographical
It ls Panico's first swing south 1
c1sTc:.--Union, wish to extend our C"onfor some time, although he played
t
I
gratulations to the Administraat Decatur less than two weeks ago . floor has been put into tip-top
tlon in the Dedication of Eastto a crowd of about 600 couples. dancing condition for the great ocern's New Health - Education
Students from Charleston who casion. It will be used for dancing
Building.
heard him there confirm all expec- purposes only twice a year hereGraduation a~ceme)1ts were j
DEMAND THIS LABEL
• We ar.e plenty proud, as orinttations, lauding particularly his after, once at Homecoming and selected this year by the Student
ers, of the part we have played
versatility in playing both "sweet" once at a special Alumni Day pro- Council and about three hundred.
in the issuing of this Edition
and "hot" music.
gram to ibe a fcaturn of the spring have been sold. The anti~ipatec I
and feel highly honored in being
associated with the BEST ColIs Noted Radio Artist
Iterm. "Big Name" bands such as sale was four hundred, and as the j'
lege Newspaper in the United
Panico gained early favor with Panico's will be obtained for these price agreed upon was based on the
States, that has won, and is still
his "laughing trumpet" arrange- yearly attractions.
anticipated sale, there will be a I
0 N ALL YOUR PR I NT ING
w'inning, highest honors in State
ments on popular tunes. 'The
The two gymnasium floors will shortage to be made up in some
and National Contests.
genial Italian uses "The Wabash be called intc service tonight, sjnce way. Robert Anderson, president
Blues" for his theme song. What . it is not expected that the main of the senior class, was at this writ- - - - OFFICERS and MEMBERS - - - with his highly danceable rhythms, I floor will accommodate the crowd ing SLlll uncertain of his procedure.
he has gained a great following The public address system will It is expected that those buying in- I
LOAT G. LANKFORD, President
through the medium of the radio. ma.ke it possible to use t~1e women's vitations will have to pay some- .
ROY T. LANMAN, Secy.-Treas.
He will. bring with him to the new gym at the north evd of the bu'ild- what more than the original price, 1
gymnasium dance floor the same ing.
set at thirteen cents per invitalion.
Lester MORGAN
James CUNNINGHAM
array of radio stars who were feaThe bleachers will be used as
The invitations bear the same deChester ADAMS
Donald STEWART
tured With him. iX: Chicago, a.nd also spectator sections, having been sign as the rings this year, a reproHoward FRANKLIN
brings two imm1table styhsts of roped off from the floor.
I auction of tbe college seal.
Tickets will be $1.10 per person
1:1nc, - - modern songs, Patricia Long and
APPRENTICE-Ivan RIENBOLT
Hal Derwin.
to dance; fifty-five cents for balWhen planning your purchases,
The new Health-Education gym 1cony.
read the News for guidance.
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CONGRATULATIONS EASTERN
ON YOUR NEW

PHYSICAL EDUCATION BUILDING
Eastern's progress from the "attic" gymnasium peri:::d through the "cracker-box" stage to the present fine
building and equipment sets a STANDARD OF PROGRESS AND EXPANSION for students, faculty, and
alumni, and we look forward with pride and eager antici,c1ation to the future additons.
Such prog1·ess and improvements inspire us to pro ~!de a still better and more complete clothing service for
f acuity and students. To do this we have associated ourse!ves with manufacturers who stand at the top of their
field for style and value.

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX- SILVERSTRYPE-CURLEE
ARROW SHIRTS- WILSON BROTHERS FURNISHINGS- MUNSINGWEAR
CHENEY NECK WEAR-STETSON AND PORTIS HA TS
BRADLEY AND JERSILD SWEATERS-SPALDING EQUIPMENT
Such lines mean recognized AUTHENTIC STYLES, NEW STYLES, and QUALITY THAT MUST SATISFY.
Our clothing and furnishing service is at your command and your calls and
suggestions are always very welcome.

L INDER CLOTHING CO .
"On the Corner"
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Eastern Illinois Gets Wind of El's Band lnstrumentsJ
I

CONGRATULATIONS EASTERN

•

RYAN STUDIO
F. L. RYAN

~:.

.-~'C®'

.
Director Eugene K. Asbury ledl on a throe day tour of eight con·· over 3000 people. The year'8 prothis rband over Ea.stem's hinterland certs in which they pla.yed before 1 gram includes other appearances.

I

I
I

These Wandering Minstrels Performed Before 14,0oOj

Sc-lOc

TO
$1.00

M~RRI~ ~l~R f~

Sc-lOc

TO
$1.00

INC.

CORNER SIXTH and MONROE

Visit
Charleston's
New
Up-To-Date
I

The Bel Cantos and Mixed Choir I ing Wolfe in

thirtee~ c~nte~ ?f e~t-1

tee? .••nee•"· .(See details of choir

1

~~~~rt~~oo~n~~.~- ~n~d~n~lOO~~~~hl- u~nfy~p~~)

FIVE and TEN
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................~ : ~..................................mll
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New Summer ''HITS" in

TWO PROGRESSIVE
CHARLESTON

INSTITUTIONS
EIS T COLLEGE
and

DRESS-WELL SHOPS
LOOK AHEAD TO A
BIGGER, BET'fER CHARLESTON

FACULTY and CO-EDS
with All Other Women of the
Community
FIND THIS

The Store Ahead for Women
QUALITY, STYLE and
LARGE ASSORTMENTS

AT MODERATE PRICES
We Feature Nationally Advertised
Lines of
COATS
SUITS
DRESSES
LINGERIE
BLOUSES

MILLINERY
HOSIERY
FOUNDATION
GARMENTS
TUB FROCKS
GLOVES

as well as other accessories. We are proud to keep in
step with o,ur forward marching college.

A & G SHOE MART DRESS-WELL SHOPS
WEST SIDE SQUARE

CHARLESTON

WE HELP WOMEN DRESS WELL
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1!!ta:c4t:rii (!fo-lltgt l\ItWii State Director
"Tell the tf'uth and don't be afraid''
Published each Tuesday of the school
year by the students of the Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College at Charleston.

1
j

Congratulates EI .
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Eastern Makes Most of a Depression

1938
By Don Cash Sea.ton,
State Director of Physical Education

Entered as second class matter November

It is interesting to know 1937
that Eastern State Teachers
college is planning to under~-Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
take a four year major course 1936
EDITORIAL STAFF
to prep,a re and train teachers
Editor-in-Chief........................................................Stanley Elam for the physical and health
Associate Editor........................................Robert Carl Gibson education program. I congratulate •1935
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston,
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

Faculty Adviser ............................................Franklyn Andrews
BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager......................................................James Rice
Assistant Business Manager......................Martha Holladay
Circulation Managers......John Dempster, Hubert Lindsey
REPORTORIAL STAFF
GENERAL NEWS-Robert Anderson, Margaret Baker,
Mildred Baker., Dale Trulock, Glen Sunderman, Esther Lumbr'ick, Betty Rice, Stanley Gib-son, Arlin
Rennels, Eileen Daugherty,
FEATURES-Reba Gold.smith, Lloyd Kincaid, Elbert
Adams, Jane Stookey, Rupert Stroud, Carolyn Gilbert, Noberta Radloff.
SPORTS-Marvin Upton, Frank Tate, Clarence Carlson,
Hubert !Lindsey.
SOCIETY-Beulah Midgett, Frances Kennard, Violet
Podesta, Jean Ragan, Alyce Behrend.
SPECIAL WRITERS-Members of Charleston Chamber
of Commerce Committee : ReV'. William Skadden,
chairman; Ed Hayes. Arthur Lynch, Benjamin Weir,
Paul Alfred, Roy Wilson, Anabel Johnson.
ART STAFF
Staff Artist..........................................................Minnetta Phelps
Special Contrlbutor....................................................Car·l Shull

you on your opportunity for service I'
in this growing and expanding field
of education. I know that you ap- 1934
preciate the challenge involved because today only an adequate training will qualify teachers who will be 1933
able to meet the high certification
standards set up by the different
states. 'l"'here are over four hundred
universities, colleges, schools, both
public and private, training teach-Or we might change that headline t«>
ers in physical and health educaread: "Eastern Makes Most of Two Deprest~on. M~:1~ of these do not have_ th:e '
fme facilities and staff which it JS I
sions, one virtual and one economic." Since
your good fortune to possess.
1933, when all America wallowed in the
There is always a place for the
qualified institution because tllere
A disappointing number of class depths of what proved to be the most tena...s a real need for well trained taachrings have been sold, ae<:ording to cious of all business slumps, the college has
ers.
reports from the text-book library, cleared many a hurdle on the way t o adeCurrent Interest Grows
School statistics show that the two where orders may at any time be quate teacher training facilities. First, the
subjects that have increased mosc given. These rings, on sale for the Normal School board requested $500,000 for
rapidly in the school curricula are
Current American Problems, and first ti.me this year in a standard a new gym in November, 1934. Then, with
Physical and Health Education. design, are made by the Herff-Jones all Eastern Illinois backing a drive for
This expansion -Of the curricula, the company of Indianapolis. The sen- funds, the general assembly of Illinois passed
Member
building of gymnasia and outdoor
f:Usocialed Colle~ Press Member playing fields, the consolidation of ior class signed a four-year contract a bill in the summer of 1935 appropriating
Member
early this spring in the belief that
Distributors of
IOPA
CSPA schools, the W. P. A. building pro- with standardized types a number one million dollars for construction and regrams, have created this need for would be ordered not only by sen- pair of teachers college buildings. Eastern's
teachers in the field.
iors but by underclassmen as well. share, allocated by the Normal board, was
SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1938
There has also been a steadily in- Sales have not borne out this belief.
creasing demand by the school adThe rings are offered in a wide $350,000. In October of 1937, $55,000 was
ministrators for better trained price and quality range. They are added to complete the job and equip it. E astteachers. These superintendents and signet rings using the college seal ern had indeed made the most of the deprincipals have xecognized the need and college colors in the design. The
(WPA
h d · d
I
•
,
for
not only those teachers who are facade of the main building appears I1 press1on.
grants a raise tota exOne month ago the editor was faced with
trained in the skills of sports but
penditures to $490,000.)
the problem of cooking up a mixture of journal- those who have a knowledge of and in an oval signet.
ism and promotionalism which would redound experience in the conduct of the
t,-,. th<> ,..,.,.t.>,.,i t.>,.. n-l0ru At H'~ ctprn ,;in A P1'.\..Vjt:Dn~
to the greater g10ry ot J:!.asrern ·ana en vn<Jm;. 'oroaci program in fi~itlth, 1n physical Public Instruction, Jo.hn A. WieBehold! You are gazing upon the mixture- education, in recreation, and in safe- land Can alumnus of Eastern State I
partly a building dedication issue, a sort of ty. Not only do they want the per- Teachers College) has recognized 11
alumni special, a city blurb sheet, and a prep son who has skills in the different both this need for a broad, well balactivities, such as
gymnastics anced program and the demand for
school drag net. In the meanwhile our problem rhythms, sports, aquatics, and correc- trained, certified teachers who are
has been to convince ourselves that we have tives; but they also want an instruc- able to conduct such programs. This
Contributed b!) Rupert (Eki) Stroud
something worthy of glorification here at Char- tor who has had the following back- state is now preparing courses of
leston. And we feel considerably like the pro- grounds: 1. !Liberal Culture; 2. Ed- study, under the direction of State
verbial chameleon on Scotch plaid.
ucational Methods and Procedure; Director of Physical Education, Don
. Cash Seaton, which ask for qualiNot that our personal color is notably fast, 3. Scientific Foundation.
We are endowed with an inherent ability to
fied teachers in the fields of health,
Weiland Offers Leadership
but, unfortunately, a new nameplate makes the
avoid
pain. A boy of fifteen is frightened at the
The State of Illinois under the physical education, recreation, athNews motto most awfully conspicuous, "Tell
thought of death, but his own death is infinitely
the Truth and Don't Be Afraid." The News is able direction of Superintendent of letics and safety.
distant
in the future, so he worries not at all. By
indebted to Mr. Lord, late president of Eastern,
the time he has r eached an age which must soon
for that motto. It is a good one. An intelligent
end in his death, his entire philosophy has underand honest man said it and he knew its meaning.
!
gone
a subtle transformation, and he almost welVv e do not know whether Mr. Lord would
death. Youngsters are ever annoyed by their
comes
have approved of the character of this issue or
elders'
discussions of tombstones and grave-plots.
not. Probably not. We have told the truth,
Some sage statistic'ian has observed that college
perhaps, but only half of it. The thing resolves
youths laugh 400 times to each time they cry.
itself into a question of emphasis. Charleston,
with Hubert LINDSEY
I have seen people face to face with stwk
like any other city of its size, has its "north of
tragedy. They were dazed; their mental faculties
the tracks section," its ''Whiskey Row," it~ , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- were dulled, and they were completely unaware of
M~xine and Shirley Hanod, twin
Just to keep in tempo with the
strong element of Middlewest provincialism. The
the significance of the tragedy. When physical
residents
of Pem Hall and graduates pain becomes too acute, the sufferer faints. When
building
program
centered
at
Eastcollege has its weak points, too, and our private
sentiments tell us that lovaltv to alma mater is ~rn. Olyde Mills took advanh.ge of of TC. In their senior years Maxine worry and mental strain reach a certain height, the
less a matter of brains and. more a matter of the Easter vacation and redecorat- was Homecoming Queen and 8i1irley mind relaxes, the worries disappear, and their forwas voted the most popular girl in mer owner becomes adept with scissors and paper.
feeling than any other national loyalty. All the ed the "Little Campus." He also school.
has a large new bulletin board for
Take this matter of leaving school. In ten years
same, we have chosen to emphasize the good men of the hour, so step in the spot- Jimmy Tedrick, one of the greatest
I
shall
realize that I w_as supremely happy here in
and not the bad.
light, students. At present the pic- all-around athletes ever produced at
school.
I shall have forgotten all the unhappiness
There is a little story which illustrates our tures of Mr. Beu and "Bud" Ogles- Eastern.
and
all
the
discomfort, and I'll remember these days
sentiments: Gene Stratton Porter (not a good by stand alone.
Joe Curry, president of Fidelis, and
as
sun·ounded
in a gay blaze of hilarious enjoyphilosopher, but darn popular) once attended a
also a great athlete.
ment.
That
will
be fine, and I shall enjoy it, but
Gene Lederer, voted most popular
In an education class Hele11 Cumdinner at which realists of the modern literary
it
wouldn't
do
for
me to realize that now. It would
world were poking fun at the stupid moralists mings, witty Pemite, was asked what boy last year and truly a great lead- cause me too much pain to leave. The fact that
and silly sentimentalists. At last Miss Porter she would do if she started to ride er.
this is my last column, and that my undergraduate
rose in rebuttal. "I love beautiful banquets like a horse. She expressed her horse Hugh llanvood, president of Phi days are nearly done would be the occasion of great
sense by exclaiming, "First, I would Sigma Epsilon for two years and at
this,'' she said, "with all the flowers and silver- put the girdle on." Sorry, Helen, but present popular politician in Char- salt tears and a choking voice. As it is, I shall get
the pleasure, but I shall avoid the pain.
ware and pretty clothes. Well, back of every you spell it B-R-I-D-L-E; didn't leston.
banquet there is a garbage pail, and everyone Max ever try to bridle you?
In ten years I shall remember the starry-eyed
Ruth and Leallyn Clapp of "Elmbeauty of the girls who figured in my early college
should know it. Yet I can see no reason why it
er" fa.me.
should be brought in and made the fl or al centerSince this issue celebrates the new
Alexander Summers, who was ed- years. Their defects will have been forgotten. I'll
remember the cool shaded green of the campus in
piece on the banquet table." We have left East- buildings at Eastern and also the itor of the News for two years.
spring,
and the Vivid colors and zestful air of the
ern's garbage pail (of course we have one) out hundreth anniversary of Charleston, Russell "Chuck" Da.venport, who
campus
in fall. The marching harmonies of the
let us give the remainder of this treated the people to a laugh by
back.
band
and
t.he joyous shouts of excited football crowds
Our concession to the realists is the column to graduates of the past few claiming, when asked where he was will ring in my ears. I'll remember the people
Who could forget - - - ?
from, "Oh, I just live 2 % hours out
streamer headline on the first page of the cam- years.
whose names I now barely know as splendld fellows
Glen Cooper, the shady enterpriz- of O'.hicago."
pus life section: "News Puts Eastern's Best er who gained much fame by reason Josephine 'l'hoJnas, in all probabil- and choice companions.
Foot Forward." It took a load off our minds. of his wide and outstanding extra- ity one of the greatest amateur actBut at the moment there are other matters
But we do not mean for you to infer that every curricular interests.
which intrude upon my joys. The band is all right,
resses ever to enroll at Eastern.
best foot has a cork leg behind it!
Milton Siegel, Cooper's colleague,
Mary Alice Harwood, a Charles- but my room-mate practices the cornet. The campus
Homecoming Duke, and Phi Sigma tonian and enthusiastic president of looks nice, but the flowers and trees are Just so
LIFE BEGINS AT FORTY
Epsilon's walking advertisement for the Women's League.
many vexing problems until I pass this botany
FOR 'GREATER EASTERN'
its dining service.
Mickey Spence, whom former stu- course. There are term (papers and outside reading
Forty years ago Mr. Livingston C. Lord, then a
Walt Morris of "Have you Heard" dent.s hail as an all time wit and one to do. Half the people on the campus are smartprominent Minnesota educator in charge of the Moore- fame. His ability as an amateur of the best liked students in the col- alecks, and the other half haven't sense enough
head Normal school, accepted an invitation to another actor was tops.
to be.
lege.
at Charleston, Illinois. In 34 years he laid the cultural
J oe Henderson, the suit salesman
John Lewis, last year's president
In ten years I'll remember this with longing
foundation for a greater Ea.stern. The energy and ac- and Men's Union prexy who assess- of the Student Council.
and melancholia. Right now this 'is my last column
complishments of the new president has given ·it room ed the boys a small fortune for use
and school will be out in less than five weeks. Thank·
Sn which to expand.
of h1s electric razor.
Cherrio until Dempster Dates.
heavens!

Class Rings Move
Slowly; Order Now

Colle5iate Di6esf

Ye E d Justifies
'Half-Truths'

On Leaving School

•
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Carl~ck Announce~
Christmas Wedding

rofessor

CO LSEYBUR'S

Elmer I (Now Teacher) Dons Cap,
Bells to Write Dedication Special

Charles Carlock, a senior m.ajoring in industrial arts, was married
to Miss Geneva England at Vienna.
Illinois, on Ohristmas eve, De<:em ber 24, 1937. The maµiage was
kept secret until the week of April

Last Trump

•
IEl m1ree

Leallyn Clapp, the one and only
original Elmer, c onsented to strip
himself of his assumed character as
I a tea~her at the Paris, Illinois, high
school long enough to contribute the
following letter:

G rad ua t es--

10-17.

THE IRIS BLOOM AGAIN!

Mrs. Carlock is the daughter

I

Mr. and Mrs. Delbert England

Ea.stern on Parade

I My Dear public,

Ramsey. Mr. Carlock is also a
Ramsey youth.
The Reverend G. H. Hurley officiated a.t the single ring ceremony. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Cletis Cothern, friends
of the Carlocks, were in attendance. ,
At Eastern Mr. Carlock is a mem- 1
ber of Phi Sigma Epsilon, social fraternity; secretary of Epsilon Pi Tau, I
honorary fraternity in industrial
arts; and plays regular at first
on the baseball team. He also
won a numeral in basketball.

OUR SUPER-COLOSSAL SPECTACLE AS THE
LAST TRUMP SEES IT

I

The old school sure aim; what it
was when I was a freshman the first
There are a lot of great schools-Oxford, Yale, Harvard, Old Normal,
time. Them was the good olfl daze.
Ill never forget the time Mr. Koch
and the Eastern Illinor:s State Teachers Colleige at Charleston, Illinois,
which, l.f translated into French,- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - played his zipper on Aluminum Day.
And the time that somebody asked
m tght read something like the title' except those looking for jobs, have
me if I had a Tuxedo for the Varof the grand due before the final disappeared. It is believed that
city Formal and I thot it was the
s:plash. There's Siwash, Podunk, they will return in time for the
kind of tobacco they smoked at it.
and deah old Rutgers, but for lack dance.
Boy I musta been green when I was
of a better name, we shall ju~t call
It is now 3 p. m . Profec;sor Cola freshman the first time.
the place Eastern, and begm, as oeybur's hat has blown off. It has
I hear they filled the old pond in
~er usu~l, on E~tern Standard not yet been recovered.
---EIST·c--time which, accordmg to the local
with
a new gym there lately.
Pop
It is now 4 p . m. It is announced
clock, is no particular time at all.
and
me
just
filled
1n
a
old
leaky
sisT he occasion (hav'e you guessed that speeches have been going on
tern last week. It jist seems to me
it?) 'is the Dedication of one WPA for three hours. Profeseor Colseyfrom where I m setting that would
1
/Project, the
Health Education bur's hat is recovered. Six alumni
be
a mighty poor place to put a gym.
Building-so-called in hopes that it are spotted on S'ixth street and
The
celler would get wet and when
rushed to the scene of action.
Mr. A. B. Crowe entertamed with
will restore to health those who
dinner at the U. S . Grant hotel
they stored the Pe.m Hall taters there
nearly died getting it. Ask ColIt is now. 5 ,P. m. The Charles- Sunday, May 1, in honor of Mr. and
they would sprout. A swimmin hole
seybur; he knows!
ton water is shut off for the re- Mrs. Friederi<:h Koch, Mr. and Mrs.
-into Gay Paree and married f would have been more suitable speThere are those present today main~er of the day. Drape~ in an I Q. G. Burris, Mr. and Mrs. Frank life. Whoopee! Sigma Delta plans shully if they wouldnt allow trunks.
who well remember (this column is American flag, Bruce Corzme ar- Verwiebe, Miss Florence Scoular, and a glamorous affair for the Podunk Im sure glad to hear they a.re startMl.SS' C·l ara Atteberry, who are not hayseed heroes at the Paris hotel ing a new siance building at Charto be continued on page 39, in case rives.
you are still interested) when all
It is now 6 p. m. The Pia.cement to be in residence at the college somet'ime soon. Elmer and Elmiree le.ston. A circus lady told me a lot
we had was an Iris iga1·den and a Bureau takes a ha.if hour recess. next year. Other guests were Mr. are at last to be hitched (giddap), ab::mt siances once and I have been
couple of Deans. Miss Reinhardt The Education Department meets and Mrs. Franklyn L . Andrews, Dean and will live happily eV'er after (but J intrusted ever since. She said I had
was a wee tot, and a certain gay to rev'ise the curl'iculum and ex- and Mrs. Frank A. Beu, President there will be no more love letters a future if I could just find someyoung blade, Frederick Koch, still change jokes.
and Mrs. R . G. Buzzard, Mr. and for the News) .
thing to do with it Id be all rite.
sang On the Road to Manda.Jay.
It is now 7 p. m. Dea.n Beu re- Mrs. Charles H. Coleman, Dean and
But before I forget it I wish to
Johnny Powers hadn't as yet been turns from the golf course. Dean Mrs. H. F. Heller, Mr. and Mrs. W.
make a public pronouncement of
· h es h er 1as t conf er- P. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. J . G. Ross.
01ce o
o e ge
graduated, and nobody had ever Sb·1we11 fi ms
my engaging with Elmiree and we
will be united in holey matermoney
h eard of Dale Trulock. Colseybur ence, and Dean Heller bails four Mr. H. DeF. Widger, Mr. and Mrs.
was biding his time at Pontiac, and legislators out of jail.
Glenn H. Seymour, and Misses Esat the annual Sigma Delta bankwet
well (get this, class of '38) there
It is now 8 p. m. All Charleston ther Du~gleby, Lola Eberly, Win~ie I According· to an article written by this spring. The saramoney will 1be
just wasn't any school at all.
lights go out.
~eely, Violet Taylor and Grace Wil- Miss Emma Reinhardt for the April a one ring victual performed by the
Contrast this with the miracle we
It is now 9 p. m. The chaperons hams.
16 number of "School and Society," parson with Elmiree and me as the
are about to witness today. It is arrive for the dance.
E•sTc
three-fifths of Eastern stlident..s base antisipants. This pronouncement is
now 10 a. m . and Colseybur has
It is now 10 p. m. The students FRAT WILL CELEBRATE
their choice of college upon low cost for the public but the marriage will
been shot, or hi:i.lt shot, sixteen begin arriving fol'1 the dance. Mr.
TENTH ANNIVERSARY of college; advice of relatives, sehool be very private with only me and
t imes already, and he has shaken Guinagh tells an Irish story.
--officials, friends, and former stu- Elmiree taking the main parts and
hands with the governor and his
It is now 10:30 p. m. The facA dinner celebrating the tenth an- dents. Her conclusions were drawn the Sigma Delters looking at us. I
entourage, S. Munson Elam, who 1 ulty begin leaving the dance. niversary of organization wiil be from results of a questionnaire tak- want to get Mickey Spence for the
conceived a News as thick as a James Rice becrins counting pro- held by the local chapter of Phi en every five years among the E:I parson if I can and the other best
Sears-Roebuck catalog, and Mar- . ceeds. The B~ App!e starts.
Sigma Epsilon in the Rotary rooms students.
men besides me I think is John
vin Isham Upton, who insists that
It is now 12 midnight. The Big May 14 at 6 p. m.. Plans include
Miss Reinhardt, who is h f-)ad ot Black. I want Mr. Andrews to be
Colseybur be mentioned in the PTe- Apple ends.
Pete Fenoglio, an alumnus member, the Education department her.e, the ringbarer. Maybe Paul Blair
amble to the Constitut.ion and be
It .
S
and Charles McMorris, honorary finds that catalogues have little to would sing I love you truly on his
is now 1 a. m.
omeone
trornbone. I dont think Elmiree has
holne and Country' and
P Ut befor e
b
i 0 ded' t ih
Phi Sig and member of the Norma1 do with . the choice of college; nor
last and least, Ole Poker Face, the remem ers
ica e
e gym.
School board, as speakers.
do freshmen give much thought t o picked out her supporters yet. Well,
man upon whose shouldern the desIt is now 2 a . m. The new gym
A color motion picture taken in -educational factors.
you know what I mean.
tiny of the nation still r·ests.
equipment arrives.
Mexi~o will .be shown by Henry KinYours,
It is now 11' a. m. (t1me out for
It is now 3 a. m. The Science sel of Edwardsville. It is also ex"Since this ·i s ·an institution for
ELMER I
.ldi·nD'
Ded1·cat1"on
ommi'ttee
the education of teachers, prospechot dogs), and Mr. Coleman and Bw ··
c
pected that the club will hear the
- - - E I S T C, -- meets
tive students who do not expect to
Mr. Seymour arrive, accompanied
·
chapter history edited recently by teach should investigate carefully in 1 POPHAM TH ESIS GOES
by the State Htg-hway Police. "I
It is nov:' 4 a. m. Students ~- Paul Blair, alumnus, and now ready order to ascertain whether it meets
INTO BOTANY JOURNAL
shall not do the shag or Susie Q. gin returmng to their rooms Ior for distribution.
their needs."
at the ball tonight," announces Mr. , study. Mr. Alter, Mr. Thut, ~·
- - - E•nc
E••.,.c
I Richard A. Popham, '36, has had
Seymour, as he alights from his ~racey, an~ ~· Hughes smg NOT-SO-NEWLYWEDS
a portion of his Master's thesis, "A
··eh1'cle and proclaims this to be Sweet Adelme.
ECRET
S
USIC
'
l
REVEAL
LONG
S
'
Contr.hution to the Life History of
the greatest moment of his life.
It is now 5 a. m. Miss Michae
k 'f
b d h
& n J.
Galinsoga Ciliata," published in the
"We'll take care of the ticket as!: ~ ~~~ ~ ~ . .;,~ ;~e ~rlesMiss Wilma Johns and Richarci
"Botanical Gaze tte." Material for
Mon day," states Mr. Coleman as ton llghts and water go on. Fae- Bromley were secretly manied June
A majo:r in speech has been the article was collected while he
the Highway Police depart.
ulty leave Eastern to attend con- 20, 1937 in Terre Haute by a Meth- planned for next year, according to was working as an undergraduate
It is naw 12· noon, and Miss John- vention of the National Builders odist minister. They were atwnd- Mr. J. Glenn Ross, and an exten- at Eastern.
son and Miss w ·elier leave their association.
ed by Dorothy Day and Frank Day, sive revision of the music curricuMr. Popham obtained his Mascar at the garage for repairs. "I
It is now 7 a. m. The Phi Sigs both of Charleston.
I1um has gone on under the guid- 1 ter's at Ohio State univ:ersity at Cotold you, Annabel," expostulate.s serenade Pem Hall.
Both are graduates of Charles~on I ance of Mr. Irving Wolfe. D etails lumbus last June. He is now workMiss Weller, "not to drive the car
It is now 8 a. m. students for- high school, Mr. Bromley ha.vmg : will appear in the next News.
Jing on a doctorate there.
up the steps of the new gym."
get that it is Sunday and report graduated in 1932, and she in 1935. 1

Crowe Gives Dinner
For Facult y Friends

I

Ch •
f C II
Depends on Wha t ?

I

I

0

I
I

I ..

I

H ead Al ter M · .

I

Speech Offer1ngs
•

I

·~~··~ffi ~h~~~~~.~~~m-B~~~~~~~~. I ~······························

"I just had to see Ole Poker Face!" other big Dedication special. Ole Mr. Bromley, prominent debater, I
It is now 1 p. m. Mr. Burris is an- Poker Face calls central to find out will receive his degree in June. Tney

nouncing that Gladys Swarthout the correct time. Professor Colsey- will ma.ke their home in Charles- I
and Amelia Earhart positively will bur is reported missing.
ton.
· \
not appear.
The iris have bloomed again!
---EosTc
,
It is now 2 p. m. All students,
Ole Poker Face.
j Patronize your News advertisers. '

Dm!. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I
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CONGRAT ULATION S
E'ASTERN
May your luck in the Ne w Gym
be the best.

CONGRATULATIONS
lI

HILL'S DRUG STORE

•

CHARLESTON CLEANERS
& DYERS

FREEZER FRESH CREAM OF ICE CREAM
TOILEl:RIES AND COSMETICS

T HE BEST IN TAILORING AND
DRY CLEANING

SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE

BYRON B. MILLER, Prop.

610 Sixth St.

Phone 404
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Eighty-Two Win Poor Relations Hang On-We're Not Through Yet! Sigma Tau Delta
AcademicHonorl
Fetes McKinney
Thirty-One Students Attain \
High Honol"s, SI Honors I

Professional English Society
Awards Highest Degree fo~
Biography of Mr. Lord

I

A total of 31 students received
high honors during the winter
I At a banquet held in her honor
quarter. To win this scholastic
last Tuesday, May 10, the tenth
1
distinction, one must make A in
degree of membership in Sigma
three subjects and A or B in the
Tau Delta was conferred upon Miss
fourth. High honor winners are ,
I Isabel McKinney, head of the Englisted as follows by Miss Blanche '
lish department. Authorization to
Thomas, registrar:
complete the ceremony was giV'en
High Honors
1 the local chapter., Gamma Upsilon,
A in three credits and B or A in
1 by
National Secretary
Judson
the fourth.
; Owen. Mr. Quine? G. Burris, with
Freshman Year
Bouchie
local officers, conferred the degree.
Amanda .&.dams, Robinson ; Grace
It recognizes Miss McK'inney's outAllard, Noble; Rosemary Ann Don1standing literary achievement in
ahue, Charleston ; Norma J anet
1
the recent biography of Mr. Lord
Hollman, Lawrenceville;
Edith
and othel'I services to letters.
Frances Phar, Mt. Ca.rmel.
1
The t enth degree of membership,
Scphomore Year - Anna Rae
highest
in Sigma Tau Delta, which
Beal, Mt. Carmel; Geneva Maxine 1
is
a
professional
English fraternity,
Bohn, Marshall ; Bertha
Ruth 1
is held by some two dozen other
Chalcraft, Albion; Reba Margaret I
persons
of note, among whom are
I
.
Goldsmith, Robinson; Louis Darrell 1
Hamlm Garland, Carl Sandburg,
RyfLn, Louisville; Oral Nelson Tay- 1
John Fletcher, William Allen
lor, St. Elmo; Ruth Irene Thomp- 1
White, and Lew Sarett.
---E1aTc:--son, Nokomis; Mary Irene Wilkin, ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Eastern celebrates an important "Poor Relations" cartoon, drawn 'j Car.I Shull, the small library is still FACULTY AITEND CONFO
Flora ; Sarah Wozencraft, Glenstep in the drive for bettel'l teacher for the News in 1935 by Harold a pauper. For balance, add to that
bard.
Junior Year - Aline Mae Claar, training facilities May 14. But Whitacre and based on Cha1·les ' the need of a men's dorm'itory and
The Western Arts association conT. C. ; Carl Arthur Cline, Mattoon; Eastern still needs equipment.
Lamb's famous essay, contained the I a, separate high school building and vention, held in Milwaukee, WisconLeonard Eugene Greeson, Lerna;
The first version of the classic "Small Library." In this one, by you have "Poor Relations" of 1938. sin, at the Hotel Schroeder from
Robert Edward Hallowell, T. C.;
April 20-23, was attended from
Marguerite
Blanche
Holloway,
Eastern
by Mr. Frank M. Gracey,
John Tourney ~Iarries
Fillmore; John Graham Howell,
Miss Alice Whiting, Mr. Wayne P.
John T ourney '36 married Miss Hughes and Mr. Lawrence :.f'. Ashley.
Danville; Mary Jane Kelly, Charleston; Don Thomas Klein, St.
1 Dorothy O'Neill Saturday, April 16, Mr. Ashley had a prominent part in
Henry ; Doit A. Montgomery, Marthe program.
at Mattoon.
tinsville; Paul Harmon Spence,
,.. ... , ..
J.:'
.·:: ,;.... •
• •
'
Charleston.
Senior Year - Clarice Cunningham, Witt; Robert Samuel Fairchild, T. C. ; Wendell LeRoy
Convenience, Utility
I
Gruenewald, Neoga; James Arthur
Ben
Edman
was
sporting
b y far j
Michael, Proviso; Charles Francis
the best looking mustach e in 1
Poston, Charleston; William Dale
'.1'he outw~rd ~orm of Els new
school.
Tom Keene, however ,;
Trulock Mt. Zion · Lester Ray- science building is practically comdidn't
like
Edman's hirsu~e glory.
mand Van Devent~r, Charleston. pleted, including the glass-brick
He
began
to
grow a mustache in
Honors
panels which extend from the top
retaliation.
Edman
saw t he p.eHonors were won by a total of of the .figures above the main enculi:ai·
looking
Keene
produc't51 students. To make honors the 'trances on ·ene e~\ "S'1ue o1 t'.o.e
took
a
good
look
at
himself- ,
student must secure A's in two building to the fourth floor. Not
wondered
if
he
looked
as
l)ad to
credits, B in one, and B or c in only will these novel panels in the
some people as Keene did to him ..
the other.
wall light the stairways to the
~and shaved cleanly.
Freshma.n Year - Charlotte Anne upper floors, but when lighted after
1
Anticlimax: Keene is still wearBell, Ft. Wayne, Danville; Rex De night they will present a striking ,
ing the ridiculous monstrosity on j
Wayne Closson, T . c.; Harry Dean appearance from the outside.
h~
upper lip.
Duffy, Monticello; Edna Lucille Interior to Be Completed by Fall
Fogleman, Greenup; John Owen
At present, most of the work is
I
Harlan, T. C.; Ethel Charlene Hood, being done on the interior. Floors
The News wishes to thank the I
T. c.; Elizabeth Louise King, T. C.; are being laid, partitions built, and Charleston Courier staff for t.heir ;
Ida Margaret McNutt, T . C.; Edward walls plastered. The ground flool\ splendid cooperation in getting this 1
Allen Perry, Charleston; Ruth Eliz- wLh the physics laboratories in the issue out on time. It was a. heavy 1
abeth Swickard, T . C.
north end, the hygiene room cen- task and the Courier, as always, l
Sophomore Year - Orla Elbert trally located, and the botany lab- was equal to it.
!
Adams, T . C.; Earl Roy Anderson, oratories on the south end, is
Charleston; Helen J ane Bandy, nearest completion. On the second
1
Paris; Gale Lavern Barkalow, Hut- floor, des'igned mainly for advanced I department will be provided w~th I
sonville; Paul Raymond Beau- physi.c s and botany, the work is both A. C. and D. C. current eqmpchamp, Ridgefarm; Margaret Ben- nearly as far along. The third ment. The chemistry laboratory
nett, Westfield; Helen Margaret floor will be used almost entirely will be equipped with a noiseless '
Bromley, Charleston; Mary Pauline by the geography and zoology de- vent'ilating system which will pro- I
Bromley, Charleston; Inez Virginia partment while the fourth will vide a complete change of a.ir every
Bakers of Fine Bakery Products
Bubeck, Marshall; Lana Ruth have the chemistry and high school seven minutes. A course m phoDavis, Mattoon; Theresa Driscoll, physics Iaboratori.es.
tography will be offered by the
Charleston; Robert George Fick,
Heads of the various departments Chemistry department next year.
NORTH SIDE SQUARE
PHONE 1500
Bellvue, Pa.; Joanna Mae Levitt, who will occupy the new buildPerhaps one of the most inter-
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CONGRATULATIONS
EASTERN

We take this opportunity to wish
you the Best of Luck in

the NEW GYM

!
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I
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I

othy Ellen Michael, Oakwood Twp.; heads of those departments are: seat one hundred fifty students.
Mary Minetta Phelps, Danville; Botany, Mr. Ernest L. Stover; Equipped with a blackboard which I
Paul Taylor Stine, St. Elmo; Mary Zoology, Mr. Charles S. Spooner; slides back into the wall, and ar- 1
Marie White, Sumner.
Physics, Mr. Ora L. Railsback; 1 ranged so that demonstration taJunior Year - Leon Dale Gold- Chemistry, Mr. Harris E. Phipps; bles can be wheeled into the room
smith, Noble; Betty Mae Great- Geography, Miss Annie L. Weller. through the double doors, the lechouse, Hindsboro; Beulah Kepley Directors Laud Ample Fa.eilities ture room 'is to be used by al~ of
Lester, Louisville; Betty I . E. Rice,
They have been unanimous in the departments. A convenient 1'
Rossville; James Edwin Rice, P ana; declaring that adequate space for design of the room is the raised I
Glenn Edward Sunderman, Urbana; all necessary equipment and ample seats. Each row of seats will be 1
John Eugene Waldrip, Greenup.
space in which to work will oe the approximately five inches higher
Senior Year - Oscar Lee Ander- outstanding contribution of the than the row in front. Moving pie- .
son, Cobden; Janet Marguerite I new building. This will enable a tures may be shown in this room.
Bainbridge, T . C.; Clarence Leroy systematic arrangement nevel'I beThe building will be equipped
Carlson, Evanston; Vera Evelyn fore possible. Gas, distilled water, throughout with loudspeakers so ,
Carruthers, Neoga; Edith Leota hot and cold water, compressed air, that a lecture in any part of the
Clouse, Chrisman; Raymond Ber- and liV'e steam will be on tap when bu'ilding may be broadcast to all
nice Cole, T. C.; Donald Echard and where needed. The Physics other parts when desired.
1
Davis, T. C.; Stanley Munson Elam,
~.
Stewardson; Kenneth Eugene Gabel, Greenup; Forrest Lane Lancaster, Bethany; Beulah Marie Midgett,'
Robinson; Robert Gossett Rennels,
T. C.; George Cassius Richardson,
Windsor; Lee Aaron Steward, MatIt's time to get acquainted w'ith "Toffee Legs" ... inimitable ...
toon; Rupert Loran Stroud, Effingoriginal. ... The quality candy you'll like to eat. Let us prove
ham; Gertrude Louise Tym, T. C.
thes-3 words to you. Makes an ideal gift for anyone. Only $1.00
postpaid (v'alue $1.50). Order a beautiful pound package. Fresh
HARRIS WINS YMCA POST
from factory to you anytime. In the vari-colored tin cantainer.
Net genuine without the signatureJohn Harris, freshman from
MADE AND SOLD
Paris, was selected as one of the
fourteen counselors to supervise
Exclusively By
recreation and other activities at
the Y. M. C. A. camp, Fish Lake, \
MATTOON,
Illinois, this summer. These coun- 1
selors are usually selected from
1
midwest universities.
1.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.LL_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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KEH I AS

BUTTER

TOFFEE

---ltlST~---

FIREHOUSE CAFE
Just Off Square on Jackson

LOUIS S. KEH I AS

BREWER BROS.- Proprietors
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Goldsmith, Kincaid to Be News Co-Editors New
.----- - - - - ---+
Board Names Co-Chiefs for
News, Warbler; Stookey,
Swickard Head Yearbook

Adds Feminine Touch

··-

Subjects Enrich '38 Summer
Term; Field Courses Feature Card

Fulfills Ambition
S e v e n Departments Add
Studies; Three Plan Tours

Publications heads for both the
News and Warbler were named at
a meeting of the Student Publi- I

A. G. FROMMEL Congratulations
HARDWARE
To The New Gym!
r

Phone 492

I

I

Sporting Goods

May She Last as
Long as Ye Old
"Cracker Box"

Bicycles
Electrical
Appliances
Red Spot Paints
Lawn and Garden Tools

RYAN'S
For ....

QUALITY
at LOWER Prices

Kitchen Utensils
Pyrex and
Glassware
Fiesta Ware

Warbler to Appear
Near End of Month

We also do Upholstering.
All our work is first class
and guaranteed.

Most recent word on the progre.<>S
of the Warbler, college annual edited by Reba Goldsmith, indicates
that it will be ready for distribution about May 25. Business Manager Joe Kelly and Miss Goldsmith
have for the moment turned the
tables on the printer and "ride'· him
instead of being ridden.
The Warbler this year features an
"Eastern Builds" theme, giving much
attention to the new buildings and
enriched curriculum. Advance opin-,
ion credits the 1938 Warbler
with being the best book photo- [
graphically that the annual staff
has ever turned out. Dozens of excellent informal shots, plus individual pictures for all students, give
it claim to novelty.
A fee of fifty cents will be assessed all students upon receiving their
Warblers.

authoritative work on the subject,

EI

of

fly

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

RADIOS

NEWS GETS NAMEPLATE

Uncle Sam is making it easy for you to own your own
h.ome. The new FHA terms give you 25 years to pay,
and only 10% down. Call Andrews Lumber Co. today
for low prices on building and building supplies. We
will be glad to recommend a reliable contractor.

Andrews Lumber Co.

"----------------------1111m1____.

I

COMPLIMENTS

Visit Our ·Store
See NEW

- - -E I STC- - -

Ben Wiley, nationally known photographer, designed .t he new N ews
nameplate first used with this issue. Mr. Wiley states that while
the new plate may seem too radically modern at first glance, h e believes it adds a distinctive touch,
and "thinks .t he old home town college is modern enough to appreciate
such an innovation." Mr. Wiley was
for a time employed on the Charleston Courier force.
At Mr. Wiley's suggestion, a copy
of this issue is being sent to John
Allen of the Linotype News, Brook-,
lyn, for criticism. Mr. Allen is the
author of Newspaper Makeup, an

We Salute You

PHONE 84

CHARLESTON

MONTGOMERY
CLEANERS

HOTPOINT
REFRIGERATORS
and IRONS

•

CROSLEY

QUALITY and

RADIOS - WASHERS
and REFRIGERATORS

SERVICE

REPLOGLE
RADI 0 STORE
1

606 6th St.

R. L. Replogle

•
PHONE 68
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Si Perkins Tradition Thrives on Loyalty of Si Himself

To Hold New Office

Health Service
Dr. Goff Outlines Tentative
Plans to Safeguard Student
Health Through New Office
President R. G . Buzzard and Doctor Sidney B. Goff are formulating
plans for a tentative student health '
service which the new facilities in
the gymnasium will make possible.
The other four state teachers colleges have had such service for
some time, but Eastern has beeri
handicapped by lack of physical
equipment.
"It is our hope," Dr. Goff said
recently, "to make the service !iere
complete and modern in every respect. We believe that the health
examination best serves the needs
of the college s tudent when it js
Dr. Sidney B. Goff
conducted in the privacy of the
physician's office where the ::itudent
may feel free to inquire abollt his the field of therapeutics and surgown particular condition.
ery," Dr. Goff com.inued, ·'except
"The physician's office and that in certain emergencies and for some
of the school nurse will be located minor ailments. We leave to the loin the basement of the new Health 1 cal medical profession the care and
Education building, where students treatment of most non-ambu1ator~·
may come for consultation during patients, and some of the ambulatory
regular office hours."
--"Our services will not extend into I
(Continued on Page Eleven)

Perhaps no tradition is quite so j ness college graduate, farmer, gro- other young fellow working With
alive at Eastern a.s the Si Perkins cery store clerk, amateur actor, con- me, and his name was Moore. At
tradition, and he, in sp!te of ::tging sorter with wild Indians, candidate that time the Herald and Examiner
limbs and thinning hair, is very for marriage. His blue eyes twink- carried a comic strip famous for
much alive. Nothing short of a ma- ling, his quizzi-~1 grin on, and his Happy Hooligan, Maude the Mule,
jor catastrophe keeps the bouncing, head to one side, Si reminisced Dinty Moore, and Si Perkms. Well.
bashful little man from appearing about an amazing variety of experi- Moore and I got tagged, that's all.
They still call him "Dinty" and me
on the scene of every basketball ences.
game; the long, coaxing, expectant
One year, in his younger days, he " Si."
hiss, "S-s-s-s-i, we want Si," al- took a six weeks' jaunt out through
When he was somewhat more spry
ways succeeds eventually and Si Texas, New Mexico, Old Mexico, (he's an old man now, was twentycomes grinning and shaking his and California-without his parents' nine the twenty-sixth of March).
head to do the Sis-Boom Superior consent. He learned later that the Si used to turn handsprings when
during the half.
Boy Scouts, fire department, and he led his yells. The year Spark's
And no wonder he shakes his chief of police had looked for him, Business College team at Shelbyville
head. The Si Special ends with the but he brought himself back. One took second in the state independent
most soul-shaking boom ever execut- night his parents received a phone tournament, Si and a girl led yells
ed by a cheer leader. Yet Ei never call. Si's voice come over the wire, and tried to antically out-do each
flinches. Did we say never? Well, "I'll be back for Christmas." And he other. "They were playing Olson's
there was that once when he wrap- was-as casually as that.
Terrible Swedes," he said, "and I,
ped a coat about his posterior and
On the trip he worked for some wearing a rather .flimsy white suit,
made a graceful exit after his final time at a dollar a day on an Indian went wheeling down .t he .floor.. S~d:
descent. It later developed that Si''5 reservation for an Indian farmer denly, at a crucial point in one turn,
pants were not ripped as he thought, who had three wives.
something happened. Seemed like · t b ust e d wide
· open,"
but it made a better story to say
He would have liked to elaboxa.te my t rousers JUS
that they were.
on Indians, but was side-tracked grinned Si. "Anyway, I kept going
A few years ago a News interview- onto himself again. "However did right down the floor and skidded
er cornered the modest little man you acquire that nickname?" we out of there on one heel." Si ga-ve
with the intention of discovering in asked.
up handsprings.
what other field he excelled besides
"Well," he answered, "my real
For the past year Si has worked
cheer leading. It was a revelation. name is Wi y (pronounced Wally) in the soil conservat'ion offices here.
Besides being the only man who can Perkins but most people don't know He reported recently that he set a
conjure a decent yell out of East- it. When I was in the eighth grade high price on his state prize winern fandom, Si is a former track- I worked for the Kraft clothing store ning mules with no intention of sellman, traveler, mule fancier, busi- here in Charleston. There was an- ing them, but someone took him up!

I

l
I

1

El Ponders: Will Si, Sis-s-s Boomer Superior, Split His Trousers Today?

By Shull

This is Cartoon::st Carl Shull's conception of Si Perkins' triumphant occupation of the new gym from the Cracker-box after years in the latter.

NEW WILL ROGERS THEATRE

GREAT EVENTS TO WATCH FOR
MAY 10 ONLY

ONE DAY

SUN.-MON.-

MAY 15-16

FRI.-SAT.-

JUNE 3-4

ON THE STAGE-IN PERSON

"LULU BELLE and
Skyland SCOTTY"

•

Ritz BROS.
Tony MARTIN

Direct from WLS
AND ALL THE GANG
Also Feature Picture
lOc & 25c to 5:30, then lOc & 4-0c

FRI.-SAT.-

MAY 20-21

in

'Kentucky Moonshine'
LINCOLN

THEATRE
MAY 15-16

SUN.-MON.-

MAY 22-23
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WITH BEST WISHES FROM ''THEATRE ROW''
'
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;•
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'•

E-A-S-T~E-R-N Maurie

Carroll. •

We're Proud of Your
Progress!

Welcom es
ALL FORMER STUDENTS and
FRIENDS
of E. I.
'

WE WISH YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS
1

•

CONGRATULATIONS
To· Dr. Buzzard and those who have worked so hard to
make possible this gala occasion of E. l.'s Progress.

COFFMAN BROS.
PHONE 1414

NEW THEATRE BLDG.

Charleston's Most Modern Market
WORLD WIDE
SELECTION

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
• • , '.J
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•
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-·GYM NA SI V M

DANCE SPECI AL!
We Present

"The CAROLETTE"
A CORSAGE

. ,.

with Taste and Distinction, originally styled to match
any co!or costume. Recently presented to the public

·coiffure News •••

an d gaining popularity every day-

>of the New Season!
Curls high on the head if you favor the newest trend . .. but the
long bob with lov'ely natural cw·ls behind if it favor..s your profile.
Either style is good if it becomes your personality ... and there's
the trick-your hairdress must be suited to you, and you only. And
that, madame, is the reason you can put your faith 'in our coiffure
artists.

Named for our shop. It's our pride and joy.
Ask for it by name.

Beauty-Giving
Permanent
Wave

CARROLL~

FLORIST

GIFTS and FLOWERS

gives your hair lustrous, natural looking waves, and

WILL ROGERS THEATRE BLDG.

PHONE 39

it's easy to brush into shape.

PHONE 1501

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP

Ye a! Eastern!
LET'S GO!
OUR PAINTS WERE USED TO A GREAT EXTENT TO
HELP BEAUTIFY YOUR NEW GYM AND WE
CONGRATULATE YOU.
1

Complete Line of Art Brushes, Tube Colors, Paints,
Wall Paper and Glass.

GARDEN CITY PAINT
& WALLPAPER STORE
NEW THEATRE BLDG.

PHONE 331

79c to $1.15

GRANT

HAT SHOPPE
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News Presents County Eastern State Alumni Club Presidents
+-- - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- - - --+

Crawford

Fayette

Vermilion

Richland

Edwards

Joe S. Kirk

Lloyd Miller

Roy G. Seitzinger

Fl'ed Koertge

C. Donald Bet ebenner

Clark

Cumberland

Focal Point

Wabash

Shelby

Paul McClellan

Norman Goldsmith

Roy K. Wilson, director

Macy Ellen Moyer

Gordon A. Cook

Springfield

Chicago

Wayne

Madison

Moultrie

Elbert Field

Gwendolyn Oliver

Louise Means

Glen R. Cooper

Russell R . Tr ipp

•
Eastern Launches Twofold Progra01of Service to Former Students, Grads

+---- - - - - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - -

.-----------------..~-----------·--~ .__ -----------------• --------------

Heise Directs Extension Work students can "hang their hats" Kirk, president, 302 East Main Huff, secretary, Dennis School, De- ford street, Danville; Alvin F. Von
Behren, vice-presidnt, East Lynn;
for In-Service Credit; W il- when they return to the campus; street, Robinson; Mary Newlin, vice- ~atur.
son Leads State Club Drive for postgraduate "clinics" or round- president, 500 N. Cross street, RobMADISON COUNTY - Louise Ruth Catherine Lumbrick, secretables at which teachers of various inson; Alice Groff, secretary, Palessubjects can come together and talk tine.
During 1937-38 Eastern has inaug- over their problems; and for the inEDGAR COUNTY _ Arthur c .
urated a broad, new program of auguration of a vocational guidance Forster, president, Paris; Clifforcl O.
service to .her gradu_ates and for~er program to encourage suptrior high White, vice-president, Court House,
p · . Mr Le
D D"
s tudents m the field. Extension school students to enter Eastern.
.
d
th direc
ans,
s.
rna . ixon, secre
1
e~ucabon c asses unH _er h e
Eighteen clubs have been organ-1 tary, Hume.
tion of Dr. Bryan eise ave com- I·
.
.
. d
h
f th
k For- ized durmg the year. The ~pnngEDWARDS COUNTY--'C. Donald
prise one P ase o
e wor .
f" ld l b . 1 d
11
t 1 Ill" .
m ation of county clubs of graduates ie c u me u es a cen ra
mois Betebenner, president, West Salem;
and former students - known as graduates and former students who Vernon E. Farmer, vice-president,
Eastern State Clubs-has constitut- do not reside in the counties with Browns, Ill.; Virgil Judge, secretary,
Alb"ion.
ed another phase of the program. · clubs. Officers are:
Roy Wilson, director of alumni
CHRI STIAN COUNTY - Guy E.
EFFINGHAM COUNTY-William
Taylorville; J . J ones, pres1"dent , M ont rose ; H eractivities, has been in cha1·ge of the Cornwell, president,
f th
1 b Freda E1der, vice-president, Harvel; man o. Homann, vice-president,
~e~~!io~es~gned \oco;~~~de c :et~ ~8:nd~enry Berns, secretary, Rosa- Watson; Naoma L. Newman, secreter m eans of fellowship among the
tary, Hill School, Effingham.
teachers of a county, as well as .to
CLARK COUNTY-P aul McClelFAYETTE COUNTY- Lloyd Millca rry on a program of definite serv- lan, president, Martinsville; Leon er, president, Brownstown; Alex
ice t o former Eastern people and to Stewart, secretary, Casey.
Reed, vice-president, Brownstown;
the college. Mr. Wilson states that
CUMBERLAND COUNTY-Nor- Melba Elam, secretary, Mulberry
plans are being discussed by coun- man Goldsmith, president, J ewett; Grove.
'
ty officers for the publication of a Lor·en Herman Petty, vice-president,
MACON COUNTY - R alph F.
quarterly magazine; for the estab- Neoga; Estaline Miller, secretary, Evans, president, Niantic; Mrs. Loxa
lishmen t of a headquarters on cam- Greenup.
Davis Grossman, vice-president, 1617
pus where gradu a tes and former
CRAWFORD COUNTY - J oe S·. East Cantrell, Decatur; Jennie M ae

:\1.eans, president, 457 Bluff, Alton; tary, Allerton.
Elsie J. Sloan, vice-president, EdWABASH COUNTY-Mary Ellen
wardsville; Marie E. Fields, secre- Moyer, president, 330 East Sixth
~ary, Moro.
street, Mt. Carmel; Melvin Miller,
MONTGOMERY co u NT y _ vice-president, Lancaster; J. Harold
Charles Dudley Grigg, president, Diel, secretary, Allendale.
East Union School, Waggoner; PegCHICAGO-Elbert E. Field, presgy Fellis, vice-president, Orphe um ident, E. I. Chicago Club, 230 ProsBldg., Hillsboro; Margaret Kessing- pect Avenue, Lake Bluff; J. Stanley
er, se.cretary, Nokomis.
Mcintosh, secretary, 774() Eastlake
MOULTRIE COUNTY-Glenn R. Terrace, Chicago.
Cooper, president, Sullivan; Murvil
SPRINGFIELD-Russell R. Tripp,
Barnes, vice-president, Bethany; president, 504 West Vine street,
Donna Smith, secretary, Lovington. Springfield; Ruth C. Long, viceRICHLAND COUNTY- Fred Ko- president, 1120 W. Edwards, Springertge, president, 910 East Butler, 01- field; Margaret Brandon, secretary.
ney; Eben Williams, vice-president,
WAYNE COUNTY - Gwendolyn
Claremont; Pauline Carroll, S€cre- Oliver, president, 209 West Center
t ary, Olney.
street, Fairfield; Mrs. Lena Boggs,
SHELBY COUNTY - Gordon A. vice-president,. Fairfild; Otho E.
Cook, president, Herrick; Pearl Set- Green, secretary, 605 Epworth, Fairt le, vic e-prsident, Moweaqua; Ruth f:.e~d.
Corley, secretary, Shelbyville high
The· four presidents not appearing
school, Shelbyville.
I above are Arthur c. Forster, WilVERMILION COUNTY-Roy G. j uam Jones, Ralph F. Evans, a n d
Seitzinger, president, 102 S. Craw- Charles Dudley Grigg,

/
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Goff Will Organize
Health Service Here

Bolerjack, Tate
Secure Highest
.Forum Offices

SPONSORED BY ATTORNEYS, INSURANCE & REAL ESTATE AGENCIES
SUMNER S. ANDERSON

R. C. ALEXANDER

Attorney-at-

w

A. C. & BEN F. ANDERSON

C. WADE BARRICK
Attorneys-at-La.w
Attorney and Counselor

Charleston

EVERETT W. BROWN

Linder Block

Real Estate-Loans

Insurance
and Insurance

Ex-Judge-Ex-Assistant
Attorney of Illinois

T. M. BERKLEY
May Charleston's next 100 yea1-s

be as fruitful as the last and may

Real

Estate-Loa.ns.-Lnsu!'ance

We appreciate the patronag·e of
Charleston's citizens including many

ALTON ,B. COFER
Counsellor at Law

of the faculty of Eastern.
Rooms 11 and 12

Eastern build on into the future.

H. OGDEN BRAINARD

Charleston, Illinois
Charleston, Illinois

Linder Block

City Attorney

MISTRESS W. H. BARKER, Agent

A great school and a f:ne

community

Insurance-Real E£ta.te--Ren tals

First National Bank Bldg.

Room, Miller Building

Charleston, Illino:s

Phones: Office -195, Residence 897

Phones: Office 287-Res. 375

Charleston, Illinois
Phone 235

CONGRATULATIONS!

JAUS Y. KELLY

•

•
JOHN T. KINCAID

CHARLES R. MILLER

L. S. PHIPPS & W. M. BRIGGS

HUGH L REAT

MILES A. TIPSWORD

Real Estate and Loans

R eal Estate-Insura.nce-Loa.ns

Atiorne)'

Linder Building,

Room 12

Booms 17-21

Charleston National Bank Bldg.

Charleston National Bank Block

Charleston, Illinois

Charleston. Illinois

County Jud&"e

Insurance

Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Dllnols

Oharleston, Illinois
Phone 37

Miller Bldg.
Phone 181
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Lantz Selects All-Eastern All-Stars Baseball; Track Teams Hit
1

Satellites of 27
Years Get Honor/

Run of Bad Luck for Losses
-ti ,

Close Scores Strew Trail as
Lantzmen Win 2, Lose 5

-CI

-11,

~ i1

~
/

Thus far this baseball season Ea.stern ha.s won two and lost five enCoach Charles P. Lantz, ,
' '
'\
\ •~J(O\
N
counters.
..A.~
~
venerable athletic director at I
)-(' ' '\.~ W '
<:. •
"'
/
/
The second game of th~ season
\ -.;, ~
>... ·'"
t t'
/
was played here April 5 with MaEastern, has turned out. in
"'\.
"':.
\
\
~
~
.
~
:
~~
/'
/'
"._.,
~
/.N
1
comb. Inability of the Lantzrnen t o
his twenty-seven years here,
~
o: \.: "' ~ ~ •
t
.~ ·-< • ~
hit Western's Orr or Ewald and the
nearly a hundred athlet1"""
"';,-1'
.-1
:
-4 t
/
/
...
M
~. "'~ ....
. '..:; ~ ~~I t-" ;,ti ..~
.
spotty fiel~g of Eastern's infield
teams.
In
them
he
has
had
a
,..,,..
....
-fl'!
""
\
•
•
~
~
"
~
~
".>.
f
-..,.,_:.re.. •~>-'\..,. \ '
~,"' ":Jo ,t-~
resulted in the 9-1 defea~.
ew greats, seve~al neaz:-g.r~ai;s, anu j
.r,y~ ~rl!: ~~ ~-1"~
~i.i s P. <~
rl' ~o~
central Normal of Danville, Inmany dubs. With this issue, in
~,,..,.
""-...,..
...
~"
'f.'°
.,...,.,.~
.>-<f"~
~,~ ;>-..~..:
(, ~
.... ~
• ••
diana
took a 12-7 lacing at Charwhich he celebrates more than a '
. "".>- ~..~:::~~c
~
#.S
leston April 20. Brown, EI hurler,
quarter century of serv1··ne
by mov- :
.},,,,Af/,. ~Y61t &
1
""
[
,.!· :..\t T.
,#~ « y ' J. ""«
Friday, April 29, DeKalb scored held the Indiana Normal team to
ing into a fine new athletic plant, I
~tr1Y1°£ 1'1t / eco
· •
•
•
Jo/flt' -wyerlf
! an 87 to 44 defeat over the locals. three hits in the seven innings he
he announces a set of All-E.istern I
D«• tt#lt'-Y
seorr """'lfh'o"i11t
All-Stars. They are men whose 1'
,,.,,.,...~,.,£ e.;A;,;y~
·
j The Andersons took their usual pitched. Woods relieved him and
JAi " .,.t11Jr/1t
-:S"o..
first and second in the two mile, due to faulty fielding and two hits,
"Hall of Fame" was the old Oracker....,-1".
~~~
Ward won first in the high hurdles, the Indiana Normal team scored five
box. They have faded from the pie- I
V (~£
. ., ._<"~...,>-,,... ...... s,.,...,.._,
Younger first in the low hurdles, more runs. Dave Hart, EI's eccenture as the Cracker-box has. We
' '-.-.....·~<:> 0 "'~""""'"
,.,.
~iri.• l-o-i
;.i.'
o"'*<o
and Stahl first in the 220.
tric, slugging catcher, belted out a
toast them as we toast it; had they I
...1w""
.,., .A~•"' ~t-v" v
11'~
~.
\ --;. ~- "'?&. .... ... •
.....
~
JA.n<\,
,.
" t- " ..,
' •
o ... ~-s. ~ ' .;>.
home run and a single. Kessinger.
not gone before, Eastern would not ,
~~ 0'1 cl•<, 1." if~ ~
1o1
~ ~ ,,,. ..... -.,,,
Normal's Bob Smith, four years a playing right field, came through
have deserved the boon she receive:> /'
· t-'
t
\
\,. -;..,
• ..
today.
~l "Vi/'~ Q t
'\-' <-~... ~
'
Red Bird champion, took second to with three timely singles. The In1 Bob in fa.st 4:37 time at Normal diana ream made thirteen errors.
Early Teams Pace
-l
.\: -...
'k
A:pril 22.
Old Normal defeated EI 7-5 in a
Lantz's early grid teams we1·e the
f1
:
1
"""\A
class of Little 19 conference foot/
\
Jim Stahl, quarter miler, has been thriller on the home field. For six
clocked in impressive time, but has and two-thirds innings, Earl Jones,
balld d ur ing the years between 1910 J
.,J
an 1920. Only a small percentage
1'l
not been as effective in dual com- Eastern pitcher, was complete mastof the games were lost in these ten
petition as the Andersons. An un- er of the situation. Then an error
years. High ranking elevens were
usually abundant supply of fast 440 set the stage for a five run rally for
turned out in the early twenties as
Stemming from Eastern, a great decades borne his ideals of sports- men explains it. Stahl was second Normal which sewed up the game.
well, and the greatest Lantz teams galaxy of Lantzmen has for two manship to all Eastern Illinois.
to S~rusz when the latter broke a
The Lantzmen jomneyed to Danwere produced in 1928 and in 1930. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - track record at Carbondale in 51.7 ville, Indiana on April 27 and
The 1928 team tied for the Little 19
Max Armer, freshman from Mat- brought home an 18-10 victory.
title. In 1930, the "uncros.sed goal
toon, won the 880 at Carbondale not Brown started for Eastern, allowing
line team" played havoc with their
in impressive fashion, but en~ugh eight hits and four runs before he
opposition until Carbondale gained
so to make him.self fea:r ed in Little was relieved by Woods in the .seva freak 2-0 victory. Lamz name>
19 circles this season.
enth. He was replaced by Jones
as his All-Star team in football the
Harold Younger and Joe Ward after allowing six runs and five hits. ·
- - --· - - - - following men. In some cases their
came through in good form in the Dave Hart slugged out five hits and
present location could not be ob- Fine Balance Features Team;
Champ
of
Champs
220 low hurdles at Normal, getting wa.s safe on a.n error in six atBeu Sees Little 19 Crown
tained. In others even the first
first and second in :25.9 time. Hav- tempts. Kessinger belted out four
Glimmer Ahead
names have been lost. But in none
erstock won the javelin and took hits and Glem1 got three.
have the the achievements and talthird in the discus.
St. Joseph college of Collegeville,
ents been forgotten.
Most boastworthy feature of an
Younger got second in the 120 yard Indiana, gained a 9-7 victory on the
Herman Cooper, '16, Maywood, II- otherwise rather dismal beginning
, dash, a new event coming about as home field on April 30. Suddarth
linois; Bill Hauser; John Belting; in spring sports this year is Coach
the ~esult of an error in placing the j started and was relieved by Wood
~. TJ,~E..E}E~t, '1§..!, ~~-~C!~ska, F. A. Beu's ~olf team; at this stage
.st.artmg line. Bob Anderson won the J in the first. Wood pitched four inKan.; Bruce Corzine, '13, Chicago, of the game it seems to be the best
mi:e and two mile races. Ward got nings, and Jones fin1shed strong.
Ill. ; Sumner Wilson, '14; Steve Tur- in the short history of golf at
second in the high hurdles. Stahl
Eastern was defeated 5-4 after
ner, '20, Pontiac, Ill.; Lester High- Eastern, and head.ad for a state
,
got
second
in
the
220
and
third
in
leading
the Macomb batsmen for
1
smith; Roscoe Hampton;
championship or at least a repeat
the 4~. Howell . took third in the eight innings on Monday, May 2.
Schahrer Heads L::st
of last year's second place. Four
broad Jump.
Hurler Brown held Macomb while a
Martin Schahrer, '17, (deceased); foes have gone down in order beOther places were pretty wen triple by Wilson and two hits by
F.d Hood, '19, Evansville, Ind.; Mer- fore tpe Panthers, only one of them
cleaned up by Normal, and they won Kessinger featured in Eastern·s scorril McCobe, '20, Terre Haute, Ind.; even coming close. The highly
90
to 40. Carbondale won the week ing sufficiently to hold the lead unClyde Leathers, '21, St. FrancI.Sville, touted Macomb team fell 10 1h to
J l:>e.Zore by
exactly the same score. til the eighth, when Western drove
ID.; Bill Creamer, '23, Jerseyville, I!lh . Char.Jes Oliver, freshman star
j Both meets were away from home. I in two runs.
ID.; Forrest Greathouse; Mack Gil- from Effingham, was low for the
~--~~~~~-~-

~

'0

~~

~~

"'

I

I

Le~ue

'

~. ,,rl-~'

c

.

I

#}

"'J:J.

/l·"~ ~l.

~

~

The first three meets showed that
Coach "Scotty" Angus' thinclads can
again make a creditable showing in
track, but, with the exception of
Haverstock, have no strength in field
events.Distance events are again the
bright spot, what with Bob and
I Earl Anderson, Eastern's brothar act,
I co.ming in one-two in mile and two
. mile races as they diu at Carbondale.

i. ~ ~ ~ ~ ·~
l ~ ~ ., ~

~ ~

~
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Golf Teant Blazes Trail of
Seven Straight Wins to Date

.

I

I
1

I

I·----------------

bert, '31, Mt. Oarmel, Ill.; Errett
Warner, ·25, Supt. of Schools, Hinds.
.
boro, Ill.; Earl Lee, '27, .Park R idge,
The .s1xt~ and seventh straight
Ill.; Andy Taylor, '27; Ruel H all, '29, golf, v1ctor1es. came to Coach
Kankakee,
Ill.; Routledge; Bill ~us pot~ntial league chamStone; Eddie Leamon, '27, Redman, p~ons April 3() and May 2 (the
Pete Fenoglio, '30, LanglieVille, Ill.;
Little 19 to~ey comes up May
Tuck Creamer, , , Jerseyville, Ill.,·
19, 20 at Ncrmal), when 1 Lthey
to
23
Nolan Sims, '30, Lafayette, Ind.; Rex
wa IIoped Normal th ere 147 2
McMorris· Harland Baird , Char1~. and the Terre Haute teachlotte, N.
Stanley Wase~,32 (deus here 15 to 3.
21
ceased) ; Chuck Ashmore,· "Hoot"
Gibson; John Powers, '32; Joe Kirk, day with a 75, but the real feature
'32, Rob1·nson , Ill .,· Carl Hanfte
" , '32 , was the battle of champions takCharleston, Ill.; Ernest P r icco, '34, ing place between Bud Oglesby, No.
Cowden, Ill.; Eugene Kintz; Edgar 11 Panther and state individual
Swickard, '36; Harry Sockler, '35, champion last year, and Simpson,
Brazil, Ind., H . S.
former Iowa high school champion.

C.;

,3

Congrats! Exclaim Former News
Heads; We Knew You Could Do It
effe~t.

Kenneth (Bud)
Lack of space forces the News to
di
sharp- postpone printing letters from over
as e ·tor.
he much
said:
shooting Panther Oglesby,
from Vandalia
"Remember
this,Init's not so
Tripp, Blair, Clapp, and Neil.
who laid Normal's Prombo low
how the p aper looks and what there
Aprll 30 and incidentaly shot a 78
To the News:
1s in it. The quest ion is : Do you get
on a strange course, par 74. He got
F
any fun out of doing the work?"
·
his third
match low against Terre I our years and a few months ago Even if he had his tongue pretty
Haute Tuesday with a 73 score,
completed the work for my de- well in h is cheek, Mr. Andrews colshowing that the 1937 Little 19 gree. Even then the request for a lared in a few words the chief aim
champ is in form for the season.
new gymn asium was an old, old of collegiate journalism.
Recalling the tremendous kick
story.
It had grown to be a myth
d
•
an most of the students had given
enn1s earn Drops
up any hope for .a new building. "Our
Gang"eight-page
got out Of
publishing
paper,
I falta standard
W t lk d bo t
T1hL e two
1 split points, each getting
1rst
ree
eet s t e a e- a u it, but with our er a.s I try to picture the intoxicat1 r..:. C arence Carlson, No. 3 man,
ongues m our cheeks and our
defeated his opponent handily,
fingers crossed. Now that the new ing
present
staff must get
4
while Baker and Anderson teamed
In the three matches they had building is a fact (they can't take Iout of issmng a o-page
to beat the Macomb fourth man.
played at this writing, the Panther it away from us now, can they?)
To Mr.
Mr. Wilson, Mr.
For the second match, t he Pan- tennis team had but ill success. we can all sigh with relief and say Elam, Mr. Gibson, Mr. R ioo, the
thers
to
Jacksonville, I They lost to Terre Haute, 4-2, to "Boy! It's here."
' News staff and all others connectwhere they defeated .Illinois col- Norrn;1J 7-0 twice. Coach G. H.
As I write this I have never seen ed with the project-my highest
lege 81h to 6¥.z. Oglesby had low Seymour attr.ibutes the weakness to the building, but I expect to be pra1se and ~eartiest congratulations.
score for the day with 68. Second the freshman personnel of h'is present when it is dedicated. I have
Smcerely,
low was held by Joe Doyle of Illi- teams. Mirus, Meyers, and Snell conspired in my mind a picture of
Alexander Summers.
nois college, who tied OliV'er 36 up are frosh, while Cole and Fling those persons who have talked and
in the fi:::-st nine, t hen came back supply the only veteran talent. The fought for the gym caressing each Dear Bob and the Gang (also Poker
to win cne up for 2¥.z p~ints out conference tourney at Normal is brick as it was laid in place and
F ace),
of the three. Carlson did almost · still in the offing (May 20-21), a.s a t last standing back and saying,
You flatter m e asking m e t o conthe same thing t~ defeat his op- is a match with Millikin.
"There it is! "
tribute to such an unheard of thing
ponent and even the score. Baker
Thus, to everyone who has aided ' as a 40-page 'i ssue of the News.
and Anderson both played good
in securing this magnificent build- This is without a doubt going to be
second rounds to even their oppo- match . . Carlson took Secord of I ing, I send my congratulations. the World's Greatest Newspaper
ments in the fourth and fifth spots. No.rmal mto hand to score all three This day is another great day in barrin g none. As a retired member
The well-balanced EI team again pomts. Baker won 21h points but the history of the college.
of the News staff of 1936-37 r was
demonstrated its bal&.nce when Ander son weaklened on the second
PAUL BLAIR,
just before congratulating ..;ou all"
Merv Baker had low score in the nine to lose it and the eighteen,
Editor 1931-32, 1932-33. (the tired staff of 1937-38) on your
third match, played at ~ormal, and scoring b~t 1h a ~oint.
wonde rful record for this year. But
won 9¥.z to 5¥.z . Playmg Prombo,
On April 25, Wilson Junior col- To the News of 1938:
now that you are undertaking such
Oglesby was beaten for the first lege fell before the Eastern team
"OAPS and lower case" was the a magnanimous edition (and s uch a
time as a member of Eastern's golf anxious for their fourth straight name of an insignificant - even big one too), I feel that congratulateam. Althou'gh he came back victory. The score was 13 to 2. needless-column which I conducted ting t he staff is not enough under
strongly after being behind five Oliver was again low man with a in the News during the second half these unusual circumstances. r am
holes at the turn and won the 73, one over pa1'1. Kenneth Oglesby of my two-year t enure as editor in beginning to believe that after so
second round with a low 36, Bud tied Wilson Junior's Chinnick, 1934-35 and '35- '36. I know that many years of repeated success and
missed a putt on the eighteenth champion of Gook county. Chin- your a chievement today in the l)Ub- honors, some of the credit must go
green which would have tied the nick led three up at the turn, but lication field deserves nothing~ less to Franklyn Andrews, adVi.ser. He's
Oglesby came back to win the sec- than the most staring "caps" in a n y- a whiz bang if there ever was one.
F 'tzh h
ond nine and tie the eighteen. body's newspaper.
He really should be encouraged
i ug , '34, Bushton, Ill.; Jim Ted- Oliver, Carlson, and Anderson won
Still m
· th
· ·
t
·
rick, '37, Catlin High school; Stan- th .
t h
let
·
e rem1mscen vem, I elong th~s line of work. Just drop
ley Wasem, • .
ei.r ma c es comp ely, while vividly remember a statement made the hint to him that I am pleased.
32
Baker lost but half a po'int.
by Mr. Andrews when I first took
DON CAVINS.

I

Great basketball teams have been
less frequent, because the small playing noor here h as been a handicap. Outstanding players, h owever,
have been produced under the
coaching of Coach Lantz and ot her
basketball coaches. Lantz's allstars for basketball are:
Ben Anderson; Earl Anderson. '16,
Columbus, Ohio; Howard Ballard;
Cooper; Bruce Corzine, '13, Onicago,
Ill.; Sherman Gilmore, '29, Amens,
Ohio; Bill Houser ; Maurice Hampton, '15, Evanston, Ill. ; Ruel Hall.
'29, Kankakee, Ill.; Maurice Foreman, '27, Toledo, Ill.; Stanley Wasem, '32; Joe curry, '37.
Baseball is the sport that Lantz
moot enjoys coaching. In it he h as
succeeded to a higher degree than in
any other. Many b aseball players
owe much of their great prestige to
the coaching Laiiiz gave them while
at Eastern. Baseball all-stars are:
Jesse Honn, . , Glena,rm, rn. ;
27 Schermekan, . ,
Percival; William
14
Robinson, Ill.; Ed Hill, , , Spring.:
13
field, , Ill.; Maurice Hampton, , ,
15
Evanston, m .; Roscoe H ampt.on;
Richard; Mack Moore; Steve Turner, . , Pontiac, Ill.; Leslie Cook,
20
. , Chicago,
Ill.; D ay Dunca n, , ,
23
23
Neoga,
Ill.; Forrest Greathouse;
Sherman Gilmore, '29, Athens, 0.;
Cy Coyle, '23, Joliet, TIL : Br
.
uce
Corzine, '13, Chicago, Ill.; Mack
Gilbert, '31, Mt. Carmel, Ill.; Harry

IT
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I
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Prize Shot in Photo Contest Won by Carolyn Abbott Cosmopolitan

SPORTS
•

Character of EI
Facuity Shown

Tete-a -Tete

Andrews Is Globe-Trotter of
Group from Everywhere

with

FTATE

RANK

With the c~etion of the new
gymnasium, one of the big problems of the intra.mural manager
will be no more. The intramuraJ
managers have been very fortunate
in the past if their programs were
completed on. schedule. Now, with
the larger floor, a number of activitieis .may be in progress a.t the
same time, and if necessary two
(or even five) basketbaU gam~s
may be held simu:taneously.

A questionnaire cir·cuhted among
.:a::mlty members two weeks ago bore
.i'ruit to the New3 along Lnes which
Jhow the cosmopolita.n character of
Eastern tea.ching staff. To be :;ure,
he question about d ate of birth bore
.:;omewhat over-ripe fruit
but it
:1eedn't have. The average age is
1 a round 45, what with a number of
1 younger men bolstering the faculty
of late yE:ars.
\
E}~venteen of the sixty reporting
1
~1ave v:sited Europe, some of them
.no: e than once. Mr. Franklyn Andrews, of the Eng~ish department,
:;an probably lay claim to the most
remo~ e wanderings. He list.s among
;he most in·teresting places visited
Nikko, Japan; Kandy, Ceylon; Agra.
In~ia; Cairo,
Egypt; Jerusalem ;
I Atnens, Greece; . H onolulu, Hawaii,
R ome, Paris, London. and Mattoon,
The teachers come from nearly every state in the Union, including
--+ The three adjoining photos arc Illinois; no Middlewest provincialwinners in the Eastern State club ity here. About eighteen have visphotography contest held during ited both the east and west coasts,
or nearly made it. "Boston to Va.nApril. Prizes ,go to Carolyn Abbott
couver," or "Cape Cod to Catalina
for two delicately etched photos, one Island" appears rather frequently.
of the new bulding and one of the Miss c. F avour Stilwell, dean of
bird house on Lake Ahmoweenah in women, has visited every state in the
snow time. Sherman Totten won Union but Texas and Florida: Mr.
.second pla·ce with an aerial view tak- A. B. Crowe, beloved chemistry vetm from one of the Scott flying field eran, has seen a.ll but five ; Coach
'planes last summer with a Brownie Paris J. Van Horn has been in 37;
Junior. Miss Abbott, a treshman, Mr. Frank Gracey, head of the Art
.says, "I make the most of every shot. department, has visited 30.
because photography is a bit expenIf the exigencies of space permitsive as a hobby. I use an Argus min- ted, it would be possible to list an
iature and run the pictures up my- enormous variety of special research
self." Totten has shot over a hun- done by the Eastern faculty memdred pictures since taking up the bers, their notable publications, etc.
hobby about a year ago.
-but it does not.

I

I

Because of the increased facilities, the intramural program will
probably be more extensive than
ever next year. Sports such as
shuffleboard, handball, and others
will be inaugurated as part of the
program, which already includes
approximately ten separate di-visions.
One of the aims of the intramural program, is the unification
and organization of the men on
the campus. The program is constructed so that there are some
men in each group who stay on
from year to year, providing a nucleus for the entire group's functions. Each group is represented
on the Men's Union board, and the
activities of the Men's Union are
closely connected with the, intramural program.

T
J 0

A plan has been proposed whereby a room for the meetings of the
independent groups would be provided. With such a room, each
group could have individual par.t ies,
and become much better organized
for its intramural participation. It
would also be helpful in providing
for stag parties for all the men,
provide a TOOm for cards, ping
pong, checkers, and othel'I contests,
and could be used as a men's lounge
in the daytime. Perhaps such a
room could be found in the new
gymnasium.

t t en
I Cat c hes Campus From A rr•

I

'Home in Winter'(Third, by Abbott)

Congratulations Eastern!
VOGUE

I

BEAUTY SHOP

The offering of a major in the
field of physical education may
prove beneficial to the athletic
teams of Eastern. Certainly anyone
interested in coaching must have
a. knowledge of the game, and it
is usually acknowledged that experience as a player is the best
way of acquiring this information.
So, the offering of a major in the
field in which they will probably
enter upon graduation should at- I
tract some good 'athletes.

I

All Licensed Operators

I

Mrs. RUTH FIGENBAUM, Prop.
606 Sixth

CONGRATULATIONS ... El

Charles P. Lantz, athletic director at Eastern, will be awarded an
honorary Doctorate lin Pedagogy
at his alma mater, Gettysburg col- I
lege, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, in 1
June of this year.

~d!c-lf~;lJ!uafflhl

Former students making good:
Mack Gilbert, one of Mr. La.ntz's
All Stars, had the conference
champions at Mt. Carmel in basketball and football this year • • .
Forrest Buckler, on Lantz's chamWith only one date not definitely surprise contained in the card is
pionship squad in '29, had an outclosed,
Coach C. P . Lantz offers the two games with Millikin, the first
standing team at Oakland this

Lantz Releases Grid, Basketball
Cards; Milikin Renews Relations,

year.
Howard "Howie" Carson, a memof Illinois
football eleven, is a brother of
Coach Ted Carson, of Eastern.
Coach Carson formerly coached at
Fairfield, the home of Bill Glenn
and Ray Suddarth, outstanding
Eastern athletes.
ber of the University

- - - E I S T·c - - -

Angus Schedules Six
Cross Country Meets
The following
tentative
fall
schedule in cross country has been
announced by Coach W . S. Angus:
Oct. 1-0pen date.
Oct. 7-Norman, here.
Oct. l~Macomb, there.
Oct. 21- DeKalb.
Nov. 5--Loyola, Chic8€0.
Nov. 12-State meet.
- - - E I S T c -- -

When planning your purchases,

read the News ads tor guidance.

Phone 371

since 1933. The Blues refused to
play Eastern in the old gym, and
after the Panthers had trimmed
them three years straight at Decatur, broke off athletic relations.
Dec. !-Carbondale, here.
Dec. 13 - Indiana State, Terre
Haute.
Dec. 16-Millikin, Decatur.
J an. 5-Millikin, here.
Jan. 12- Indiana State, here.
Jan. 21.- Macomb, there.
Jan. 24-St. Viator, Bourbonnais.
Jan. 26-Central Normal, h~re.
Feb. I or ~Normal, there.
Feb. 9-Central Normal, Danville.
Feb. 15-Macomb, here.
Feb. IS-DeKalb, here.
Feb. 2~Normal, here.
Feb. 25-DeKalb, there.
Games will be arranged with Carbondale here and with St. Viator
here, wl1ile the usual two games
Fourteen basketball games of the will be playeq with Sparks.
usual eighteen have been arranged j
---E•sT
<!or the 1938-39 season. The only Patronize your News advertisers.
1938 football schedule herewith.
Homecoming will probably be on October 29 this year, the game being
with the Macomb Leathernecks. Two
new names appear on the schedule,
Rose Polytechnic and Central Normal Teachers college. Both are Indiana teams, the first at Terre
Haute, the second at Danville. ·Millikin has been scheduled for a game
here in 1939.
Sept. 24.- Central Normal, here.
Oct. I-DeKalb, there.
Oct. l~en (Eureka possibility) .
Oct. 22-Normal, there.
Oct. 29-Macomb, here.
Terre
Nov. 5 - Indiana. State,
Haute.
Nov. 11--0arbondale, here.
Nov. 19-Rose Poly, here.

"Yes, we fill your physi-

cian's

prescription

with

the same degree of professional skill and thoroughness exercised by your

I

doctor in prescribing."

Consult your doctor
first - at the first
sign of illness. Consult a reliable drug.
gist for filling yom
prescription.

Our prescription ser\fice is the most important part of our business. That's why rwe take so much pains in providing the finest
service obtainable. You can be confident of complete accuracy
when your prescription is filled by our registered pharmacists.

Rogers Drug Store
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IA Department ~ns~S~h~orw~S_p_a_c_irou_s_n_e_s_s~o_f_M~ew~,G~y~m~~Rrd~MI Coll~efuOff~
~~:~~s
Coaching Major
To Present Show
CLASS ROO"

CLASS ROOM
21'• 31'

Home Ee Girls Collaborate for
Open House May 20
With added new features, with
the new gymnasium as the stage
for the hobby show to be held in
conjunction, the doors will swing
open at one o'clock, Friday, May
20, for the annual Industrial ArtsHome Economics open house.
In the Industr:ial Arts department, besides the regular exhibits
of class work in the various areas,
there will be machine demonstrat'ions. A new feature added tl is
;vear, an exhibit of outstanding high
school projects from schools in t.bis
area, will have a room all to iLself.
Thirty high school industrial arts
teacher.s and their pupils have b een
hvited to bring their bt"st work.

By

CLASS ROOM

21'" 3g•

21'

1'

Meyer

3S'

New Facilities Put Eastern
on Par with Best

CORRIDOR

j

I
STAGE
33'• 1/-2'

1

J<.11CtlEN
fUP

CLASS ROOM

,,·. u·

21 ' " 31'

New Gym Will Hou:;e Hobbies

'I'he hobby show. helcl ,n conjunct'ion with the open house for
High Speakers
the first time last year, is to be
similarly conducted this year in
Place in Contest
the new gymnasiam. Dale Haverstock, general chairman of t he
Four students of TO High school
(Continued from Page One)
hobby Show' has already recel·ved
tors. Fort y- t wo showers, arranged
entri· es from several hobby-horse- emerged from the Southeast Oenone 1b e t ween d up1ex dressing b oot h s
1
men. Perhaps the three most ~ral District Contest and Festival of
.
make facilities adequate for acoutstanding entered as yet include the Illino:s High School Spe€·ch for performers, with a mak e-up commodating 400 women in the
a heterogeneous exhibit of William League held here Saturday, April I room for both.
several classes.
Sworford, former Charleston resi- 9 , in which 22 high schools were
At the back of the auditorium is
The high school has a unit in
dent, who is taking a tlwo day leave represen t ed • as e I'igi'bl e f or the sta t e a mct'ion picture projection booth
itself
in the northwest corneri, with
S
e
Ch
from his work to exhibit his P e
cont est ·
which will accommodate two sizes separate toilets and showers. Coach
entry. Metal etchings are one of
Winners of first, second, and third of projectors. The playing floor is Van Horn, high school mentor, has
his specialties.
place in each division are permit- lighted by skylights during the day.
a private office with shower and
Howard Gibbs is entering. his ted to enter the state contest. Mil- Night illumination is provided by toilet adjacent.
nine foot gas model airplane in dred Moore won third 1n original lights with variable intenslty con.
On the north side of the buildthe show. Weather permitting, he orations,
Marjorie Ingram won sec- t rols.
·
k'
J
h
ing.
adjoining the high school fawill mve an exhibition ft'ight on ond m verse spea mg, o n BuzLantz Leads On
b·
~cilities, is the women's corrective
the golf course in the afternoon.
zard won third ill. extemporaneous
But coach Lantz drew us aw9,y
k'
d E 1
dance studio, to be decorated fitLeo Combs, also of Charleston, spea mg, an
ve yn Vaughn won from the auditorium, down the ea.ist tingly w·th draperies, etc. It is
will have his home-made machines third in serious reading.
side passages. Opening into the provided with a sound-proof ceilentered. The Home Bureau is enlower east corridor are the doors .
·
t st orage rooms which mg.
·
dl
k h.l ·t · t
.
of eqmpmen
t erm.g
nee e wor w 1 e 1 s s:is er Enct:sley; alumni-GeraldmE; Piper, make use of the space under the Women's Gym Occupies North End
organization, the 4-H club, will chairman, Veda York, and Jane bleachers. At this same level on
The women's gymnasium, which
have an exhibit, the nature of Becker; ari:angements-:Vilba Crib-. the east are the faculty showers will also be used by the high school,
which is as yet undetermined.
bet a~d Mild~ed Guthri~. _!"urthe1 and toilet rooms; also the separate is on the north, with bleachers seatThree rti.bb"?ns will be awar~~d comnnttees will be appomtoo from varsity and visiting team showers ing 350 bordering its south side.
fc:r the best m. each of three d1vi- the classes.
and dressing rooms. With consider- Open'ing into it on the east is a
sions of hobbies to grade school 11 working on the hobby show Gar- aJble unction Mr Lantz compares banquet kitchen in which meals for
pupils, hi~h scho~l pupils, and land Bryan and Earl. Crabtree. Mr. I the clothes~dryi~g room, towel over 400 may be prepared. The
adults. A ribbon will al.so be award- wayn.e P. Hughes and Mr. Oliver room, physical education locker women's gymnasium will serV'e as
ed. for sweepstakes wumer of the W. J?sher . a.r: sponsors of the re- room with 444 lockers in combina- banquet room.
whole show.
spective divisions.
tions of four, and the P. E. shower
Ticket booths are located at the
Home Ee Plans Are Indefinite
Taking. into account that new ~ room of 29 showers, with facilities two main entrances. Public lavaPlans for open house in the Home features have been added and that 1 in the old gym. It has four some- I tories and drinking fountains are
Economics department axe rather
A .prize drawing will be held : what insanitary showers and a.bout I provided.
indefinite as ~et. The college cloth- 1 in the gymnasium at 10:15. Prizes 100 lockers, not counting ths ones
The college health unit joins a
ing classes will have consumer ed- consist of projects made ill the two which do not lock.
campus waiting room. Offices for
ucation displays one o: which will departments. Among the prizes of- : Body D :-ying Room Aids Hea lth
school doctor and nurses are to be
be of commer~i8:1 fabncs. College f.ered are turned wooden candle- 1 A separate body-drying room is equipped, making medical treatfoods and training school classes st icks, turned and metal lamps, an added health measure of the ment possible.
will have exhibits of their work. ! fireplace tongs, nut bowls, sandwich I new structure.
Beneath the playing floor is a
T?e Home Mai:agement house, 805 trays, bud vases, needle work, and
on the :tloor directly above are large, low-ceilinged room, primarily
~ixth ~tree~. wil~ hold ~en h~use pastries.
three well-lighted, attractive class the boiler room, which may later
m c~nJunctiont wit~ the ome coOscar Anderson is general chair- rooms. Members of the coaching house a rifle range and bowling a!nomics depar men ·
man of the industrial arts exhibit, staff have separate offices, all in leys.
Home Economics alumni are being assisted by John Dempster. Dale close ,proximity to each other.
Clock Adorns Tower
sent special inV'itations to attend Haverstock has as assistants in
Coach Lantd showed us through
With a huge clock adorning the
the event.
attendance has increased each . the men's correctiv'a room before tower on the campus front, with
Members of the three committees year at the open house, a turnout I invading the realm_ of the women modernistic entrance decorations,
in the Home Economics section a.re: of 2,000 is expected. Last year over on the west side. Here offices with with landscaping off-set by hedges
hospitality - Gretchen Duncan, 1,800 attended in spite of inclement private showers and toilets are pro- all on a grade level with the sciHelen Adair. and Martha June weather.
vided for the women athletic direc- ence building grade line, the new

TiC

Lantz Points Out Special Features,
Modern Facilities of Gymnasium
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WE WISH YOU LOTS OF SUC'C ESS IN YOUR
NEW GYM

We Sell the

at our modern fountain.
Only the highest quality
syrups go in the making
of our drinks. Trv our
Chocolate Sodas. Package Ice Cream, all flavors.

OFFICE SUPPLIES

Portables In
Charleston
UNDERWOOD and
REMINGTON
PORTABLES
Sold on Eas.y Payment
Plan
Ribbons, Carpon Pas,>er
and Erasers

Gift
Headquarters
The unusual is always
found at our store. Greeting Cards, Gift Wrappings and Dressing, Place
Cards and Tallies -Stationery, Books, Bibles
and Children's Books.

KING BROS.
BOOK
& STATIONERY STORE
THE SHOP OF THOUGHTFUL GIFTS
WEST SIDE SQUARE

CHARLEST0N, ILL.
1

Seniors Take Advanced Studies

Besides the three courses of
teachin~ in the Senior year, advanced courses include a study of
anatomy and advanced gymnastics.
The department will be headed
by Diirector of Athletics and Physical
Education C. P. Lantz, assisted by
Coach Gilbert Carson and Winfield
S cott Angus. As ye~ it has not
been determined whether other assistants will be engaged.
- - - E :I S T C - - -

Council of Social
Studies Elects Alter
Mr. Donald R. Alter wa...:; elected
treasurer of the Illinois Council for
Social St udies at an org.a nization
meet!ng held .at Normal, Saturday,
April 2. Mr. Alter, Mr. Charles H.
Coleman, Mr. Arthur U. Edwards,
Mr. William H. Zeigel, Mr. Cyril L.
Stout, Miss Lena Ellington, Miss
Emily V. Baker, R a.y Sanders, Wilfrid Kelly, os:er Stevens, and Jim
Sherrick
attended. Next year's
meeting is to be held at Carbondale.
building will be no less striking on
the outside .
In the words of President R. G.
Buzzard, "I don't know of anythin g
that will change the student life
of the college more."

!

CONGRATULATIONS EASTERN

Be
Refreshed

Eastern's expanding curriculum
will include for the first time next
year a four-year course in health
and sports education. The other four
teachers colleges in Illinois have
given a major in physical education
1
for several years, but Eastern has
been unable to offer it before because of limited facilities. The improved physical equipment for
health education with which Eastern
will sta.rt the next school year has
made it possible to offer such a
course.
Outlines Course Requirements
In addition to the r equired English, history, education, and biological science courses, the P. E. major
will be required to take the following courses.
Freshmen will be
oriented in the field with two
courses in activities to develop individual technique in physical activities. Sophomores will study the
physical education activities at the
different age levels with reference
to their organization, management,
and leadership.
Seven courses for Juniors will
cover the coaching of basketball,
football, baseball, and track; the
methods used and material available for teaching physical education; administrative and supervisory
problems in the field; and the
standards, objectives, and philosophical basis for physical education.

We offer our Best Wishes for

Success in the New Gym-

SNAPPY
SERVICE
The Home of the

Sc HAMBURGERS
"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

Retiring Faculty Musician
Reminisces on Career at EI
Koch Family Brings Old
World Charm t o East ern;
He Is Three Score, Ten
The retirement age regulation for
teachers is tolling the bell ".Vhich
brings to ian end the career of a
char.ter member of Eastern's faculty
-one whose music has fo:..~ nearly
forty years lulled chaotic, studymuddled minds of chapel-goers into
peaceful serenity-one whose friendship h as been an inspiration to
those who knew him-Mr. Flriederich Koch.
Possessing abundant energy despite his seventy years, he reluctantly submits to the deposition this
spring as revealed when your reporter caught him in a reminiscent
mood recently. "There comes a
time," he said, "in everyone's life
when he has to make room for one
of the younger generation. Such is
the case with me. It's not because
I am so old or feeble, bu.t because I
have reached a cer.tain age limit."
B as Professional Career

A musical education in Germany
followed by a profession:al music
career prepared Mr. Koch for the
position as first head of Eastern's
Music department. He briefly
sketched for us h'is pre-Eastern life.
"I attended the Real Gymnasium
in Kassel, the capitol city of Hessia. I learned to play the zither
yhen I was very young, entering
the conservatory of music when I
was fourteen yea.rs old. During vacation I took special courses in
voice at Vienna and Frankfort under some of the .b est masters. I also
traveled as accompanist with some
of .t he opera singers of the Royal
Opera company in my home town
and in Hanover. I received many
engagements as soloist on the zither,
a very popular instrument in Europe."
Mr. Koch oa,me to America a.t the
age of 20 to make his home. Here,
in 1888 he was engaged as concert
singer in th4> Har·r is Academy of
Music in Baltimore. "After my contract expired," he continued, "I left
for St. Louis to be vocal soloist with
the St. Louis Symphony orchestra..
I sang in the St. Louis Opera company and for nine years directed
the Arl.a.n Singing- society.
Cyclone Rends Plans
"Then came the big cyclone in St.
Louis. We lost a.bout everything.
Fortunately, I received an offer to
come to Peoria, where after one
year I accepted the position in
Charleston. I have been here for
39 years, the best years of my life.
"Many years more than half of
my life I have been connected with
this school, and I look back with
great pleasuxe to when I was ~ on1y
teacher of music. What wonde1·ful
times we had! We gave performances of grand operas like 'Martha,'
'Prince of Pilsen,' 'Cavallerie Rusticana,' different scenes from 'Tannha.user,' etc." What is more, Walt
Disney had nothing on Mr. Koch.
"Snow White and the
Seven
Dwarfs," "Hansel and Gretel," "The
Fairy Slipper," and many other of
Grimm's Fairy Tales were worked up
and presented under the direction
for ·t he puxpose of acquainting the
training school children, who took
part, with those stories.
"Musical festivals, with all the surrounding high schools participating
always lasted two days," he informed us. "These performances no
doubt lef.t an unforgettable impression on these students.
Reviews Pleasa.nt Years
"I h ave all these years enjoyed

the friendship of ·t he teachers and
the students to the utmost. I shall
look back with great pleasure to
these 39 yea~s of active life in Charleston and I hope to be l:>a.ck off and
on to renew the friendships of the
old teachers and students who have
been a great help to me in my work."
The work of this grand old man,
musician of the old school, is the
footing upon which the Music department of today lliIB been built.
Music at Eastern "marches on" upon the accomplishments of one who
has played his part, whose r ole is
finished, and who deserves tribute,
Mr. Koch!
-
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When planning your purchases,
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'Grand Old Man'

Mr. Friederich Koch

Friends Gather for
F. Koch's Birthday
Friends and relatives from both
sides of the Atlantic gathered at
the home of Mr. Friederich Koch
to celebrate his seventieth birthday anniversary on April 3.
Mrs. Koch's sister, Mrs. Veillon,
known by many in Charleston as
Miss Diemer, accompanied by her
two daughters, Adrien and Gabie!,
came for the special occasion from
Zurich, Switzerland. Piere Veillon,
a son of Mrs. Veillon studying at
MacDonald university in Canada
arrived Thursday, April 7.
His
father, Mr. Louis Veillon, did not
reach Charleston until the latter
part of the month from Zurich.
Dr. Hans Schwarzenbach, from
the old country, r;ind Mr. Eric Von
Schulthess of New York were on
hand for the occasion. Throughout April, visits with the Kochs in
Charleston were intespersed with
trips to St. Louis, Peoria., Chicago
and other cities by membel's of the
group.
Early in May, the entourage left
for a. tour of the southwest.

Faculty to Undergo
Changes Next Year

The Christian church, with H. L.
Hayes, pastol'I, was inadvertently
omitted from the list of churches
in the civic section of this issue of
the News. The ommission was not
noticeg until after the div'Json was
complete.
- - - l : I S T C:- - -

The three dining services on the
~ue of
the News which were made up of
individual contributions
"..ampus gave funds to this

William H. Zie,gel, who was added
to the education faculty last fall,
wm teach this summer in the State
Teachers
college at Flagstaff, ArlIn one of the most closely conzona, for ten weeks. He returns
tested elections ever held at Eastto Eastern next fall.
em, Marvin Upton, Phi Si1g party
candidate, barely won the coveted
Men's Union presidency for 1938-39
.. t:>
from Judy Voris, Fidelis hope. In
b-an even closer count, Emmett Shipley beat out Max King for the vicepr esidency. The election was held
Th ursday afternoon, April 21.

There will be several changes in
the faculty .a t Eastern when school
opens n ext fall for t he '38-'39 session.
Mr. Q . G. Burris, Entertainment
CoUl'ISe head for the last two years,
will be the new head of the English
department at the New Mexico Normal university in Las Vegas. He
has been a member of the English
department h ere for six years.
Mr. Frank L. Verwiebe will be
loaned to the Vanderbilt university
The Phi Sigs and Fidelis both
supplied their respective candidates
at Nashville, T ennesse, for a period
of nine months at the conclusion with a great deal of high-powered
of
which he will return here.
electioneer:ing; as a result, over 2'25 1
II
of the 300 men in school voted. Phi
Mr. Friederich Koch is to be pro- Sig posters d'isplayed the usual
fessor emeritus after his retirement campaign promises while "wardthis spring.
heelers" passed out candy to the
Miss Florence I. Scoular is to be voters as they passed the poll
the head of the Home Economics booths. The Fidelis relied on the
department at the Northern Texas move personal touch
State Teachers college at Denton,
Upton assumed the duties of' his
Texas.
office the following week, directing
Miss Clara Attebery 13 resigning the election of the Men's Union
her post in home economics to be board from the eight groups into '
married this spring.
which the Un'ion has been divided i
---E•sT
this year under President Dale
Trulock, retiring chief.
j

News Thank s P aper
F olders for Efforts

.,,STc--1
KDP INITIATES F IVE
I
CANDIDATES AP R IL 21

The News takes this opportunity
to thank formally the large corps
of paper folders who offered their
services in the interests of the
newspaper without remuneration.
Their co-operation in the enormous
job of folding the 40 pages of this
News by hand is sincerely appreciated.

. -Five pled~es were inducted int o
the local chapter of Kappa Delta
Pi, national honor society, at initiation services held on ThurSday,
April 21. They are Robert Hallowell, Sarah Wozencraft, Reba
Goldsmith, Do'i.t Montgomer.y, ana
Lester VanDeventer.

__
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CONGRATULATIONS TO A SWELL
$CH00L, A SWELL FACULTY
and A SWELL GYM •••
We are very proud of the new Gymnasium and of Eastern Illinois College. We know the College means much
to everyone a distance of many miles from these b:?autiful buildings, and the new buildings add greatly to the
future of Eastern. This store and our family have a
per sonal interest in this great school, since our son and
daughter each have attended T. C. and E. I. to lay the
foundation training of their life work. We have many
fine and true friends on the faculty who we know have
worked earnestly and hard to make Eastern an outstanding college in Illinois and many ·o ther states in
the U. S. A. They have helped to build a better and
higher type of citizen for many communities. We are
for T. C. and E. I., the faculty and students· let's pull
for a Bigger and Better Eastern as the years' roll by.

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY

The Leading J eweler

Charleston, 111.

Dainty Printed Batiste

Popular Knee Length

Gowns a Pajamas

Silk Hosie r y

Lovely
Quality!

1.00
EA.

Firat

Qaalityl

49!.

Nicely styled, bias cut gowns

Full fashioned, with comfort-

and two - piece pajamas in
brand new prints you'll love!

able l.astex tops. You'll like
their freedom and comfort!
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News Hound

Former Dean Marries lBird Specialist

Lectures May 4

Tracks Alumni
To Top Spots
By Beulah Midgett

fft1 .,ur name belongs to the fol-

1l~~q~1ist,

do not hestitate to add
it! We have leafed thorough the
files for the names of alumni who
have distinguished themselves in
education, and in other fields as
well, .since graduation. Surprise!
They are myriad.
Perey Zimmerman and Ferdinand Steinmetz, without the new
science building, gained such competence in that department th at
the former is now assistant director of the Boyce-Thompson Institute for plant research llt Yonker.s, New York, after some years as
dean of agriculture at t he University of Maryland. Mr. Steinmetz is pr<>fessor and head of the
botany department of the state agriculture station of Maine.
Grad Heads Medical College

Fred Smith graduated here, specialized in heart diseases ih working for a doctorate, became head
. of the medical school, University of
Iowa.
Lewis Tiffany, another Easternite,
is head of t he botany department,
Northwestern university.
Homer Sampson is a professor of
botany, Ohio State university.
The English department boasts
thl'ee outstanding alumni in the
persons of Elizabeth Crowe Hannum, who won the one th ou.sand
dollar Atlantic Mont hly prize for
the best high school English gramrn.a.r text in 1936; Helen Fern D!ll'inger, who teaches and writes while
at the Lincoln school; Miss Gladys
Campbell, who teaches in the University high school, University of
Ohicago, and writes poetry. Mrs.
Hannum, a daughter of Mr. A. B.
Crowe of the chemistry depar tment,
has retired from teaching and devotes her time to writing.
EI Makes State Superintendents

Ea.stern has supplied the state of
IDinois with its superintendent of
public instruetion for many years.
J ohn A. Wieland, present superintendent, is up for re-election this
fall.

Miss Nathile McKay, former Dean

of Women at Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College, was married to
Mr. Clark Bryson of New York, on
the afternoon of March 29. The
wedding took place in the Chapel of
the Ma;dison Avenue Presbytel'ian
church in New York. Dr. Buttrick
performed the ceremony.

On Wednesday evening, May 4,
Charles Crawford Garst, ornithologist, spoke in the auditorium as the
last numbel'l of the Entertainment
Course program for the year. His
wide knowledge and familiarity
with birds verified the .fact that he
is perhaps the best known bird man
today.
On the following mornlng he
conducted several bird trips for
those who cared to go. His bird
calls fooled even the birds themselves.
Mr. Gorst is a paiinter of his subjects as well. He would be noted
for t his work alone were it not
over-sh adowed by his prominence
as a naturalist.
- - - E I S T·c - - -

Preston Bradley to
Speak at Gr aduation

The couple left for Texas and
Mexico on March 30 to be gone a
month, whereupon they returned to
The graduation of the 1938 senNew York to make their home in iors and two year students will be
that city.
cHmaxed by baccalaureate and commencement exercises on June 5 and
professor of plant physiology, Ohio 6 respectively.
Bacealaureate .services will begin
State university; Dr. Arthur Chapat
seven-thirty, Sunday evening,
man, forester in Central Forest exJune
5 in the new gymna.sium. Dr.
periment station, U. S. department
w.
T.
Deering, president of Oak.land
of forestry; Mr. Maurice Sullivan,
City
college,
Oak.land City, Indiana,
chief naturalist il'l Arcadia national
will
be
the
principal
speaker.
forest, Arcadia, Maine; Dr. FrankDr.
Preston
Bradley,
pastor of the
lin Turrell, botanist at u. S. citric
Central
church,
Chicago,
and memexperiment sta;tion, California.; Rosber
of
the
Normal
School
board, is
coo Snapp, professor in a,,,o:riculture
be
the
commencement
speakqr
at
to
school of animal husbandry, Unithe
exercises
in
the
new
gym.."'1.asium
versity of Illinois; Harry Given.s,
head of biological science at Joliet at ten a. m. the following day, Monhigh school and junior college; Wal- day.
---E'lsTc--ter Jennings, history department,
University of Kentucky; Dr. Ciney
Rick, p hysician and surgeon at Decatur, Illinois; Ruth Thomas, missionary to Portuguese East Africa;
Carlos Goff, entomologist of the
About 108 persons, alumni and
State of Florida; Robert Allen, as- friends, attended the annual Fisistant professor of English, Williams delis dinner-dance held at the
college; Max CaTman, head of the Hotel U. S. Grant, Mattoon, Satmathematics department, State urday, April 23. The Arcadians
Teachers eollege, Murray, Kentucky; from Fairfield played. The banquet
Bruce Corzine, insurance broker'. program consisted of a speech of
Misses Mary and Edith
Cl'Owe, welcome by Arlow Julian and a
teachers in Fort Wayne, South Side response by Scott Funkhouser, rephigh school; John Albert Crowe, on resenting the alumni.
the executive staff of Chemical Sol- Fidells Sponsori Coach Charles P .
vents corpor.ation, New Yor k City; Lantz spoke, as did Dean H. F.
and Mr. Charles Finley, dean of in - Heller, special guest. Singing was
struction, State Teachers college, led ·by L. Kirkum Voris (Judy to
Montclair, New J ersey.
you). Joe Kelly was toastmaster.
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SCHOUTEN
&
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FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING
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CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR PROGRESS

Corner 6th & Ja~kson

Charleaton

Fidelis Banquets
At Mattoon Hotel

Franeis G. Blair, former state
superintendent in office for 25 years,
is also an alumnus of Ea.stern.
Miss Lois Shortess was the first 1
supervisor of school libraries in 1
Michigan. She is now supervisor of
the school libraries of Louisiana.
Charles Prather and
Denna
Franklin Fleming are outstanding
in the field of social science. Mr.
Prather is head of the department
of finance, College of Business Administratiin, Syracuse, New York. I
Mr. Fleming is professor of history I
at Vanderbilt university.
Earl William Anderson is h ead of ;
the Appointments Bureau, Ohio \
State university.
Harry Huber practices medicine in I
Chicago, specializing in allergy.
Nine Continue at Ea.stern
Nine alumni of the college are
now members of .the faculty here.
They are: Miss Alice McKinney, art
instructor; Mr. Walter Scruggs ofl'
the botany department; Miss Ruby
Harris, assistant professor of geography; Miss May Smith, member of
the library staff; Miss Ruth Hostetler, mathematics instructor; Miss I
Bernice Bankson, fifth grade critic;
Miss Grace Geddes, retired second
grade critic; Miss lea Marks, botany
instructor; and Miss Ruth Carman, 1.
instructor in Latin.
Others who have excelled in their
fields are: Leila Mae Armstrong, pri- 1
mary supervisor, La Porte, Indiana;
Hilda Pogue, teacher at Oak Park 11
and author of a readers, The Big
Top; Dr. R. A. Fre~land, assistant j
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They're on their way every
week . . . . towels, linens, all
he·a ded for a delightful bath at
Charleston Steam Laundry. For
this is the laundry service that's
kind to your washing. Every
item is returned to you sparkling fresh. Our experts add
years of life to your finest
things, too.
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I
I
I
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BAND BOX CLEANERS
PHONE 284

UNDER WEAR
e Jockey Underwear by Coopers will enable Motorists to
enjoy riding comfort for the first time! No fidgeting at the
stop-lights, no readjusting for the next dash through traffic.
Jockey Underw ear is comfortable every·
w here all of the time. The patented Y-Front
construction provides masculine support and
a convenient, no-gap opening. No buttons
......,., .,
Wl.Ulll I UPI n CLHU
• •• no bulk • • . no bind- hence no Squirm· H PPll1'flUTH llLI
ing. Come in today and let us show you the
variety of models and fabrics.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU-EI
and

COMPLETE LINE AT

BEST WISHES TO THE TEAMS IN THEIR NEW HOME

RAIN'S CLOTHING SHOP
Fine Made-to-Measure Clot hes, Men's Furnishings, and
Ladies' Holep roof Hosiery.

408 SIXTH ST.

Jocg~q

B. E. WINTER, Mgr.
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CHARLESTON OBSERVES 'CENTURY OF PROGRESS'
- -+

Charleston Plods. On!
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But Look At It Now!
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•
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·Petitions to
Incorporate
In Year '38
Historian Traces Growth ol
· City from Pioneer Beginnings t o Presenf-day Development; Lists Achievements

IBECOMES CO. SEAT
By Ed Hayes

The early history of a community is perhapas of greater
interest to the people living
in that community than to
anyone else; however, any
statement regarding CharCharleston may have been slow l taken from the public square as al rally. The ox team idea began with in 1858. Matt Glassco was driver. 'leston would be incomplete
but was certainly possessed of big team of 32 yoke of oxen sta~ted an ox-drawn float of rail-splitters
The second picture shows Char- without this early history, so
ideas in 1860. The abo\l'e photo was toward Mattoon for a Republlcan at the Lincoln-Douglas debate here 1 leston now, proud of her new dress. this articl-e is intended to .sl1ow,
1briefiy, from what small beginn'ings
Charleston has grown into a prosCHARLESTON BUILDS!
perous little city.
MERCHANTS FLOURISH!
One authentic history claims that
. Where's That Recession?
settlers came into the community
from Crawford County as early as
During. the year 1937 more
~ · - - --· - - - - - - - - - Alt110ugh Coles county is well
money was spent upon b u ild'mg
Oity records shcYW that on
Scribe Discovers S~crets of ing and food a.re sold by Cha.r leston
and repairing in Charleston than · supplied with natural resources in
April 27, 1838, Charleston petiBusiness Success; Points mer.chants to 'buyers from all parts
during any previous year in the the form of coal, oil, clay, limestone,
tioned for incol'poration.
Out Progressive Trend
of t.pe county.
past thirty.
sand, and gravel, none of them 'is
The business district s urrounding
During the y.ear 1937 total sales being ext ensively ·worked. Only in 1822 and 1823, but that they apthe
courthouse
square
on
all
four
of
established mer.chants . in the past year· has the oil supply been parently only viewed the country
By Paul Alfred
1
Charleston increased all the way tapped at all, and such efforts as with the idea of making permanent
Charleston, county seat of Col~ sides and extending one to two
county, rich in historical lore and blocks each way from. the square,
from f,i ve to 25 per cent in spite have been made are but the tail .settlement. In 1824 the first settleend of the southern Illinois oil
one of the leading educational cen- is a perfect picture of neatness and
ment was made in Coles County by
of the fact that many new stores boom.
ters of Illinois, is also a trade center mode11mess. The shops, all modwent into business. In one cas.e
people coming from
Crawford
The fai'lure to develop the exten- County. These people were · John
without par .among cities of its size ern, invite the public to view their
sales of a prominent bu.5iness
si've coal beds is hard to understand. Parker and his sons Daniel, Benin .the midwestern states. Situated wares by attractive displays. The
house increased 100 per cent.
in the center of one of the most interiors, neatly .a.Pranged and well
The state geological survey indi- jamin, Silas, George and James and
These faicts come from the an- cates that the entire county is unfertile prairi-es of the state, it serves lighted are adequately stocked with
their families, also Samuel Kellogg
nual report made by President derlaid with coal, · and number 2
as a trade center for a vast agricul- lines of merchantlise that can well
and his wife. Pioneers in the strict
S. E. Thomas .t o the stockhold- quality has been found in the west
tural a.rea. .By virtue of .b eing a fit the entire family in both needs
sense of the word, these people were
ers of the Charleston NaUona.I side of the county in seams of 372 used to the greatest hardships. They
county seat town it attracts many and price.
f1armers and townsfolk of neighbor' ..• All Family May Shop'
bank.
to 5 1h feet. Yet, other than a few had to fight 'to preserve their existing communities. Its trade area exThere are three depar;tment stores.
The recession snubbed Charles- strip wagon mines, no coal is being
tends into the southern half of all well managed and with fast mov-,
(Continued on Page Eleven)
ton!
mined il'.l the county.
Douglas county to the north, to the ing stocks, that certainly may be ~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
western half of Edgar county on the termed .as storns where the entire
east, to the eastern half of Cum- family ma.y shop. All stores have
berland county on the south, and the established themselves as reputable
western half of Clark county on the business houses under very alert and
southeast. Its trade area also ex... progil·essive manager.ships.
tends into Jasper county and other
Novelty stores, auto supply stores,
counties, although not adjoining, hardware stores, confectioneries,
but who a.re less fortunate in hav- s hoe stores, and a host of groceries
ing so large a trade ce nter.
round out a very complete business
district
in which the needs of any'Has Revival of Spirit'
one
may
be purchased at prices that
One has but to take -a walk
are
rjght.
through the business district of
Oharleston to appreciate the advanIn fact, as one merchant recently
tages that this little county seat stated "Charleston has ev·erything
town of a.bout 9000 people h as to from automobile to model airplanes
offer. The spirit of this town was to sell at a quality and price that
once dormant .t o the point that defies all competition."
many alluded to it as ·b eing a city
Stock Sale Attracts Farmers
of r etired folk that were willing to
The community auction sale, sellslumber while other cities and com- ing liv·estock weekly over the aucmunities '.l)r ogressed and expanded tion block, attracts farmers and sto::k
their trade fields. However, if Char- buyers from .all parts of the country.
leston was ever in the girip of such Its cash plan of delivering to the
a spirit, it has had a revival. This seller, cash for his articles immedilittle city is now one of the most a.tely upon sal·e, has eliminated
progressive to be found anywhere. many rural auction sales and has
Its merchants a;re among the pro- centralized the auc ~~on m arket in
gressive type, capable of grasping ev- one town. Anyone desiring to sell
ery opportunity in their respective livestock can put his a.rticles up for
trade fields. New buildings, remod- sal e on a very short notice. It not
eling, and revamping of stores and only affords this tremendous selling
shops m ake the city one of the best advantage but also offers a big adappearing in th.e middlewest.
vantage for the buyer.
Good roads h ave been a big facBuilding Boom Brings Returns
tor
in the expansion of the CharlesIncidentally, this same building
spirit fed a pay roll that imme di- ton trading rurea. From the south
ately returned :to the merchant in Route 130, an eighteen foot sh.b,
such a wave that Charleston can penetra tes Cumberland and Jasper
justly claim to be one -city that was -counties. Route 16 extending to the
not affe.cted .by th e wave of busi- east and west taps rich territory in
ness recession .t h at swept our coun- which dwell many of Charleston's
buyers.
try within the past year.
A good system of secondary roads
For more than 1-0Q years Coles The above structure is in reality order to circumvent opposition.
As the courthouse is the center
county
courthouses have been the the fourth courthouse, · altho~gh The new court h ouse, so they say,
of the county political activities, - gravel and pavement- radiate into
axis
of
activity
in Charleston. The the board of supervisors in 1897 is built around just one stone ·of
fertile
farm
communities
that
a
re
a
Charleston's business district is the
one
·
was
built
of hewn logs approprfated the money to build it the old one, which is shown in the
first
of
supply
of
a
high
quality
source
center of the county's business ac"down
on
the
town
branch"
1n 1831. under the heading of "repairs" in inset.
of
fa.rm
products.
tivities. AutomobUes, shoes, clothI

Coles' Resources
Remain Intact

Adyantages of City Make
It Attractive Trade Center

I

Hub of Charleston: Today Automobiles Form Spokes
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Survey Shows

City'~_ Great
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Industrial Potentiality

Factors Are Favorable for These Men Labored to Industrialize Charleston-Did It
Expansion in Many Channels
City's Wide-Awake Business ton, which use agricultural products 1
Interests Influence Happy for their raw materials, such as
CIPS Conclusions
cheese factories, corn products I
II

1
1

1

__

j plants,

agricultural limestone plant,

Conclusions drawn by the indus- etc.
trial developm:mt department of the
Coles county is in the center of
Central Illinois Public Service com- I one of the country's largest broom
pany after an extensive survev of corn producing territories,
and,
conditions in and around Cha~ies- w~ile there is one broo~ ma~ufact
ton make probably the origlltest u~mg plant now operatmg m ~he .
reading business men of this se'.!- city, the nearness of raw material,
tion have done in some years. The I c?upled with excellent transporta- 1
discoveries of this survey a-ccount J t1on and marketing facilities, warfcr the success of recent business de- rants the recommendation that efvelopments of the city.
forts be made to attract other broom
'Lo k U ,
I
manufacturing plants.
.
p
_
.
.
o s
R us1ness
Here are the conclusions: "Consid- ,. · Because or the Nickel Plate railerations of the above fundamental road shops in Charleston it naturfactors entering into the success of ally follows that there are many I
industry (listed in detail) leads to I workers available who have had :
the conclusion that conditions in j wo~dworking 3:nd metal working ~x
Charleston are unusually favorable perience. While no raw matenals
to industry. The business interests I are near at hand for such inof the city are awake to the desir- I dustries, all other factors tending to
Top row, left to r ight : H . E . J etts, Andrew J. Craig (deceased), c. ate business interests for two weeks
ability of a diversification in in- j the success of _such :i:nanufacturing
Br~dley (decease d?'. G. Tod~ En- j L. Lee (decease~)• J. A. Parker, Har- and devoted all of their time to the
dustry.
That industry has the 1 plants ar_e available m Charleston.
1 campaign for funds needed to sebe~ly, Arthur E . C1aig, Frederick M. old Welsh, A. G. Fromme!.
whole hearted support of the bus- ~ere ag_a~1:· excellen~ transportaF~ont row, left to right: Percy I cure the Brown Shoe company's
iness interests is evidenced by the t10n f~c1llties are an important ad- Miller, ~ed Gray <d:ceased), John
M._ White, J. R. Blair, Charles E. Whittemo1·e (deceased), Charles E. Charl~ston factory built here in 1919
fact that the locating of the largest 1 vantage.
Wmter (deceased), H enry Fuller. Nees, Robert .Mitchell (deceased), at a cost of $100,000. This is signiindustry in the city was brought
Generally, it is felt that on acSch~~ler Titus, C. B. ~uclunore.
Ha.r ry Cottingham, Charles R. Mill- ficant of Charleston's spirit, coming
about by the direct action and as- I count of the large number of
Middle row, left to n gh t : John E. er, J. E. Bennett.
is it did after the disastrous tornado
sistance of the business men.
McGurty (deceased), 1''.ra n k RickThese men gav~ up their immedi- of 1917.
(Continued on Page Six)
Living conditions, which contribute largely to the quality of in-

I
I

I

I

I

I

II

I

~~~~:;t~~~or ci~0~ cit~o3:i!side~i~~ j /llinois

Commerce Journal Notes Shoe Factory As It Appears!JToday
Ch arles t on ' s S wan k y ' J.1\.1
YeW D ress '
,,,,. .,.

cheap rents, minimum commodity I
costs, high class schools including
a State Teachers college clean wellkept residential section~ are ~n apThe following article is taken
company, and the other by the Morpeal not only to the industrial workfrom the "IIJinois Jomnal of I ris company. An entirely new front I
ers but to every parent where un- I Commerce" for April. It desfor the Benedict's 5 & 10 Stm-cs.
usual education facilities are ofcribe.s in brief, graphic fashion I The completion of a basement 1 nfered.
the "New Dress" which Charder the entire building and the reGood Labor Is Abundant
I Ieston has donned of late.
mo~elin~· with new fixtures of the
-:· -h- d
f
t·
h"te la ]
entire first flo01·. The removal of 1
A h ig gra e o na ive. w 1.
"Charleston, 'The Friendly City,' I the Alexander 5c to $1.00 stol'e into 1
bor' stable and
is the
.
t" f home-lovmg,
t
. .
d" I h:;is been except10nally
fortunate for their new building with a remodeled
resu1t of sa is ac ory 1ivmg con i- I1
.
.
1
tions.
Adequate
transportation the past few months in having an first floor an~ an entirely i:-e~ front. ,
facilities, reliable power at reason- / unusual amount of construction go- The remodelmg of the build1~:ig oc- 1
able rates as well as proximity to ing on. Among the improvements I cupied by the Rex the.l~re mto a i
the country·s most highly populat- I ~hat have been complet~d and are I modern store room occup1.ed ~YO'the I
ed section gives Charleston addi- 1rn the process of completion are the Qg~ble ~tores. The remodelm,,, of
tional advantages for manufacturers following: Completed proje cts - a t~e mter10r of the D1:ess-y;e11 Shop
who desire to re-locate or to estab- 1 new motion picture theatre at_ an with new and attractive fixtures.
lish branches.
j e~timated cost of $~50,000 eqmpped
"In connection with t.he new
While Charleston is primarily an ~1th. all the !ates~ imprnved sound, I theatre building is a new modernis- r
agricultural center, the devel~pment l~ghtmg·, and he1tmg effe~ts, beau- tic business block consis~ing of s?v- i
of the community has been dU"ected tifully decorated and smtable for 1 en modern store rooms. five of which
along lines that would be of the cities many times the size of Char- I are occupied. The first by the •
greatest advantage to
industry. ! leston. The remodeling of the old I Coffman Brothers up-to-dat3 marCareful consideration should be giv- Ch~rleston House with two new ket, and the third by the Garden I
1
en the possibilities of developing busmess rooms on the ground floor, 1 -----------~1
and locating industries in Charles- one oc·cupied by the J. C. Penney/
(Continued on Page Seven)
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CONGRATULATIONS to El from CHARLESTON'S LARGEST DEPT. STORE

LACE TABLE CLOTHS

All sizes, 36x36 to 72xl00 .
A very fine selection at
prices to ·meet your approval... ......... $1.00 to $10.9t

WINDOW SHADES

ROOM SIZE RUGS

For any size window; in green, tan, grey;
colors to suit-

Visit our third floor and see one of the
largest stocks of Rugs and Wall Paper
in this part of the state.

Oil Shades, 36x6 ......................................$1.00
Water Color Shades, 36x6 ........................65c
Complete with guaranteed roller.

~~;s ~~~~-~~~············

Paper Shades, 36x6 .................................... l<ffl
Large Sizes ..................................... ...............19e
Without rollers.

BED SPREADS
Chenille, Candlewick, Homespun
and Rayon- we have them all. Our
Chenille Spreads are beaut1ful.

. . .. $2 7•95 ~~d

9xl2 Royal Wiltons
as Low as ..................................

$59.50

WALLPAPER

PORCH RUGS

We carry stocks of the finest ·w an Papers- hundreds of selections for any room of the housePriced from 15c to $2.00 bolt.
SPECIAL-Enough Wall Paper for room
15xl5x9 .................................................. $2.00 per room

Fast color, washa;ble Grasf
Rugs for all size porches. P.
large selection of designs ani:J
colors. 4 %x7 %, $1.50; 6x9
$2.00; 6x12, $3.00; 9x12, $3.9E

Largest size, 90xl08-white and
colors ............................$4.95 and up

VENETIAN
BLINDS
Let us quote you our low
prices on Venetian shades
We can get you the color
desired, with guaranteed
quality Ba~wOOd w Alum-

inum slats.
Every Shade to Fit

the Place.

COLES COUNTY'S
LARGEST
DEPARTMENT STORE

BRIDGE SETS (36x36
size, with napkins) - All
linen appliqued with colors. Very Special$1.49 Set

BALL

BALL

GOLD SEAL

FRINGED

FRINGED

CURTAINS

CURTAINS

In Cream o:
Ecru; 40 in
wide lace curtains. 214 yds
long-

Each Curtain
62 in. wide, 2~~
yds. long. Select your culor.

CONGOLEUM
RUGS

$1.00 pair

$1.98 pair

VISIT

All the new patterns

for any room of the
house; all sizes - 6x9
$4.49; 7%x9, $5.49; 9x9
$6.49; 9x12, $8.~5.

ALEXAND ER'S

3rd FLOOR

SOUTHEAST
CORNER

OF SQUARE
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'Billy' Hill Recalls Dedication of EI
+-

City's Oldest
Hill's House on Hill in Olden Days
Business Man
Reminisces
Orders Were, 'Get No.rm.al
School Honestly If You Can
-but Get It'

THE HARPER
FUNERAL HOME
joins all of Charleston in

"The normal school put Chatleston on the map," said Mr. W. E.
(Billy) Hill, Charleston's oldest business man, while talking to a member of the News staff. "Before th e
normal school was .b uilt, Charleston had a population of 4,000 people ; since t hen the population ha.s
doubled and the Normal school has
been a st eady and important influThis is the old w. E. Hill residence facing west toward Jackson
ence on tha.t growth · · ·
"Charleston had to fight in order
to get the Normal school built here," street, the present Sixth street. The
continued Mr. Hill. "About twelve street nmning ea.st and west, now
other towns were bidding for i.t. En- Harrison, was known as Southern
thusiasm was running high; I re- avenue a.t the time of this picture.
member at a citizen's meeting, ev- Seventh street was Columbus stre€t.
eryone was excited. Mr. J. K. Decker The old home is still standing, but
·arose and said, 'Gentlemen, get the
Normal school honestly, if you can;
but get the Normal school!'"
A new water power plant had just
been built. They were demonstrating how high they could force a
stream of water. Word was sent to
the power plant to step up their
pumps, which .they did, and blew out
a fire plug on the southeast corner
of the square.
Charleston Won Fight
"Charleston finally won the fight.
The Normal school was dedicated
August 29, 1899. At that time our
house faced Sixth street. Our front
lawn included the ground where the
United Brethren church now stands.
Many people gath ered on our lawn
to watch the dedication parade as
it mar ched south on Sixth street.
Mr. and Mrs. Friederich Koch had
just arrived in Charleston and were
putting up at the Charleston ho- 1
tel. Mr. Koch, who goes into retirement this soring was to start
Forty years ago aJl Charleston
work in o eptember as a music instruct r in the Normal sohool. "Mrs. turned out to march on .a brand
Koch watch ed the pM"ade from the new castle off in the sticks south
hotel window and cried because she
had to live in a small mid-western corner of the square. I was in bustown," said Mr. Hill with a chuckle, iness 55 years.
"but she soon learned to love Char"I moved arouna a great deaJ, but
Ieston; and Charleston, in turn, has my a.dvice to a young person is t o
always held a great admiration and locate him.self in -a good spot, make
love for the Koch family.
a wise choice in his profession, busPoints Out Changes
iness, or calling, and stick to it
"There h ave been m any cha."1ges through thick and thin; as Benjaduring the last forty years," Mr. Hill min Franklin once said:
said dreamily, letting his mind wan- 'I never saw an oft-removed tree
der back over the intervening years. Nor an oft-removed family
"Charleston has doubled in size, the That throve so well as one that set street.s have been paved, many beautled to.'"
tiful buildings have been built, ~he
Mr. Hill has a copy of Franklin's
automobile has come along 'Wlth autobiography that was published in
many other modern conveniences- 1835. He also has an ancient Bible,
yes, the most wonderful change that a transla.tion by Mairtin Luther pubman ever dreamed of-the lake, lished in 1553, which he has priced
made .b y the old brick kiln which at $1,000. When asked about the
furnished bricks :for the old Char- history of the· ,book, he said, "I can't
leston hotel and other buildings, is tell you, for I don't know it myself.
now filled up with the new gym- I got it from .an old German who
nasium.."
u sed to live on a farm west of Cha~rMr. Hill was born August lZ, 1857, leston. He was telling me about it
in the brick house at "five points." one time and I offered him ten dolHe went to school in the yellow Jars for it. He got mad and said
brick school where the Lincoln that he wouldn't seli it for $100.
school now stands. When the new However, about two months later he
high school was built his class trans- came to me and told me that he
ferred to it. "I graduated fl'om would give me the bible for a cerhigh school in 1874," he said. "My tain horse that he wanted. I bought
father wanted me to clerk in his the horse for about $20 and traded
store, but I preferred to work in his it for the ·bible. I have advertised
pork packing house with the first it for sale in New York, London, and
floor and basement workmen under Calcutta, India; but a.s yet I have
me. we were doing about a balf not received an offer that I conmillion dollars of business a year sidered worthwhile."
when the panic of 1873 h it us and
Mr. and Mrs. Hill have been
finally put us out of business in ried 57 years. Mrs. Hill was the

EXPRESSING OUR
APPRECIAT I 0 N
ha.s since been trn'ned around to face
east. The United Brethren church
is now locat ed on .t he vacant spot
in the foreground.
The inset is a picture of "Billy"
Hill, Charleston's oldest business
man, as h e looked when he wa.s one
of the city's most active civic leaders.

Charleston Parades to

of Eastern Illinois State Teachers
College and especially of the fine
buildings \vhich have just been completed.
MR. and MRS. SAMUEL E. HARPER

D d•
£/
e icate
MR. and MRS. JOHN W. SWICKARD

MR. and Mrs. J. HOWARD HUTION

CONGRATULATIONS
IThis
of .t own. It was the Normal
picture was ta.ken on

Sc~ool.

Sixth
street just west of the Hill home.

I

Civic Leader Is
World Traveler
A picture of Miss Esther McCrory's beautiful home at 1303 Jackson street, appears in the photomontage group of this section. ~.fiss
McCrory herself is a native Charlestonian and a retired teacher
whose world travels and wide interests make her one of the most respected leaders of the city in social
and club life.
Alw.a.ys interested in architecture,
she spoke to a News interviewer
some years ago of her visit to the
Taj Mahal at Agra, India, thus: "It
is a gem of a .building, finished as a
jeweler would have it. The -structure was erected by an Indian ruler
m memory of his favorite wife. The
Taj Mahal was the most dazzling
piece of architecture we saw on the
entire cruise.'' Miss McCrory was
speaking with reference to her world
cruise in 1931.
In India l\tUss McCrory was permitted to see Mahatma Gandhi. He
smiled and bowed to her. At the
time he was in passive resistance
follow.ing a conflict with the English viceroy.

I

TO A GRAND SCHOOL ON A VERY
OUT ST ANDING ACCOMPLISHMENT, TRULY AN ADD I TI 0 N,
WHICH MAKES US HAPPY AND
PROUD TO SAY "WE L I V E IN
CHARLESTON."
We, as one of the outstanding institutions of this community, welcome you to
Charleston and trust that we may he of
service to you.

Exciting Feature ••• Smart

DRESSES
Stunning Spring Styles that you
would expect to find at $3.00.
Choice-

daughter of T. G. Chambers, presi-

mar-I dent
of the First National bank at
tha t t ime.

1876.
"In 1879 my father and I started

a store on the south side of the
square about where Rickett's jewelry store is now. Then in 1880 we
moved to the north side, at about
the location of the pre.sent Benedict's store. The next year I bought
my father's interest in the store
and moved to where the Charleston
bank now stands. About five years
later I moved across the street south,
where I stayed for several years until the building was sold. Then I
moved to the room now occupied by
Mitchel Brothers, then to the room
where Stuart's Drug store is now,
and later to the present site of
King's Book store. Then I bought

the double room on the southwest

THE LINCOLN DAIRY
Pure ra w milk, cr eam , cottage cheese, butterm ilk and chocolate
milk, from personally selected herds t ha t are triple test ed. Bottled
under san it ary conditions and delivered to you twice daily. We
want to be "your., milkman.
Telephone 1252

HARRY H. RANKIN
Owner and Operator

15 W. BUCHANAN

CHARLESTON

Flattering fashions in beautiful Printed Rayons and Cotton Shantungs.
Make your choice from a large selection.
SIZES 14 to 50
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Man Aids Nature to Supply Playgrounds for City
•

•

State Develops A Shady Shelter Spot on Fox Ridge ParkAreaTotals Over 1200Acres;
Fox Ridge Park
Recreational Facilities Plentiful
-- - - -.
Large Lake Will Be Park F eaLEGEND GIVES JESSE
INew City Swimming Pool
ture; State to Carry Out

.

JAMES DEN AT ROCKS

--.-

Nature Study

I

I
I

Offe.i"s Added Inducement to
Sports-Minded of Area

--

Legendary with the Rocks park,
Fox Ridge State park, now being
picknicker's Mecca on the EmMother Nature has blessed the
developed south of Charleston, g'ives
?arras river east of Cha~leston, territory surrounding Charleston
promise of being one of the most
lS tha.t tale connected with the with beautiful scenery with th
. h
interesting as well as the most atinscription, "Jesse James," on the )
'
enc '
tractive of a.11 the Illinois state
wa.ll of a cave.
fertile prairies
to the
north
parks. Located within six mHcs of
Tradition has it that the cave breaking into rugged terrain on the
the city a short distance west of
was the lair of J ·esse and his south. The residents of the comState Route No. 130, it incorporates
band, from which they descend- munity have utilized the natural adquite a little of the Embarrass river
ed upon stag_e coaches fording t~e v&ntages to provide for numerous
within its borders. Much of it is
Embarrass Just below, on thiclT and varied recreational pursuits.
quite rugged land, affording some
regular mute to and from the
The Fox Ridge state park, the
of the deepest, most precirJitous
West. After each hold-up, the Lincoln Loo' Cabin state park one
ravines to be found in this entire
cave was the scene of revell-y,
. .::> •
'
· ble 1a k e,
a country
. O.l~ the s t a te . A s1za
sect 10n
an d th e spo1.1s were h oard e d 1.n large pnvate
. river resort,
.
~
·
't cranmes.
.
club, two
city parks, m the aggregate
by d amnung
a t n·b uis
.
,to be .lormed
taxy of the Embarrass, is a feature
The bandit leader's name is :nstit u te a parrk acdrdie~t~e otfh mo~e
cover
This is one of the many rustic south of Charleston. T.he above
t"ll ct• t·
ish bl
th
ll
an 700 acres. n a
ion ere 15
Of the Park. The lake n;ill
"'
sfi t .... 15 mgu a ehon
e wa another 480 acres to be added in the
about 24 acres of land.
shelter houses to be found itl the overlooks t.he lake now being formo ue cavern as e was sup.
. .
Fox Ridge state park six miles ed
d to h
t h d ·t
near future, brmgmg the total to
In connection with this hody of
'
.
pose
ave scra c e 1 .
nearly 1200 acres. This imprB.ssive
inland water the State Natural His---·---------~--------------...;...---------------- amount of acreage in and near
tory Survey expects to carry out one contains a large room with cem.m t r;'
111
Charleston devoted to parks alone
of the most extensive nature study floor, an open fire place and seats.
0
gives a vivid picture of the desire of
projects in this section of the coun- Another section is set ap~-rt tor a
the inhabitants of the region to live
try.
concession stand with the idea that
an abundant life and to provide
Realize Site's Advantages
later sandwi-ches, coffee, confections
•
wholesome recreation for the leisure
About two years ago se·:eral men and soft drinks may be available for
hours.
· ·tors. There are modern
This inviting
scene
who had been interested in tile Jo- park vis1
Ample opportunities exist for ac.
cation of a state park along the Em- rest rooms and P1umbmg,
connect e ct greets the eye of the
tive
sports such as tennis, golf, baseCountry Club golfer out
barrass riv,er in this section, work- W1·th a 1arge E m h off t ank- w h·~-...
lw1
horseback riding, boating, huntball,
i.-~~
t
t
d
f
d
for
recreation
on
the
ing with T. M. Kin 0-sbury, super- h as ·IJ'O(;n cons rue e or sewage ising, fishing, swimming. As for the
l
well-kept links 2 ~ miles
intendent of the National Park posa ·
west of Charleston.
last mentioned, in addition to the
forces supervising the development
In addibion to the automobile
river facilities, a new municipal
of Lincoln Log Cabin State park, road a trail around the park is planswimming pool is to be opened ·t his
realized the natural .scenic advan- ned with other side trails; along
summer. Also, those persons desirtages of this site. Th1Jy org~mized a these it is expected that shelter
ing to participate in active sports as
movement to interest t1:Je state.
houses will be erected at points ofspectators enjoy athletic competiAfter some effort alo11g that line, fering exceptional views out over about 45 feet in length. The spill- fish are best suited to the inland tion in season at the local collega as
way is especially planned to take waters of t.his Mid-Western section well as at ·two high schools.
the Staite l?ark division of the De- the valley and the river.
water
from the bottom of the lake and the conditions be&t adapted to
Will
Build
Picnic
Facilities
partment of Public Works a.nd BuildNearby there are scenic drives and
and
thus
provide oxygenation of their propagation a.nd culture, as beauty spots that invite the weary
Fifty
picnic
tables
have
been
conin.g s requested the federal governfire the deepeJ.· water and keep it fresh, well as the most adaptable and ad- student and the tired business man
ment to designate this as a. pro- structed, and fifty outdoor
pure, and aerated for fish life at all vantageous aquatic plant life.
places,
or
furnaces,
will
be
erected,
ject on which the GC'C forces could
who wish complete relaxation. All
depths.
some
of
them
a.long
the
trails
above
be used, and with the approval of
There is no set-up like this in the of these opportunities provide a hapthat reque&t the proposal became an mentioned.
The lake will be aibout a mile in entire mid-west and it is expect- py community outlook.
actuality.
A well has been drilled and good length; with the uneven shore-line ed that the research work will create
---EISTC--Mr. JPngsbury, to tl1e great satis- drinking water made available; caused by the broken topography, it a great deal of interest and be of
faction of the men interested, was drinking fountains will be provided, is estimated that there will be about much advantage in the future for
conservation and fish and plant dea.ssigned oo supervise the project. He as a pumphouse is planned to sup- three miles in its circumference.
velopment.
and the CCC forces have been en- ply an adequate water system. A
Lake Is for Research
custodian's house is also included
gaged there for about a year.
The program as a.Iready worked
The story goes that the characterThis lake is being constructed unin the program for this fall's work. der the supervision of the State Na- out ca.lls for ·the maintenance of a ization of Charleston as The FriendAcquire Roadway Tract
A group camp is projected and ·tural History Survey with the spe- large force of men here for the com- ly City dates back to 1920. The old
A strip of gTound not, less than
200 feet wide at any point was se- possibly facilities will be furnished ci.al idea of study and research work ing two yea.rs, and it is fully expect- Ohamber of Commerce, led by Carl
cured for entrance road and park- for special bot~nical and other na- on fish and aquatic plant life. An ed that .as it continues further more Lincoln Lee, editor of the "Charlesway into the park proper, and the ture study by school and college experimental laboratory is to lbe exLnsive projects will be added. ton Courier" at the time, was searchbuilt and will ibe provided with Authorities believe that it will
ing for an apt slogan or title. A
grading and graveling has been groups.
The dam for the lake is still un- equipment for thOl'oughly testing come one of the major nature study member whose identity has been
done on this road leading into and
through the park, which is about der construction. The lake itself water temperatures and oxygen con- projects in t.his entire sect.ion of the lost to. posterity jumped up and
said, "They call Chicago 'the Windy
is to cover an area of 2Z to 24 acres tent at various depths during dif- country.
two miles in length.
E•sTc
City'; let's call Charleston 'the
A combination building has al- in one of t.he large ravines. The clay ferent seasons. This will enable the
Patronize your News advertisers. friendly city.'" The name has stuck.
ready been erected in the park. This and earth dam is 26 feet high, and Survey to determine what kinds of
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Charleston Goes
'Friendly' in '20
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Guess
to the

Is Out!
We don't guess about the quality of Meadow Gold Pasteurized
Cream or Butter, because every bit of raw milk received from
model dairy farms is subjected to laboratory test. We sample
and test it when we get it, and the laboratory follows every step
till it is delivered to your door. That's why Meadow Gold quality never varies. Day in and day out, it's always the finest obtainable.
AT YOUR GROCERY OR, FOR DELIVERY TO
Y<OUR HOME .•. PHONE 7

Meadow Gold Dairy

OFFICIALS and FACULTY
of

EASTERN

ILLINOIS STA TE TEACHERS COLLEGE
We are proud along with you of the fine advancement you have made in our school.

KEITH'S BAKERY
Bakers of Fine Bread and Fancy Pastries
in Charleston for over twenty years.
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College Community Affords Social, Cultural Advantages
__,,.,.,,........,.,...

The great American Trinity of Home-Religfo.n Education form the backbone of the social and
cultural advantages of "The Friendly City." Its
quiet, shaded residential streets show an unusual
beauty and a wide variety of lovely homes with
attractive lawns and flower gardens. The charm
of these well-kept homes plus ample opportunity
for the play needed by growing children makes for
an environment that insures a generation o·f homelovers and substantial citizens.
A throng of devout worshipers wend'ing their
way to the beautiful churches of the community
on Sunday morning creates a picture of assurance
in troubled times. Charleston has an active ministerial association that is alert to the needs of the
city. The co-operative union services held under
their sponsorship have made it possible for outstanding leaders of various denominations to appear as speakers in the local churches.
Among the denominations represented locally
with organizations and sanctuaries are: Bapitist,

Catholic, Christian Science, Church of God, Cum·

berland Presbyterian, Lutheran, Methodist, Pilgrim Holiness, Presbyterian, United Breth.r,en.
Union efforts have created a fellowship between
the different sects full of appreciation and understanding.
"We are all blind until we see
That in the human plan,
Nothing is worth the making,
If it does not make the man.
"Why build these cities glorious,
If man unbuilded goes,
In vain we build the world,
Unless man also grows."
"Education for the Future Citizen" might well
be the slogan of the public schoo·l system of Charleston. Well-equipped schools manned by a highly
trained teaching staff give to the young people
every opportunity to train themselves for a useful
and abundant life.

~

w.,,.,.,,.... - ..

·,

•.

. '

Formal education is supplemie nted by a strong
Boy Scout organization and a very active Girl
Scout group. A number of the ·city's leaders interest themselves in scout work.
Both of Charleston's hospitals, the Oakwood
and the Charleston Memorial, are equipped to meet
almost any health problem of the city. They have
served with merit for many decades.
It is Charleston's rather unique claim that almost every family of the city has come connection
with the college. Either a member has, is, or will
attend, or a college student has roomed in the
home. When one considers that for the past thirtyeight years about one-fourth or one-fifth of the
student body of the regular tenn is composed of
Chariest-on youth, this connection is easily under·
stood. Even during the summer term one-seventh
of the student body is made up of local residents.
Thus the college influence is strongly felt by
the city and the college takes an active part in city
life. It is a college town, and both "town" and

"gown" reap returns.
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1917 Twister As
Tears Town to
Take 34 Toll

Tornado Topped Trees In Rip-Roaring Rampage Survey

Shows
Big Potentialities
(Continued from Page Two)

· · - - - - - - - - - -- - -

Devastates North Half of City,
Making 2,500 Homeless;
Injures 100
The recent tornado at Pekin has
!recalled to many Charleston people
the disaster here on May 26, 1917,
when a death-dealing twister !?-ft
wide-spread devastation in its wake
through the north half of Oharleston. That fateful Saturda.y, although it was nearly twenty-one 'l
years ago, will not be forgotten iby
those citizens who resided in the I
storm torn district.
The storm struck with terrible I
fw·y at 3 :45 in the afternoon. Tbirty-four persons were killed, 100 in- 1
jured ·a nd a property loss of over
$1,000,000 was recorded.
Destrue.tion Almost Unpreced :nted 1
Probably never before in the his- ;
tory of the state, unless when a tornado struck St. Lo~is on M::i y 27,
1896-the same day that the cor.::ierstone of the Teachers College was lege teachers and students, who were
· huddled in the Central Illmoi~
placed in position-has there been
more destruction of property than Traction company offices, then located on Momoe street in the rear
occurred here.
It is impossibfo to describe the of the former location of the Rogers
scene in the north part of Cha!·les- Drug Stqre, were greatly alarmed.
ton following the storm, from Madi- Luckily none were injured. The Big
son street north to Olive street. Four passenger dep~t was also
starting at the west edge on the ~rowded; but when it w.ent down
south Charleston-Mattoon road l;o I all oocupants w~re spared from
the Coles county fair grounds and death by some miracle.
extending far beyond the ~a.stern
Rescuers Go to Work
limits of the city. Some homes were
As soon as the wind lay enough
leveled to the ground, others were to allow .people to leave t<1eir homes
entirely swept ,away. In the aggre- and places of refuge, hundreWi of
gate, over 400 were destroyed or citizens, including the m any farmdamaged ; 2,500 persons were home- ers and families who were in the 1
less; the two elevators were de.>troy- -city, rushed to the devastated area, I
ed; all passenger and freight depots, :ending what aid they could. The> 1
lumber yards, gas plant, electriC' wreckage was scattered over a.
plant and other business plants trict half a mile wide and about a
were destroyed or damaged. The m,~le in length.
water plant went out of commission
Two companies of tl1e National
and business was at a,. starn;tstill. Guards, one from Paris and one
The entire community was stupe- from Casey, came to Charleston at
fled at the horror of the existing once and assumed command. It the twenty-four hours for several
conditions.
was necessary for the soldiers to or- days.
Woods Detours Twister
der out more than 50 men found
Leading citizens were named on
That there were not more deaths looting in the storm torn district. various committees to begin the stuor injuries is due, it is ·believed, to Relief trains, bearing nurses, phy- pendous task of bri~ging order out
the fact that the storm, headed for s:cians and medical supplies, came of the chaos and rums.
the business district of Charle.ston, rushing here to lend their assistance
The publicat ions of n ewspapers
was diverted by t.be forest in the to the local physicians and nurses. here were suspended, outside oI
Coles county fak grounds from a The hospitals were crowded, ~nd p1·inting a small one sheet paper on
southeast course to an eastern and many injured persons were cared for jobbing and other presses. The firF-t
northeast direction.
in priv1a.te homes.
regular publication to be made by
The court house was crowded
The Red Cross society, organiz- The Courier, since Friday evening,
with citizens, who sought refuge ed in Charleston a few days before May 25, 1917, was on Monday, June
from the storm. The Teachers col- the storm, worked every minute of 4, eight days after the storm.

I
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I

View Showing Scope of Devastation

I
I
!

dis-1

I

female workers employed in the
shoe factory, there is a greater surplus of male help in the city. However, a large supply of female help
is available, and additional workers
in large numbers would be found
in the surrounding territory. So far
as workers now living in Charleston
is concerned, there actually is a preponderance of male help, and it is
recommended that effort toward
utilizing this class of labor be given preferential att ention for the
present. The securing of labor of
either type is not a problem and a
manufacturer using either male or
female help will find an abundant
supply.
While this survey may seem to
have been written with the idea of
presenting the city's advantages for
new industries, such is not the
, case. The survey is also intended
' to bring out the advantages of the
community, both looking toward the
development of existing industries as
well as to attracting new industry,
which may utilize the facilities and
materials not now fully developed.
Development of the existing industries of any community is
equ1l1y as important as bringing in
1
new industries. It is suggested that
in their effort to bring about industrial development the business
interests continue the policy which
they have long fostered - that of
1
encouraging and assisting their established industries, as well as to
create and maintain conditions
which will attract new industry.
Manufacturers considering Char1eston as a location may be assured
of the support and cooperation of
the business interests, who have
long been organized to prnmote
community betterment."
---EISTC:---

Livestock Vacate
Sidewalks
by Law
_

ANCIENT RULING RINGS
CURFEW FOR CHILDREN I we cannot help but wonder what

I

-Charleston used to be a Puritanical community, and still is. At least
so one would think who saw the
following ordinance still unrevised
on the city statute book:
"It shall be a misdemeanor for
any child under the age of 16 years
to be found loafing or loitering
about upon the public streets of the
city after 8 p. m." This was passed
March 6, 1890.

Irisible-rousing

incident occurred on
some righteous city councilman's
/ front walk back in the 1890's to
bring about the passage of this odd
ordinance, still on the books: "Sec.
19-- No person shall suffer or permit to go, or lead, or ride or drive
any horse, mare or other animal,
upon any paved or improved sidewalk in the Oity of Charleston, under a penalty of not less than $1
nor more than twenty-five dollars."
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ACTIVE ORGANIZATIONS ELEVATE CIVIC SPIRIT
City Thrives on \Business Women Rotarians Mark
Form Civic Club
C of C Boosting
Decade of Action
Present Constructive P r oSix Charter Membe:.--s Live
g
rams
;
Create
Loan
Fund
Community Today
Chamber of Commerce Takes
C. Henkle? N. C. Iknar~µ, S.
Stit~s, H. Moss Lead L9Cal
Part in Securing New FacThe Business and Prof.essional
Gr oup as Officers
tories, Parks, Routes, ·e tc.

---EISTC---

City Sp ruces U p ;
Journa l Notices
(Continued from Page Two)

Don't take our word. It's in the
Charleston book of ordinances published in 1903, and it's still in effect.
What is? Why, this serviceable bit
of civic legislation: "Sec. 2'1, P. 89.
Whoever in said city (yes, Charleston), shall throw any live coaJs of
fire or make or kindle any fire, on
any plank street crossing or plank
sidewalk, shall be fined not less than
three dollars; nor more than twent-

ty-five dollars for ea.eh offense.

City Paint Store, and the fourth
by the Modern Beauty Shop, also
two small shops one on either side
::>f .t he theatre entrance. One is
OC·cupied iby Carroll the Florist and
the other by Miss Bess Grant's Hat
Shop. Ed Stewart has opened a
confectionary the second door to the
east of the theater.
"The Rogers-Walgreen AgencyDrug store moved from their old location to their new building on ·t he
North side of .the square with an
entirely new set of fixtures including an attractive new fountain and
1uncheonette.
"Incompleted : Construction carried on .by .the city consists of a new
1903 Ordinance
sewer system, relaying of water
Jogs Non-Workers mains and the building of a new
sewage disposal plant. At
the
A WPA joke might be based upon Teachers college, two new buildings
the following ordinance found in are under construction, an imposthe Charleston ordinance book pub- ing modern, fully equipped gymnaslished in 1903, but we'll let you make ium with an auditorium having a
it: "Sec. 15, P. 33. Whenever any seating capacity of 3000 and a fully
such person shall refuse to labor, I equipped Science building, the cost
or shall attempt to escape, the Ci.ty of the buHdings and equipment beMarshall or Supt. of Streets or ing a.pproximately $800,000. At the
either of them, may attach a ball Fox Ridge State park near Oharand chain to the leg or other limb leston work is progressing. A modof :the offender so required to labor ern Emhoff sewage disposal plant
on the streets ..."
has been completed .and work has
Non-payment of fine, disorderly 1 started on the dam which will imrefusal to work, etc., were suffic:ient , pound enough water to make a lake
Justi!ications for such penalty.
1of rapproximatelf twenty-five a.ores.
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City Cinema Heads Build New Home Coles Home Bureau Serves
· Sh.
•
Ho01e01akers Since 1921
M 0 d ern . ops View Luxurious Will Rogers Faver
The ·Coles County Home B-UI-·ea_u _
J'
of _
three dollars per year for local
On Theatre Row
is an active organization originat- expenses.
ing in 1921 for the purpose
givHome Bureau makes available to
of

ing service .to the .homemakers of
Coles county. Mr. J. 0. Dole, of
Mattoon, was temporary chairman
during the organization da.ys; Mrs.
E. C. Cavins of Charleston was the
first president.

Charleston's Modern, Luxurious 'Will Rogers' Offers
Ai;nusement Seekers Best
An
ton's
gram
been

important part of Charlesmillion dollar building produring the past year has
the construction of the new

Will Rogers theatre flanked
by
six modern and attractive shops.
The theatre, which had its gala
opening February 8 with a performance by Ina R!ly Hutton and
her Melodears, is one of the finest in all of downstate Illinois.
Located in the busy downtown section, just a half b:ock east of the
northeast corner of the public
square, the Will Rogers covers a the city. The effect has been
ft
d
th
t
d
t b 160 f t
s~the~tse c °10~·sh;ts eff cen er ome
1
0
~lot °d~ grotuhnd hllO fee d Yff' ee ' achieved
through straight modern wi
ig
ers a sequence
me u mg e s ops an o ices.
.
.
. .
of color effects
·
. Built by the Frisin~ a_nd B~nchi Imes, color, and s1mplic1ty.
mterests, the new bmldmg will be
A series of the best pictures,
A thoroughly efficient air conoperated by the Frisina, Clark and usually obtained ahead of the ditioning system guarantees all.
weather comfort. and, ~dded to the
Bianchi group which gave the city
excellent service at the Lincoln and metropolitan the~ters, hav.e done Western Electric pr oJectton sysR ex theaters for many years. The much to popularize t~e Will Rog- tern, provides the latest, most imL'ncoln
located on the north side ers. Among these pictures were proved essentials of motion picture
1
"Snow
White and
the
'
of the square, now takes the place D
f ,, "T
,,
d Seven
"Th presentation.
formerly occupied by the Rex in
wars,
,, om 8 awyer, an
e
Every precaution has been takBuccaneer.
en to make the building completemovie entertainment.
The shop located on the west of
The luxury of the inte1·ior of ly fireproof. All openings into the
the main entrance of the theatre the theatre is impressive.
The projection room are fitted with
houses the Carroll Florists, which j visitor is greeted with a wide foyer doors and shutters which close
supply the finest floral service to running the entire width of the j automatically. Such as must be
college and city. The five shops ! building and affording direct en- kept open during the program are
to the east are occupied by the trance to the ·t hree aisle.5 of the fitted with catches of a soft metal
Coffman Brothers meat market, auditorium.
Heavy
carpeting, which melts under low heat and
Miss Bess Grant's ladies' accessory handsome mirrors, and veneer work insures prompt closing in case any
shop, the Modern Beauty shop, of rare woods enhance its beauty. difficulty should arise with the mathe Garden City Paint store, and
The auditorium, containing 1100 chines or films. Even the ventilthe Goodyear Tire shop.
The comforta.b1e seats, is 65 -by 130 ator in the ceiling is equipped with
last-mentioned business opened feet in size. It is finished in pastel '. a weight which will drop off unApril 15.
shades, the haydite block walls der excessive neat and immedA confec'tionary is newly open- taking the water colors in a pleas- I iately allow a tight shutter to close
ed in this block with Ed Stewart ing way. The ceiling is plastered it, thus cutting off draft.
as propriet or.
and the artistic treatment with
The opening February 8 attractThis ensemble of amusement oil colors leaves litt~e to be de- 1 ed enormous crowds from all over
theatre and up-to-daite shops makes sired. The lighting, entirely in- the state. The entire city joined
the new location one of the direct, features glass brick col- 1 in wishing the local management
brightest and most attracti've of umns illuminated in variagated, well.

1
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Mrs. Beem Is President
Today the executive board members are Mr!>. Harlan D. Beem, pres..
ident; Mrs. H. E. Sours, vice-president; Mrs. Leslie Nichols, secretary; Mrs. Lester Wheeler, treasurer.
At Charleston Mrs. Bessie Wilson is
county home adviser and Miss Jennie M. Case is office secretary. The
prese!lt membeTship stands ai:; 331.

all women of the cmlnty many
State and Federal bulletins of techmeal information. More than 1.6,700
were distributed free last year.
Home Bureau publishe.:; a news
bulletin each month which carries
informational and inspirational articles to each of the members.
Besides the regular unit meeting,
held once each month, members a.re
free to attend open meetings, special project lessons, recreational
schools, clinics and tours, pla.nned
by the executive board and the
home adviser.
c•sTc---

I'Daily
c· ' F.

Miss Lita _B~ne, present ~an .of
News' Edits
Home Economics at the Umvers1ty
of Illinois, assisted wit.h the organ- 1
1ty S 1rst al y
ization and wrote the Home Bureau
-aim, which has never .b een changed.
The Charleston Daily News was
It · to h
h
· _ founded as a morning daily on
is
ave every ome econorruc
ally sound, mechanfoally convenient, March 21, 1892, by J . K. Rardin and
morally wholesome, mentally stimu- Joseph P erkins. At the time of its
I.ating, artistically satisfying, phy- beginning there were three other
sically healthy, socially responsible, papers the Plaindealer, Courier, and
spiritually iIISpiring, and founded the Herald, all of them weekly
upon mutual affection and respect. papers.
The Bureau is an educational orOne of the outstanding events of
th
ganization, cooperating with the
e hist ory of this paper was the
University of Illinois and the Unit- remarkable way in which it survived
ed states Department of Agricul- a totally destructive fire. On the
ture at Washington. Through this morning of February 4, 1923, Claude
cooperative set-up, information cam S . Rardin, the editor and son of ~he
be passed on to the individual mem- founder, was called about 4.00
bers and through them to aJl home- 1o'clock and told that a fire had commakers of the county.
pletely destroyed the building and
the plant.
Benefits Housewives
A special edition put out with the
It is the professional organization aid of the Prather job printing
for homemakers. The members feel . plant carried ads for workmen to
that just as doctors and teachers rebuild a new building. Under the
have membership in their profes- direction of Henry Ryder they built
sional organizations to keep up to a structure and placed the new madate in their professions, so home- chinery that arrived from New York
makers interested in becoming bet- City, using old burial slabs for
ter homemakers, wives and moth- make-up stones in the composing
ers, n~d m embership in their own room. The first edition was printprofessional group.
ed in the new home within 54 days.
The organization is financed by
The present editor, John Rardin,
Federal and State funds for salary, , is a grandson of the founder, J . K.
and through a small membership fee 1 Rardin.
'
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'Friendly City' Cherishes Rich Lincoln Tradition
+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~.~~~~~·~~~_.
.

Scribe Recalls Two Lincoln Memorials of Which Charleston ls Proud Farm Home of
Famed LincolnLincoln Parents
Douglas Debate
Beconies Park
Gala Day Dawns with Vast
Crowd in Charleston to Hear
Historic Debate

New Log Cabin State Park
Restores Site South of City
to Original Appearance

In February, 1928, following the
d·eath of Squire Hall, thirty-four
acres of the original Lincoln homes tead located a.t Fa.rmington, eight
miles south of Charleston, was to be
sold at public auction.
Recognizing the historic value of
leaders of the state were to meet in
this property, the Charleston Chamjoint debate in the little city of
'°'
ber of Commerce and the Mattoon
Charleston to discuss the great
The above mural of the Charles- faimou.s looaJ painter. It now hangs
Tomb of Thomas and Sarah Bush Association of Commerce through a
question w~ich was stirri,ng the s?uls toi: Lincoln-Douglas debate was in .t he capitol .building a,t Washing- Lincoln at Gordon-Shiloh cemetery joint committee purchased the land
of men. Pioneer farmers converged pamted by the late Robert M. Root , ton.
three miles south of Charleston.
with the idea that some provis10n
upon the city frnm miles a.round,
could be made to set it aside for
forming nearly continuous proces-j
'park purposes.
sions into Charleston from early
lS
Q l
Governor Louis L. Emmerson and
morning. People came in wagons,
other state officials were app1·oachon horse back, on foot, on passenger
ed and _finally plans were made untrains, freight trains, special trains.
der which the sta.t e took over this
The fife and drum played, flags
land with the idea of preserving it
flew, and parades paraded. By
as a Lincoln shrine. Thirty-i'our
noon the streets were packed with
acres additional were then purchasvpciferous partisans of "Old Abe"
ed for the state, but it was not posand "The Little Giant ."
sible to .secure at any reasonable
figure the eighteen acres which wa.s
the actuaJ cabin site :and home place
This is a large part of an acof Thomas and Sarah Bush Lincoln
count of the Lincoln-Douglu,s
from 1837 until their deaths in 1851
debate read at the semiand 1869, respectively.
centennial celebration of the
event in Charleston September
Feeling that this should be in18, 1908, by Mr. Sim eon E.
cluded in any permanent Lincoln
Thomas LL. D., present head of
park, the state government and local
the sociJaJ science departmen t .
parties working together instituted
It was later pri!fted as a Teachcondemnation proceedings and finers College Bullet.in.-The Edially the entire eighty-six acres betor.
came the property of the state.
All of this took several years and
it was not until August, 1935, that
Meanwhile Mr. Lincoln and Mr.
plans were advanced to the point
Douglas hrud .arranged rt o come from
where
actual work could :b e started.
Mattoon to the scene of the deba,t e.
In 1858 Charleston said: "OUr
Above is the Thomas Lincoln cab- recently re-construct ed with gireat
Then,
under
arrangements with the
The Republicans had engaged the Girls Link-on to Lincoln. Their in. at the Log Cabin ipa.r k eight care to resemble the original, and
fe<J.,eral
government
for a COO
"Bowling Green Band" of Terre mothers were for Clay."
nules south of Charleston. It was now is the center of attent'ion.
1
force,
the
state
started
the restoraHaute to head a procession to Cha.rtion
work.
leston. Mr. Lincoln started a. shor t places on the platform, two incidents Lincoln and Dougl,a s helped to quiet in iaccordance with your notions of
Governor Henry Horner and Diwhile after the mammoth parade
occurred which reveal the sttong the commotion.
pa:triotism and fidelity to our own rector Robert Kingery of the State
began, but overtook it in ra carriage
feeling of the more enthusiastic
Mr. Lincoln opened the debate country as against a public enemy, Department of Public Works and
drawn by a splendid span of cream
partisans. Some of the RepubJicans fifteen minutes before three o'clock, I leave you to ascertain the fact." Buildings, aJong with their a.ssistcolored horses owned and driven by
attempted to plant a la.rge ban- and according to agreement, spoke Mr. Lincoln proceeded to give the ants, determined that the restoraMr. True.
ner near the front of the platform for one hour. Mr. Douglas then facts, which were that he had voted tion should be as nearly true to its
Mr. Lincoln made his headquaron which Lincoln was represented spoke for one hour and thirty min- against the war but for su'JJplying
ters .a t the Capitol house, then run as having Douglas down on the utes, whereupon Mr. Lincoln spoke the .army once the wa.r was started. or-iginal character as possible. It
by Mr. Johnston. It stood where ground_ It bore the inscription, thirty minutes closing the debate. He called upon the Hon. 0. B. Fick- was a fortunate circumstance that
the actual supervision of the work
the Scherer Block now stands, on
"Lincoln WolTying Doug}as at Free- The suibject matter of the speeches lin, a Douglas Democrat, to bear him should fall under the hand of
the oorner of Sixth and Monroe,
port." The Democrats regarded it we leave to history texts.
out.
Thomas M. Kingsbury, and that all
and fronted south.
,as
offensive
and
a
number
demandOne
further
incident
occurred
Ficklin Squirms
concerned in the work should coDouglas Stops at Union House
ed its removal. Mr. Lincoln, notic- dming the course of the afternoon
F'Wklin was not easily stampeded, operate in such full har.mony and
Mr. Douglas made :his headquaring the banner ar:1-d colnmotion it the so-called "Ficklin Incident." I t however, and merely confirmed the thorough sympathy.
ters at the Union house or Runcaused, requested iti.c; removal, say- arose out of a statement made at first part of Lincoln's statement,
Very careful and exhaustive renell house, :which stood where the
ing, "Let us ha.ve nothing offensive Ottaw.a by Mr. Douglas: "Whilst in that he had voted against the war. search was made through history,
National 'b ank now stands on the
to a,ny man here today."
Congress, he (Lincoln) distinguish- He did not say that Lincoln voted through available pictures and
corner of Sixth and Monroe street.s.
for the supplies, thoug'h ·he di.d not
!Lincoln Draws Demo's .Riidicule
ed himself rby his opposition to the d
·t L'
d through many of the older inhaibiDecorations all over town boast1 ff t· 1 .1
1
tants of this community to obtain
Then
at
about
the
time
Mr
Lin"Mexica.n
war,
taking
the
side
of
the
theny
h
·
i~cothn
e
eo
ivbe
yhsi
~nee
ed such banners as "Edgar County
'
·
.
.
e c arge m
e end y ,a.vmg a
every
available fact to assist in makGood For Five Hundred MaJority coln rose to begin the debaw, a common enemy agamst hIS
own
· vo1urne of th e 'c on 0o·re.ss10na
·
1 Gl be
,,
Th
"Ch'
Ti
,,
b
o
1
ing
the
restoration an actual one.
e ' icago mes ea - b
ht. t 0 th
l tf
h
for the 'Little Giant';" "This gov- group of Democrats crowded to the count ry.
While
every
bit of construction is
.
front
of
the
p1atform
and
r
ais'-'d
orated
this
statement
into
·
t
he
hr
oug
d
h
etµ
a
ormt,hw
ereu.pon
ernment was made for white men•
v
.
.
e rea
is vo es on
e various
along
substantial
and permanent
t·1
t d
'th th
Douglas for life;" "Abe, the Giant ,a, large banner on whir'h apneared a charge that Mr. Lmcoln nad voted
lines,
every
effort
has been ma.de
carieature
of
Mr
Linc~ln
a~d
a
neag.a.inst
the
supplies
for
the
army.
qfues
tohns
fcf~n~elc
e
wdi
e
war
Killer," "Support Abraham Lincoln,
·
rom e o icia recor .
that
the
appearance
may be just as
the defender of Henry Olay." "A. gi- gro wench. It bore the inscription,
In his Charleston address Mr.
The attitude of the vast crowd
it
was
when
Thomas
Lincoln comgantic banner eighty feet iong hung "Ne~o Equality." Wl:len a demand Dougl,as said: "If MT. Lincoln is a during the debate was of great ,a tpleted
the
structures_
across the street from the court for ~ts removal made by the Re-1 man. of .bad ch~ract.er I lea~e you tentiveness and supptressed enthusThe custodian's residence •a nd the
house to a high building on the west pubhcans met no success, Joe Dole to fmd it out ; if ~ his votes m the iasm. Frequently they burst forth
garage
.and ibarn in connection, the
side of the square. On one sirle was and Ed True jumped off the plat- past are not satiSfactory, I leave Iin vigorous but quickly silenced apcomfort
station, the sanitary sewinscrtbed, "Coles County Four Hun- form and tore the baru1er down. others to ascertain the f.act; if his )
age
system
and the parking facili(Continued on Page Twelve)
dred Majority For Lincoln." On the This almost caused a Tiot. Both course on the Mexican war was not
ties
are
added
for the efficient supother side Oharles Sriggs, a local
ervision
of
the
park and the compainter of more th.an ordinary abilfort
·
a
nd
convenience
of visitors, but
ity, had painted a life-size picture
the
cabin
itself,
the
small
log shed
of Lincoln as a young man standor
barn,
the
well
and
windlass,
and
ing in an old yawl-like Kentucky
the
root,
or
provisions,
cellar
are
wagon driving a team of three yoke
truly
restorations
of
the
originals;
of oxen. The picture bore the legindeed the floor of the root cellar is
end, "Old Abe Thirty Years Ago."
exactly
as it was, having remained
Float Features Rail Splitters
I
buried
through
the years until reA float based upon the
same
cent
excavating
uncovered the floor
theme featured three taJl, stalwart 1
intact
exactly
as
is now seen.
men busily engaged splitting ra.ils.
At
Farmington,
about a mile to
The idea of the ox team and rail
the
northwest,
stands
the old Moore
splitting as a political appeal exhouse.
Lincoln
after
he
was elected
panded wonderfully for during the
President
made
the
then
hard and
campaign of 1850 .Matt Glassco, the
tedious
trip
from
Springfield
to vi.sit
driver, drove a thirty-two yoke team
his
father's
grave,
and
to
see
his be·
to a Republican r.ally at Mattoon.
loved
step-mother.
Sarah
Busih
After dinner the crowd proceeded
Lincoln
was
temporarily
living
there
to the fair ground. The most conand it was at the Moore house
servative estimate sets the size of
where the Presideilt-elect ate his
that crowd at 10,,000; others go as
last
meal with her. The state has
high as 20,000. The crowd amassed
purchased
this property and has reprincipally to the north, east, and
stored
the
home
to as nearly as possouth of the pJa,tfo:rm, which was
sible
its
exact
form
when the great
probably located raibout where the
Emancipator
had
his
last meal in
west end of the east amphitheatre
this
section
with
which
his fa.mily
Above
is
the
famous
Lincoln
Above
is
a
picture
of
the
first
a
slave-owner
here
on
grounds
now stands. The speakers addressand
he
had
been
so
intimately
as·
tomb
in
Springfield,
Illinois,
where
Oharleston
courthouse,
where
Din·
that
slav'es
were
property,
as
they
ed all parts of the .audience.
sociated.
Lincoln
won
his
political
spurs.
coln
practiced
Jaw.
He
once
defend·
were
before
emancipation.
After the debaters had taken their

Four score years ago, o,n
Saturday, September 18, 1858,
the sun rose upon a scene of
unusual activity and eager anticipation in Eastern Illinois.
The two recognized political

I

G

I

reat Emancipator's Parents Lived in Th • C b .n

I
I

I

I

II

'Abe's' Memorial

Lincoln Defended Slave Owner Here

I

l

led

•
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Observes 100
Fair Grounds Before Tornado Hit
City School Systent Offers City
· Years of Progress
Best in Educational Service
(Continued from Page One)

public son and Division, 268, Miss Antha and the severity of the weather.
inter- Endsley.
Benjamin Parker built the first
by as
Washington (first six grades)- log cabin in Coles County on the
found 14th and Monroe, 191, Mrs. Nora east bank of the Embarras River
just opposite where the Blakeman
Mill was afterwards erected. The
friends who assisted in raising this
, cabin came from Crawford County
sixty miles away. John Parker,
This is the L incoln
the father, was a "hard-shell"
1
school on Madison and
Baptist preacher and was familiarDivision streets, one of
ly known as "High Johnny." He
Charleston's fiv.e ~rade
preached the first sermon in Coles
County and was a soldier in the
schools.
Above are shown the large grand - nado in 1917. The people are standRevolutionary War.
stand and some of the beautiful ing on the approximate site of the
trees at the Coles county
fair stand on which the famous LincolnIndians Greet Early Settlers
When these early settlers came, grounds before the devastating tor- Douglas debate was held.
Indians and wild animals were
in any system of central Illinois. Beam.
plentiful in Coles county and there
inary and domestic products-in fact
This is a very general statement
Jefferson (first four grades) - In is an account of a battle having
on almost all farm produce. In the
and subject to the criticism of gen- High School Bldg., 124, Miss Elsie been fought
between
General
juvenile department, children may
eralities, but facts back it up. The Smith.
Whiteside and his Ill:nois Rangers,
win handsome premiums.
curriculum of
the
elementary
Franklin (first four grades) - and a band of Kickapoos, PottaOn each afternoon of the fair. the
schools includes besides the pro- 2nd and Polk, 110, Miss Nelle Hutch- watomies, and Winnebagoes at the
Known
widely
as
the
largest
counassociation
offers a h orse racing
verbial three R's, art, music, and ason.
sight of the B akeman Mill in
t
y
fair
in
the
state
of
Illinois,
Coles
program
in
which
many of the best
many other activities which are eswhich the Indians were defeated.
county's
annual
exposition
attracts
horses
in
the
country
race. Each
sential in a well-rounded training
c:'.
This was in the year 1818.
some
of
the
finest
stock,
fastest
race
night
there
is
shown
a
society
horse
The relationship between CharIn the high scnools, courses are
leston and Coles county is so close horses, and largest crowds in the show, where horses are shown from
offered which will prepare pupils
i·
D
that it is necessary to speak of the section. The next fair, to be held all the leading stables of the counfor college entrance, as well as for
.1}"1
county affairs in order that you on the spacious Charleston fair- try. Many of the horses in this ·
life. Music, including band, glee
may understand the affairs of the grounds from August l , to 6 inclu- show have been ent et·ed in the Madclub, orchestra; athletics, including
out of what was once a clay knob town of Charleston. In 1824 Seth sive, will be the eighty-fourth
ison Square Garden Show in New
every major sport-football, basket- covered with brambles, Charleston H. Bates moved up from Crawford
This year the fair association will York City, and the International
ball, track, tennis, baseball, softball High school today has a fine new county and was the first set tler
offer premiums in all departments, Stock Show in Chica.go.
-dramatics; social training are all outdoor athletic pla.n.t located at this side of the Embarras River.
including racing purses totaling $~5.The officers of the fair associaparts of the curriculum.
Fifteenth and Harrison streets. The He only remained a short time be- 000. Correspondingly large prem- t ion are John W. Davis, president;
Schools Receive Praise
I football field has been in use for two for~ moving to the Kickapoo set- iums are offered on all classes of
R. B. Rosebra.ugh, secretary; and
The elementary schools have been years. Final touches to the track t~ement in what is now Lafayette livestock, poultry, vegetables, culBen F. Anderson, treasurer.
praised by the State Department are being added this spring.
Township. In the fall of 1826
within the past year and the Charovercoming
great
difficulties, 1 Enoch Glassco and his three sons,
leston high school has been vdry CWA and WPA labor has, since 1933 , Kimball, Madison, and Enoch, Jr.,
favorably resognized by both the convei~ this eleven acre tract into came from Kentucky and settled
State Department and the Univer- a "beauty spot" as well as a fine a short distance north of the
sity of Illinois. The high school has athletic field. There is now a field present town of Charleston. With
been a continuous member in good
th
J m
y Brown
house, gridiron, and quarter mile
em was a es • .
.
standing of the North Central As- track featured by a 220 ya.rd straight- Parkers Move m 1827
sociation of Secondary Schools and
k
away. The track encircles a grassy
In 1827 the Par ers came up
Colleges since 1912.
plot through which a winding stream from the EmbalTas river .settleThe Teachers College high school, meanders, and the effect is to give ment and located on what is now
under the influence of the high more the appearance of some rus- the north part of Charleston. At
scholastic standards maintained by tic gaTden than of an arena for bat- about the same time came Hiram
the Eastern Illinois State Teachers tle.
Stapleton and Isaac Lewis.
In
college administration, has been at
1829 Michael Cossell, Jr., came and
On the north end of the track is
the very top in Iowa Testing proin 1830 his father and two brotha
space that may later be used for
gram percentiles, as has th e T each ers, Isaac and Soloman Cossell
ers College training school. These either tennis courts or flower gar- made settlements. In this same
institutions are separate from th e dens. On the east side of the field, year came Charles Morton and his
remainder of the Charleston sys- directly back of ~e permanent foot- family. He was the first merchant
tem.
ball bleachers, w1llf ·b e placed lte~- in the county and had a horse
The policy of the Charleston porary bleachers or use on Y m mill for grinding corn, which was
board of education is to provide all · trn.ck season.
an improvement over the water
the opportunities in an educational
The football bleachers. accommo- mills, as the cattle sometimes
the boys and girls of the date about l,OOO spectators. At each drank so much water out of the
f
way or
th f' ld
-ple
city that the budget will permit. The end of - e ie
a;re spaces am
river that there was not a suffiteaching staff is very carefully se- for p~kin~ a lar?e number of cars. cient amount left for them to oplected and from the standpoint of The field itself is elevated several erate the mill. In this year Josefficiency and training ranks with f~et ~bove the re:5t of . the plat to eph Henry, George Hanson, and
the best in the state. Nine of the give it ample dramage. All in all, Andrew Caldwell circulated a pefifty teachers have their masters' the field. will be on~ ~f the .m.ost tition to have Coles county set
degrees, twenty-nine have four- complete m t~e state if lights are m- apart from Clark county. The peyear degrees, and all others have stalled for r:igh~ games. At pres- tition was granted and William
two or more years of training. Some ent a campaign IS under way ~o do .Brown of Vermilion county, Jesse
f the Teachers College grade and this very thing, and season ticket.s Essarey of
Clark county, and
school teachers have doctor- are being sold for the purpose.
Joshua Barber
of
Crawford
ates.
•
Charleston high and the ciiy owe county were the commissioners to
Began With One Building
Hardy Hill, well-known gr~~mhouse select a county seat.
"BILL" PANAS, Prep.
Beginning with one school build- operator, a great debt for his do~a.They decided upon the present
ing-the old central building, lo- tion of the land used. ~· Hill's site of Charleston and Benjamin
Charleston's system of
schools offers as broad and
esting a curriculum taught
capable teachers as can be

•

I

•

County Boasts
Biggest in Fairs

CHS Gets Fine
A th let c la nt

I

•
•

We offer our Best Wishes for
unlimited success in the

I

New Gym.

co

NORTHEAST CORNER SQUARE

~igh

~~n~~~~~~~~h~~~dgr~~oose
~~ ~~~~dC~~M~oo
plot on the west.
donated twenty acres of land~~
for l', ~------------~----------------~

school building stands-the Charleston public school system now has
five school buildings and a small
music building. The public schools
are organized on a 6-2-4 plan and
the approximate enrollment is 1500
pupils, taught by a staff of 50 teachers.
Due to a disastrous fire which destroyed the high school building on
the night of January 3, 1927, the
financial condition of the district
has been strained and a few mucn
needed courses, such as manual
training, have not as yet, been reinstated.
The present board of education is
composed of the following men: J.
W. Gannaway, president; A. E.
Craig, secretary; Dr. 0. E. Hite; A.
w. Shera; J. Scott Rogers, and
Fred c. Frommel. The school district treasurer is F. W. Claar, appointed by the board, although he
is not a member. The superintendent of schools, who acts as the executive officer of the board of education, is U. B. Jeffries.
The -enrollment and location and
names of the principals of the
Charleston Public schools are as follows:
High School - 8th and Jefferson,
475, V. L. Langford.
Junior High (7th and 8th grade
department) - 7th and Jefferson,
265, Harold Robbins.
Lincoln Clst six grades) - Madi-

E' sTc

Rural Schools Get
•
Unique Book Service

town purposes.
George Hanson,
Andrew Caldwell, and Isaac Lewisj
were the first county commissioners. rn selecting a name for the
county seat the commissioners decided upon the name Mortonville, 1
but when the matter was discussed
with the wife of Mr. Morton she
suggested the name . Charleston,
which was ultimately adopted. As
stated before, Charles Morton was
a prominent man in the community and served several terms as
county treasurer.

Coles county boast.s a four thousand volume library for the use of
rural school districts not served by
the tax-supported libraries. Housed
in the county superintendent of
school's office in Charleston and administrated by that office, it is a
service unique to Coles among counties of this section.
Most of the books are furnished
by -t he superintendent's office as a
part of the regular curriculum supervision in the county, but a.bout
1,100 of them were the result of a
recent campaign to salvage worn out
books. The books were repaired and
rebound with WPA and NYA help.
The books a.re loaned to the various schools upon .the responsibility
of the school boards and tea.chers.
Most of the districts use the library
as an adjunct to the instructional
work. A few, however make a
branch library of the school and reloan the !books to the community at
large.
County Superintendent of schools
Harlan D. Beem attributes t o the
Ubrary much of the growth in
modem methods of instruction in

In 1831 the first court house
was erected "down on the townbranch"; it was of hewn logs coverect with clapboards, floored with
sawdust, and equipped with wooden benches for seats. This building served until 1835, when a
brick building was
erected
by
Leander Munson at a cost of $5,000.
The first jail was a log cabin in
the south part of town.
There has been some discussion
as to the date of incorporation of
Charleston so we will give here the
facts as written:
A meeting was held in the court
house in Charleston on Friday,
April 27, 1838, pursuant to previous
notice according to an act of the
Legislature of the State of Illinois,

(Continued on Next Page)

(Continued on Next Page)
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Compliments
·of

I

Build First Court House

EAST SIDE
CAFE
featuring

Special Chicken Dinner
for the Occasion

EAST SIDE 0F THE SQUARE
1
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County Has 4,000
Books in Library

Congratulations EI
BOB HILL

We Sell

STUDENTS' and TEACHERS'
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

•
•

WORKBOOKS
CANDY -

PLAYTHINGS

BOBHILL
•

We Point
With Pr·i de • • •

'

We feel that acqmrmg the New Buildings at the
Teachers College is quite an advance fo1· Charleston and
surrounding territory as well as the school.
The people of Charles ton can well be proud of the
fine Schools, Churches, and the advantages they offer.

CHARLESTON IS A GOOD PLACE
TO LIVE

r

We point with pride to our stock of well selected
merchandise: Henderson Girdles and Foundation Garments, Brenelin Window Shades, Aristocrat Wall Paper,
Gotham Gold -Stripe Silk Hose, and our large stock of
Piece Goods.

A BOOST FOR E. I. S. T. C. IS A BOOST
FOR CHARLESTON

LET US ALL BE BOOSTERS

Folk · Bails Dry Goods Co. ·
CHARLESTON, ILL.
l

EAST SIDE SQUARE

..

CONGRATULATION·S El

C. P. COON

JEWELER

WATCHMAKER
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Coles Produces !Judge
Big Broom Crop
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Frank K. Dunn Reviews 60 Years of Law Activity
•

Leading Citizen

Probaibly no other person is bet- I
But we are inclined to believe that teen counties in the district runter acquainted with Charleston's
Judge Dunn is extremely mod·est. ning, Judge Dunn entered the race.
One-Sixth of National Output business, civic, and political strug- 'He was as active as any other one In less than ninety days after Judge
Grows in Charleston Area
gles and achievements in the la.st
person in organizing in 1882 the Wilkin's death, Judge Dunn ran, re-half century than Judge Frank K.
first Loan and Homestead associa- ceived the nomination, was elected,
Coles county, on the average, pro- 1Dunn.
tion in Charlest on. This organiza- and !began serving on the bench.
duces a.bout one-sixth of the l:>room
Charleston has changed considertion was an important factor in Twenty-six years of service in the
corn raised in the United states. ia.bly since 1878, when this young
Charleston's building and expansion. supreme court followed, from 1907This striking fact makes Charleston, 1man, who had been practicing law
Judge Dunn became its first secre- 1933. During that time he was Chief
I with his father in Mt. Gilea d, Ohio.
tary. "The surpr ising thing is that Justice for four years and acted in
then, the center of one of the lesser 1s t epped off· the t ram
· in
· the t own· I
we were successful, even though we that capacity for two more years.
known but important a.gri~ltural where he was to achieve success. He
had no money," he informed us.
But we have failed to mention his
pursuits of the corn belt. During boarded the waiting hack, a long,
PoliticaJly, Judge Dunn had been domestic life, which active
law
the "high price" years the value of i horse-drawn vehicle with a seat run, only mildly active before 1896. That practice did not cause him to nethe crop in the entire nation totals 1 ning the full length of each side and
year he acted as committeeman, as- glect. Mrs. Dunn was born and
about $25,000,000. This means that 1a door at the end for entrance.
sisting in the management cf the reared in Mount Gilead, Ohio. Aftbroom corn is one of the import ant
His fifty cent ride jolted t he
Republica n campaign in Coles coun- er their marriage in 1882, they lived
cash crops of this area.
young lawyer along the graveled
ty.
Stan ton P emberton, Rot·ert in the Major Connolly house. In
Since broom corn is a crop that Istreets, through the public square.
Chapman , G. H . Jeffries, Henry 1887 they moved into their sp1Cious
requires a great deal of hand labor In the center of the business disWilliam Byers, A. Ne1J, and m any 1 newly erected home on Sixth street.
during the harvest season, one of trict he saw the small, square, t wo
others assisted in that campaign in Since the week before C.hristmas
the unique features of its production story brick court house, its outside
Coles county.
fifty years ago, the same house has
is the influx of broom corn "John- stairways leading to the second
In 1897 an election for judge of been the family home.
nies" from the poorer areas to the flo01·.
the cir·cuit court was held ; Judge
Andrew K. Dunn, a son, was killed
south, helping local labor cut the
As the h ack continued south to
Dunn was candidate foi· nomina- in the World War in the attack on
crop. Every fall these men, and the home of an aunt, Ml·s. Connolly
t.ion in the fourth c ircuit, cont ain- St.. Mihiel two months before the
boys too, drive up daily or sleep in (now the Ca dle h ome on Sixth
ing nine counties. Becoming sat is- armi::tice was signed. The Andrew
haylofts to earn a little cash "for I street), it passed but one h ouse south
fied that he could not be nom inat- K . D unn American Legion post in
buying new outfits to start the kids of the branch. T hat h ouse was
ed, however, he withdrew. Ait~r Charleston is named in his honor.
~
1
H onora ble F. K. Dunn
11
0 schoo ·"
Tom Stoddert's, a nd it was loca.tthese nominations were m a de the
Mrs. Dunn died April 30, 1930.
Colonel Cofer, an Illinoisan, visited ed on the s ite now occu pied by the
legislature passed a new apportion- Now Judge Dunn and the other of
his son, William, in Tenness-ee, Fidelis fraternity house. The Unit- favorable set of circumstances
ment act for the election of cir cuit his t wo chi~dren, Miss Ruth Dunn,
where he was wor king as a broom- ed Brethren church a.nd t he Home ured success for the young lawyer. judges. This action made n ew nom- for mer busmess manager of Eastmaker. Returning to his h om e in, Economics pr actice h ouse are now
His practice began in the cus- ination necessary in the n ew cir- I ern, occupy the old home.
Illinois, Cofer brought some seed and ' stan ding in t he middle of the Stod- tomary fashion . He took par t; in cuits. Judge Dunn was n ominated
Judge Dunn formed mnny close,
planted a field of the new plan t. dert ba.rn yard.
politics to the same degree that in the new cilcuit in which he was last ing friendships. Mr. Lord was
The year following, due to the fine
Judge Dunn h ad been practicing most lawyers do. I n his own words, ' placed, and was elected.
one of the inner circle.
success he had with it, a number law with his fath er i11 Ohio for ' "I don't kn ow how I succeeded or I His next judicial office ~·as in the
T his and scores of other true
of Gofer's neighbors took up its cul- thr ee years since his admittan ce to wh y. There w~re neve~ any inci- 1Illinois Supreme court. Judge Wil- friendships of this man and other
ture.
the bar. He w~nted to get away- de:rits of. p~rt1cular .importance. l kin d ied during th e first year of his j such men account largely fo1· the
From that time on for about thirty w_e~t, perhaps-m t he way ~ a m - Chents d~d. g1;; me busm ess, and I second term. Wit h a candidate advancement which Charleston, "the
years Illinois grew a very large per b1t1ous young men of that time. A m ade a. llvm g.
from nearly every on e of th e six- fr iendly city," has made
cent of the b1·oom corn used in the
1
United Sta,t es, most of it being produced in the Charleston, Arcola and
··u.~~
Mattoon districts.
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Bureau Initiates

!

-:;-. ..
-

..

Yearly Programs I
1

The present Coles County Farm
Bureau was organized in Nov·ember .
1915, as the Coles County Ag.r icultural Development Association.
Each year a. program of work is 1
outlined by the Boa;rd of Directors I
and approved by the exte~on.serv- ,
ice, sponsored by the Umver.sity of
Illinois. This program is followed.
throughout the year. This year it
includes as major projects work on
the following subjects: (1) organiza- !
tion, (2) 4-H elubo and rural youth I
work, (3) soil conservation, ( 4) i:-ural !
electrification and eold storage lock- !
ers, (5) marketing of livestock, g:·a.in, I
and dairy products. Minor projects
include : (1) farm outlook and AAA
program, (2) crops, (3) livf',stock, (4) J
public relations and taxation, (5)
farm m anagement.
I
Th~ Farm Bureau has sponsored I
and assisted with the starting of
several cooperative organizations for
the purpose of marketing faim products, buying farm supplies, and securing credit for farmers . The reason for entering this field has been
to furnish the farmer.3 better service I
and better quality products at rea- 11
sonable cost .
The membership of the Farm Bu- ,
reau at the present time is 850. The
officers are: president, C. L. Camp- :
bell, l\/Iattoon; vice-president, B. F . I
Mitchel, Charleston; and secretary- I
treasurer, Ivan T . Snowden, Mat - 1
toon. The office personn81 is: W S. 1
Myers, f;:-rm adviser ; A. P. Cooper, I
crganizat i on director; Elsie E a g.3- 1
dale and Vennie S~1arp, office sec- j
rctaries.

I

I

To EASTERN
and

To CHARLESTON

I

---EISTC

Lin~oln, Douglas

I

I

FOP, ACTIVE

WOMEN

SHOES
Foot-free, satisfying comfort iu
a newly designed favorite .. ~
The low, broad-base heel and
wider toe for comfort
the
close fitting ankle
line and 5-eyelet
tie for sl ender·
ized smartness.

Whether it's

Wall-to-Wall Carpeting
or a

Throw Rug
Y ou'll find a Rug to
fit y our needs at

WIT MER'S RUG
DEPARTMENT

Hold Deba·i e Here I

<Continued from P age Nine) __

T he n ost ccrnprehensive selection
cf Rugs ever offered this
community.
,:'MOHAWK
':'GULISTAN

I

plause (because of the time limit on
the sp:Y:i.kers) .
I
When Mr. Lincoln had c;:>nclud- 1
ed the debs.te three cheers were giv- \
en spontaneously by the crowd, after which the people poured out of ,
the gates, formed a. procession with I
the bands and carriages, and marched ·b ack to town. The city was
crowded during the night. The
Democrats met for a rally in the old
court house where they were addressed by Hon. u. F. Linder, Mr.
Merick of Chicago, and boy Mr. Douglas.
The Republicans also held a rally,
with the Hon. R. J. Oglesby speaking_ Mr. Lincoln supped meanwhile at the home of Mr. T. A. Marshall.

~:' FIRTH

':<SMITH
*MAGEE

.M

Don't spend your life
'two feel from happiness·
lalear NATUl\ALIZEl\S

INVADT'S

BROWNbiltSHOE STOAE
BALou•

CHARLESTON

HOSIERY

ILL .

eov SCOUT
SHO E '5

,

WITM ER

FURNITURE COMPANY
CHARLESTON, ILL.

EASTER N'S

TEACHERS COLLEGE DEWS
All- Columbian
19.J(r.37-.38
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College L ife Challenges Ambitious John C. Student AddressesHigh
Survey Shows
vSchool Grads on
Students Partly
rue: DE s 1R.eo..
SI-I EEP- SK IN
Collegiate Life
Self-Supporting
....
1

One-Half Men Do Part Time
Work; NYA Assists; Business Men Co-operate

Affords Varied Activities That
Student's School Life May
Be Fullest Possible.

Considerable opportunity is offered by both town and college for students at Eastern to earn part of their
expenses while att.ending school,
and a very few are entirely selfsupporting. A survey made l:>y Dean
of Men Hobart F. Heller shows that
fifty per cent of ·the male student
body engage in part-time work of
some kind and thirty per cent, or
n early a hundred men, earn a substantial portion of their expenses. If
we subtract from the total number
of students those who commute from
nearby towns, and are therefore
able to take advantage of such employment, the percentage of the remaining number is somewhat higher.

When every June first r olls
around, there are two great groups
of American young people, those
who graduate out of college and
th ose who graduate int o it. T his
section of the dedication issue of
the T eachers College News is addressed in the main to t h e latter
group. I t proposes to give, in graphic fashion, an idea of life as it
j is lived at college, and especia11y
Easteln Illinois S tate Teachers college.
Ther e are m any things we have
1
not said, many things that we leave
to . t he college annual, m any things
about 'curriculum and fac ulty that
can be found only in the college
bullet in . This N ews can be only an
appetizer.

AYERAG-E"

I .ti TE'L. L. fGEN CE~

un-

Upperclassmen Have Advantage
Mr. Heller emphasises, how~ver,

that the opportunities for upperclassmen are much g:r·eater than for
students in their first year, and
prospective freshmen should plan,
unless they have a."iSurance of work,
t.n haVP at least money enough for
the first quarter's expen ses before
they enter.
The National Youth Administration (N. Y. A.) leads in ?ffering oppor tunities to men of the student
body, giving employment to fortyfive at an average of $11.45 a month
eaoh. N. Y. A. employees are as.c;igned to duties varying from office work
to work on the g:r·ounds, with individual earnings ranging from $7 .50
a month to $15. Satisfactory scholarship and demonstrat.ed need for
employment are the requirements
for N. Y. A. assistance. Many freshmen secure this type of work.
College Pays 20 Men
The college, through its stuG.ent
payroll, offers employment to twenty
or m ore men with salaries ranging
from $10 to $30 a month, with $15
the m ost usual figure. Of this group,
laboratory assistants in the scien~e
department have probably the most
inter esting positions. A stage manager has one of the most profitable
jobs. Two janitors at Pemberton
Hall, an attendant in the gymnasium, and assistants on the ground~
h ave desirable and profitable positions. As a rule, upper-classmen are
favored for student payroll appointments, and upper-class standing is
a necessary requirement for such
appointments as laooratory assistants or stage manager.
Three dining services provide
highly desirable positions for nine
men, t hr· ee of wh om serve as managers and six as chief cooks. These
ive board and room in re..men fr e-0eth
·
'I.Urn or
eir services. The manager
of th e Panther Lair earns a small
salary in addition
to his
board
·
1
t d.and
A gam upper-c ass s an mg
room.
·
·
f
IS a reqmrement or these jobs and
an a.pprenticeship period mu.st precede the permanent appointment.
Publications Furnish J obs
There are opportunities in the stu-

Extra-Curriculum
!Builds Initiative
1

0

D

At the risk of m aking a con ege of
so-caUed
"extra-curricular bums,"
All sheep, even the black ones, have sheep ability and his integrity. If he has attended
.Eastern h as emph asized the impor tskins. Not so genus homo. His sheep skin a professional college, he has done more than ance of developing initiative, leadis acquired by four or m ore years of struggle, that -he has made an investment that m eans ership, and ability t o cooperate by
agamst curricular and extra-curricular odds. safe ty in an uncertain world. Uncertain as it encouraging participation in many
He may fall by the wayside, especially if he is, that world DOES recognize the significance forms of extra-curricular activity.
is "black.'' If he survives, he has proved his of the sheep skin.
Many of the clubs organized for
this purpose supplement closely the
work of the departments with which
they are associated. Thz prospective
teacher may let his interest in subject matter overflow into m u.sic
.clubs, dramatics and public speaking clubs, journalism, discussion, indu.stria! arts, homem aking, art, or
graduate schools, and classes in science clubs. He may participate
Those who consider enter- made. For example, jt is not
ing the teaching field need to common to find comparisons of the adult education.
in as complex a system of organized
give attention to a number of salaries of teachers who have little Are Teachers Happy?
social life as exists outside of the
factors, but particularly to the or no education beyond the high If one enjoys teaching and is well Four Hundred; he may make one
following: ( 1) The oppor- school and the incomes of highly prepared for his work, he will find of the seven va1·sity sports teams
tunities which teaching of- trained .business executives and pro- it a very satisfying field. The school and if he doesn t he can compensate
fers; (2) Their own purposes, tal- fessional people. If comparisons is filled with an atmosphere of himself by playing on the various
ents, and interests. The Bureau of were made between t.eachers who growth and learning. One's asso- intramural teams. Even the women
Educational Service at Eastern has ha.ve had at least seven years of ciates in the profession have high have varsity sports.
Election s Attract Politicians
compiled the following vital facts training beyond the high school and standards of living and thinking.
If a student has a turn for politics,
with !'eference to teaching. This similarly trained peTSons in other The teacher is honored in the comcompilation offers the preparatory occupations, it would be found that, munity. The college is often spoken there is plenty of it involved in a
school graduate a birds-eye view of on the average, teachers rereive as of as an ideal community in which series of elections all-school and
the profession and should maKe a much money as is paid in the sal- to live. ~eaching off~rs men~al and otherwise, which ~robably average
decision easy for him if he knows aried positions in other professions. moral growth; vacation penod of- two a week for the entire year.
his own purposes, talents, and interIn teaching, as in other fields, fers an opportunity for travel and Fights occur every year for the
much-sought class offioes, the covests. Suggestions for approaching monetary returns depend in part study.
eted publications jobs, the Union
this last question are given als o.
upon the ability and preparation of ls It Man's Job?
During
the
past
fifty
yea.rs
opand League presidencies, the HomeHow Many Teachers?
the wor.ker. If ~ac~ers a~e willing
portunities
for
men
in
the
nation's
coming
queen election, the various
In choosing an occupation, one to spen? ample tune m gettmg ready
expanding
industries
have
been
so
organization
offices.
needs to consider the extent of the for .ti:eir work, t~ey :nay :easonably
Extra-curricular activities are fifield and whether or not the field is 1 ant1c1p~te a . fair fmancial return great that t.eaching has attracted a
higher proportion of women than nanood by a self-imposed stuJ·ent
growing. Teaching is the largest for their services.
of men. Now that there are fewer activity fee paid at the time Of regof the professions. It is increasing What Careers Offered?
opportunities
in agriculture and bu.s- istration. This fee covers admission
in num.bers and there is a 0()"l·owing
~
Anyone who is considering teach- iness, strong young men al'e coming to the numbers of the Entertainconviction that in the economy of ing as a profession should know
the future, still larger numbers will what types of positions exi5ts. Prob- into the teaching profession in larg- ment Course (see page 7), to athletic
er and larger numbers. In some events, to the all-school parties, to
be required in the professions while ably most prospectiv~ teachers know
fewer will be needed in agriculture chiefly of a few possibilities in class t.eachers colleges half the students the musical programs, to college deand industry. The growth of the room teaching and in admimstra- are men. The public, too, is coming bates and oratorical contests, and
teaching field is strikingly shown tion and supervision. They would to demand more of the masculine entitles the student to a copy of
in the expansion of the high school, be surprised to know that a recent influence for its growing young pea- the weekly paper, The T each ers
which in round numbers enrolled study shows that there are between ple. Men are now going into edu- College News, and if in attendance
cation not only as administrators the three quarters of the regular
100,000 in 1890; 500,000 in 190(); a
but as class-room teachers.
Iyear, to. a copy of the college annual.
nu.·mon. in. 191.0; two million in 192.0;3P~ob~~~:~oi~esT~~!ospositi~:~~ : :
In
the
administrative
field,
opporAppointment Board Allots F ees
f
ill
1930
1
~ve 1.11 ion m
and sev:n mi - greatly varied and include such po- tunities for young men are large.
This fee is divided among the
hon m 1935. At least one m four sitions as physici:an dentist nurse Superint.endents, directors of re- various activities by an apportion dent publications for jobs; five stu- of the total population is now ent
t · t
h ·t '~
'
· '
dents serve as editors and managers
.
op ome ns ' arc l ecv, psycho1ogist, search , business managers, directors ment board of faculty and studen ts
· gaged rn the work of the school as b ·
·
Duri ng the school year 1937-38 four teachers or as students.
bus~ess mfantag.er, accountan~, .11- of physical education, important po- on which student representation is
of these were men. These positions
crarian, ca e ena manag·er, d1et1c- sitions in state departments of edu- in majority. The major activit ies
pay up t o $20 a month.
j What About Salaries?
ian, visiting tea.ch-er, plaicement of- cation, deans of teachers colleges, are in t urn governed by groups of
Contrary to public opinion, teach- ficer, s tatistician , electrical engi- ar.e a few of the many worthwhile faculty and students, with student
Local business h ouses find work
for approximately thirty men. Res- ers' salaries compare more than neer, landsca.pe garden er, recrea- opportunities.
representation in m ajority, such as
t auran ts em ploy seven m en in jobs favorably with remuneration in oth- tion director, and research worker, Wha t are Its Drawbacks ?
t:11e ~ntertainment board, the pubwhich pay board or occasionally er fields. Perhaps the erroneous in addition to the usual t.ea.ching
Teaching, like every profession, llcat1ons board , the athletic board,
both board and room . Grocery stores idea that teachers are sacrific~g and administr~tive positions in nurs- has its disadvantages. The head of the forensics boar d, the music board.
give opportunities to five men . The them.selves on the altar of public ery schools, krndergart.ens, element- a private school has em phasized t he Each organization receiving funds
local theatre employs seven men as service with &earcely any monetary ary schools, junior hig·h schools, risk of dealing constan t ly with im- from the studen t activity fee prereward, has arisen from Unfair senior high schools, colleges, prosents an a nnual accounting of r e(Continued on P age Eight)
comparisons that are frequently fessional schools, technical sch ools,
ceipts and disbursem ent
<Continued on Page Twelve>

Know Your Profession! What Are Salaries,
Advantages, Requisites of Teaching Field?
un-1
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Bird's-eye View of Eastern State's Forrested Campus

College Data in Streamline
LOCATION: Charleston, Illinois; U. S. Route 40A and

•

Illinois Route 16, Illinois Route 130; New York Central
(Big Four) Railway; Nickel Plate Railway; 190 miles
south of Chicago; 145 miles northeast of St. Louis; 51
miles west of Terre Taute; 86 miles north of Salem.

The adjoining aerial view of the Eastern -campus g i v es
some conception of
the extent of its forested bea.uty. The ar1 rows show the ap-

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS: Graduation from a
recognized or accredited four-year high school; presentation of high school records.

CURRICULA: A two-year curriculum leadi ng to a
diploma and planned for preparation of teachers for
grades. Four-year curricula for preparation of elementary grade teachers, upper and lower; rural elementary teachers; high school teachers and teachers of
special subjects.

1 proximate

lo~artion

1 of

the new buildings,
will be re'.1dy
II for
occupancy next
year. In the hazy
1
distance is L:ncoln
field, seventy - two
acre athletic arena
and golf course. In
the foreground Seventh and Lincoln
streets intersect.
1 which

DEGREES OFFERED: Bachelor of Education.
RESIDENTIAL SYSTEM: Men-live in private homes
or one of three organized houses. Women- live in Pemberton Hall, girls' dormitory accommodating 80, or in
prli vate homes.
OUTSTANDING EVENTS: Intercollegiate athletic
contests, intramural athletics, Homecoming program,
Dad's Day program, Alumni Day. Founder's Day, Christmas cantata, Easter oratorio, carnival, debate contests,
dramatic productions, entert;:i.imuent course programs,
commencement, various broadcasts, concerts.

•

ORGANIZATIONS: Departmental clubs--Country Life
club, Forum, French club, Geography club, Home Economics club, Industrial Arts club, Mathematics club, Bel
Cantos, Men's Chorus, Mixed Chorus, Sdence club, Palette, Zoology Seminar, Speakers club, Writers club,
Band, Orchestra, Varsity club, Eastern State club.

HONORARY FRATERNITIES: Kappa Delta Pi, Sigma
Tau Delta, Epsilon Pi Tau, Kappa Mu Epsilon. Social
fraternities-Phi Sigma Epsilon, Fidelis. PublicationsTeachers College News, Warbler. All-School organizations- Men's Union, vv·omen's League. Others-Players, Sigma Delta.

College Furnishes
Textbook Library
Eastern offers a plan of providing
adequate text books for all classes
at unusually low cost. The coh3ge
owns and operates a bookstore on a
flat rental basis. At registration
each college student pays a book
rental fee of $3.50, and is furnished
all the textbooks needed in the J
courses for which he is registered.
Laboratory manuals and s~cial
notebooks are secured by the stu-·
dent at additional cost as needed.
All textbooks must be returned in
satisfactory condition.

I

SOCIAL LIFE: Recreation committee composed of
students and faculty has charge of student social affairs
al1.<it aJF.flE.%e2., s9si?-J. c~aJ~~J}.i'!..Z·. QtJJ.~~ JJ!..~tQ~ ~-~tivitie s
are also governed by student-faculty boards. The Men's
Union carries out extensive program of intramural conte ts of all kinds, sponsors various parties, picnics; the
Women's League holds regular teas, dances, etc.,
through unit organization. Each club works out social
program.

No swim pool in the gym? Well, it's built in a lake.

I

SELF HELP: About one-third of student body engages
in some sort of part time work. Army and Navy scholarships, Normal School s~holarships, .Lindly schol.arships, Florence Vane Skeffmgton English scholarships,
P. T. A. scholarship, Livingston C. Lord memorial fund,
student Joan fund, Adelia Carothers fund.

- - - E I S T C - --

Congratulations and
Best Wishes to El
for both present and future
success.

The Candy Shop
CHARLESTON

EAST SIDE SQUARE

Patronize your News advertisers.

EXPENSES: Tuition free to legal residents of Illinois
who agree io teach in public schools of state. Average
expenditure per student each term, about $80. Fees
total $18.50 per term of three months.

RELIGIOUS LIFE: Non-Sectarian. Weekly chapel
.
services.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Write Miss
Blanche Thomas, Registrar.

c0NG RAT uLAT I0Ns EI
s P orapause
I

I
I

Beautiful Campus Presents Series i
Of Seasonal Pictures to EI Students
The campus views shown on pa.ge Igroundsman.. Mr: ~onier ~, w~ll1

I

refreshed

7 give only a limited idea of the known for his skill m landscaping

work.
beauty of the Eastern campus prop- I
d
f t
s of
In the adjoining athletic field, one
. h ·
er, wh ic . me1u es .or Y acre
of the best among those of the
grounds Justly considered excep,
t·
t"ful A
tural grove small colleges of the state, are the
11 b
iodna Yth eauf. i ".
d t ·ee" a. football field and a quarter-mile
an o er me impor e
r "'•
cinder track.
wide stretch of green south of the
practical arts building, many borA seventy-two acre tract of land
ders of shrubbery and perennials, with a house on it (the P anther
and a formal garden present a sue- Lair) was added to the campus in
cession of pictures throughout the 1931. Here are the baseball dia- I
year.
mond, a nine-hole golf course, two
.
ds
the
ten
several softball fields,
are
- football fields,
.
I n the mam groun
nis courts, the children's play-1 a so ckce~ f1ethld, andk~ast bDu~ ntot least, 1
grounds, the athletic field for girls, a 1a e m
e ma mg.
ir remov- 1
·
t
h
h
den
The
forest
ed
.from
a
draw
here
and
used to
and
e sc 001 gar
·
fill
d th
b ·1a ·
h
plantation in the southeast corner
aroun .
e new m mgs . as ,
of the campus, planted durin g the made ~ssib~e a new lak~ vf size- 1
early years of the institution, now able ~mensions to replace Ahmo- •
1
includes several acres of trees and ween ·
- - -E l9T C, - - ShrUbs, much used in botanical and
roological studies. Botany tests in
This issue of the N ews would
which Mr. Thut and Mr. Stover lead have been impoosible h ad it not been
students through the thickets here for the loyal support of civic-mindare traditional.
ed business men, Ollil' advertise!'s and
A picnic ground and rock garden contributors as members of organ- i
are .recent additions to the south izations who gave their backing, in
campus refuge. Picnic fire-places, I furnishing . the funds necessary for
1
Indian trails, stone benches, horse- such a proJect.
shoe alleys, even a wishing well are
E1nc
some of the additions planned and
When planning your purchases,
executed by Mr. c. F. Monier, head read the News for guidance.
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Associated Clubs Add Zest to Eastern Courses ~::~::;i~~i;:::d
+--- - - -

College Geography Club Hits Happy Trail Vicariously

Players Study
Tricks of Drama
Departmental Clubs Feature
Close Faculty~Student Association of Small College

If the enrollment figures for men
and women are a reliable check on
trends in the teaching field, men
are replacing women in what has
Ibeen the women's realm.
For the regular year of '35-'36, 380
men and 490 women enrolled, setting
the percentage of men in the student body roughtly at 44 % . In '36'37 the percentage of men rai&ed t o
47 with 40"9 men and 457 women
enrolled. The 380 men and 405 worn en attending East ern this year boosts
the relative number of men t o approximately 49 % .
The summer school and exten.sion
'I personnel shows the prevalence of
women in the field. In summer
school for the past three years men
have been outnumbered by women
more than three to one with perI centages of 29, 30, 28 respectively. In
the extension courses conducted this
year, 33% of the students were men.

I
1

A staggering array of departmental clubs, that is, organizations
connected with various curricular
fields, has been built u;p at Eastern
since 1930 and before. Whatever
his field of investigation, every college student has an opportunity to
show initiative and .interest 'in it
through extra-curricular work ina
the associated clubs.
The greatest advantage of
1
small college becomes very apparant in the operation of these clubs.
---EIST..--That advantage lies in the close
Patronize your News advertisers.
contacts between instructor and
student which are possible. E'a ch
club has a faculty sponsor whose
.. personality keeps its activity on a
high level. Friendships made between faculty members and students at club meetings, many of
them held in faculty homes, are
often life-long.
Players Produce Hits
•
The Players is one of the larger
Departmental clubs at Eastern I close and informal relationship, as graphy club and Miss Annie Welclubs which may be placed under bring student and teacher into I in the above picture of the Geo- ler, many years departmental head.
the above heading. The essential
interest of this thespians' organing a tour of Eastern Illinois towns
Embryo Scientists
ization is not in the production of
j
where they .g ave concerts.
plays, so it claims, but in creatmg
The Women's chorus, also conan interest in modern drama, the
-ducted by .Mr. Wolfe, is an organstage, and actors. Plays they do
izat'ion to provide enjoyable exgive, however, and good ones. The
/Probaibly the music organizations periences in music. As such, it is
Homecoming production, the facof Eastern ma·k e more of an im- open to every woman on the
ulty play, the spring production
pression on the public than any campus.
(which is the Players number on
the Entertainment course) are peothers and give, meanwhile, a backThe Men's chorus has tbeen under
rennial hits. Membership in the
ground of experience to those the direction of Mr. Fr~ederich
Players hovers around eighty,
studying. in the music department Koch for many years. A minstrel
counting junior and senior memand others with musical talent.
show was the year's highlight in
bers. Marvin Upton has been presiMr. Irving Wolfe, music head, the.ir activities. TWiO trips were
dent this year.
has been in charge of three singers made in May to give concerts in .
Forum Studies Current Affairs
groups during the past year. The Stewardson and Mason, Illinois.
The Forum is a discussion club
Bel Cantos is the women's organThe college band of forty-five
which attracts not only social sciization. The Mixed Chorus is com- pieces, under the direction of Mr.
ence students but many others wi~11
posed of members of the Bel Gan- Eugene Asbury, made a phenomlivi:>ly r1is,.1•c:.c::io:ns ol" ,.,,M"<>nt ecotos, . while men comprise the bass enal improvement this year which
nomic, political, and social Pi'Oband
tenor sections. Formerly, the set the student body buzzing. Conlems. Programs this year have
women's
organizat'ions were not aJ- certs were given in Eastern Ill'iincluded a lecture on peace movenois centers during their three day
filiated with the mixed group.
MARIE LOW, Propriet.o r
ments by a prominent lawyer of
I
The
joint
organizations
then
clitour.
Several appearances are slatthe community, a mock Senate de4th and Lincoln
maxed a year's work in which there ed for the remainder, one for Inbate, a discussion of elections on
1
were
several
:wpear.ances,
by
makdiana
state
at
Terr.e
Haute.
the night of election of new officers for 1938-'39. The club has
absorbed the New Voters League,
1
a women's group. Lloyd Kincaid
When the Science club meets, stuhas been president this year.
dents may choose to forget the disAppeal of the Country Life club section of catfish, but that's what
is to studellits !from rural com- Twila Barger, Bob Fairchild and
munities and those interested ~n Bob Rennels are doing here.
country life. Meetings of academic
and social nature are held monthly.
The club sponsors the only square by student members. The club's
dances given during the year in soc!al activities include spon.sor conjunction with their Hallowe'en ing the St. Patrick's Day dance,
dance. Bob Thomas has been pres- 1a spring open .house and many inident this year.
formal gathermgs. A news letter
To bring mathematics students to alumni members is sent out petogether and supplement the col- riodically. Gale Wesley was presilege courses-these are functions of dent dur'i ng the past year.
Geographers Travel in Room 6
the Mathematics club. Technical
The Geography club- travels vitopics are often presented at the
meetings, but the members relax cariously evei-y alternate \Viednesat a picnic or at the annual cipher- day. The object of the club is to
ing contest. "Mathematical wrin- correlate the different branches of
kles" are used to perplex math geography _ whether physical or
sharks, and the club publication, commercial. Speakers are brought
the Discriminant, increases inter- in from among the townspeople
est. Doit Montgomery is the 1938 and other schools, or selected from
among members.
president.
Home Eo Boasts National Ties
Speakers club tackles every arguThe cooks and seamstresses, 'if m entati-ye topic left by the Forum, j
enrolled in the Home Economics and son1e of them. Members are ,
depar.tment, are eligible for the those on the debating teams n.nd .
Home Ee club-, which is affiliated others who feel the urge of oral 1
with both state and national or- expression. They gather every oth- j
ganizations. The girls gain prac- er week to "chew the rag" and i
tical experience by living ip the various kinds of food at the hos- 1
co-operative house conducted by pitaible home of Mr. J. Glenn Ro:::;s, I
the class in home management. sponsor. Charles Boston has been
Outsiders get a look-in on club ac- president this year.
tivit,ies each spring when the deArt Club for A1-t's Sake
J
Trav.eling through a Spring wonderland in a Ford V -8 to ski courses and toboggan slides at Glen Co\l'.e,
partment has its annual open
Picasso, the surrealists, Rev'iera,
11,500
feet up !Pike's Peak, is a popular diversion among sports fans who gather at Colorado Springs.
house, and displays the year's ac- Van Gogh, and Rockwell Kent are
Pike's
Peak, l-0>ng a mecca for summer travelers, 'is one of the .country's newest Spring playgrounds.
complishments.
all objects of interest and study to I
The
U.
S. forest ser.v ice and Pike's Peak ski clubs ha ve provided ski courses and tows, tobog'gan slides
French students have an oppor- the members of the college Art
and lodge buildings at Glen Cove, reached by the famous automobUe road which is kept free of deep
tunity to go Parisian when the club, now called Palette. They are
French club meets every other also concerned about such things
snow. In the photo above, Count Phillippe de Pr et, Belgian nobleman who is ski instructor on Pike's
Thursday evening, to talk and act as sponsoring exhibits of paintings; \
Peak, is shown at the left, with a group of pupils, in the vicinity of Glen Cove. A ski course for
and eat French. They gain closer and have brought an exceptionally
experts also has been laid out from Pike's Peak to the bottom. Total length of this rugged courise is
acquaintance with life and cus- wide and excellent variety to the
abo'.lt eighteen miles.
tom& in France from persons who campus this year. Minnetta Phelps
have travelled and studied there.
was president this year.
The Industrial Art.s club welZoo Seminar is made up of a
comes all men in the field to in- group of zoolog'i.sts who have passed
CHARLESTON
PHONE 666
structive talks by local 1 and out(Continued on Page Nine)
of-t.own speakers, as well as reports
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IE I Has Music . I
Clubs Provide It

I'

'

C·O MPLI1MENTS
of

MARIE'S
BEAUTY SALON

•

I

i

Fords Take Skiers to S,p ring
Playground

I

I

I
I
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£1 MEN DISCOVER SECRET OFSUCCESSFUL DINING
•

Lair Organizes Panther L air Today: Every Man a Kitchen Knave Unique System
Originates with
Initial Dining
Dean H. Heller
Service Co -op
Members Learn t o Work in
Harmony under S trict Rules
of Cleanliness

Dean Sees End of Basement
Cooking, Tin Can Dietetics,
in 'Socialized Eating'

BOASTS ECONOMY

GRADES IMPROVE

The first warning that Eastern
had embarked upon a progTam
whi~h was eventually to solve the
light-housekeeping prob~em fm· m::m
of the colleg.e .cam3 to mast students
in the form of a chapel a:mouncem ent: "Gooks and a quartermaster
wanted for cooperative dining service."
Dean Hobart F. H~ller, in his
quiet and efficient way, had already
laid the groundwork for a new way
of dining for the male student body.
He had seen too much, on inspection
t ours, of tin can dietetics and dirty
dishes.
Three Students Start
Three students liked the idea. of
throwing in their lot with a new
project. They were Otho Quick and

The twenty-nine young men in Armer, Loren Larimore, Charles rell Ryan, Harry Woods, Garland
the above group operate the first curry, Emil Spezia, Jim Neal, Boo Bryan; sitting: John Howell, Gale
Co-op to be opened on campus.
McAlister; second row: Fi-ank Kline, Wesley, Virgil Bolerjack, John Nash,
,
.
. .
Lorie Watts, Albert McHenry, John Wa yne Neal, Thomas Heggerty,
Memoers
of
the
Lan·
dinmg
serv.
.
.
.ice. are-back row. Cha1les Wendell, Smith, J acob Ousley, Dan Gilber t, Harold Younger, Steve Mayoras, and
Bnce Anderson, Robert Reece, Ma:x Phil Black, Donovan Brown, Dar- Earl Houts.
- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Cecil Elam, cooks, and George A~ai:ns,
who wanted to manage the dmmg
·
These three, cont n·bu t·ng
serv1ce.
l
.
.d
d
t'
D n
their own i eas an execu m g . ea
•
k d fast . w·th
·o"n
i
vi H e11er s, wor e
cent Kelly, president of the old
Panther Larr, until then a Men's Lair Chefs Cheffing Past, P resent Quartermasters
Un ion club house operated without
dining facilities, they worked installing equipment and cr:>nvincing
prospective members tha t they could
put the project across.
To shorten a long story, the first
meal was served Thursday evening,
November 8, 1934. Quick was cook,
after a short p.eriod of instruction
·under Miss Clara Attebery of the
Willard Duey (left) was Panther
Home Economics department. MarLair manager in 1935-36. H e is now
vin Upton and Gerald Lively took
teaching in Springfield.
the first baptism of dishwashing in
II
Wayne Neal <right) has now been
the basement at an ancient sink
manager for two years, and has inused temporarily for this purpose.
1 stituted many prngressive features.
Later, a laundry tub was installed
The two Lair cooks, hown at the
in the kitchen upstairs. Lloyd Millleft, are Virgil Bolerjack and Garer was waiter, John Lewis kitchen
land Bryan. Bryan is viewing the
police (K. P.), Lyle Nave and Vinroast.
cent Kelly assistant cooks. Nave
and Upton both became chief cooks
later, the latter in the Phi Sig service. John Lewis became quartermaster of the Fidelis service.
First Menu Pleases Dean
Make 1 ber might work at one meal for a
The menu of that first meal, ac- All Members Helping
week serving, another wrek washSystem Economical
cording to the Teachers College
ing pots and pans, another scrubbing
News, consisted of roast beef, mashIt is the cooperative feature of the floors. Then he might have a week
ed potatoes, buttered peas, brown
campus
dining services which, per- free. The duties are so <'.lvided that
gravy, fruit salad, cookies, coffee,
haps
above
all else, gives them their none takes over 45 minutes, and
bread and butter. Mr. Heller was
claim
to
uniqueness
and superiority I each duty ro~ates among the mema much pleased guest. Just last fall,
as
a
means
of
college
dining. Sever- ber~. The chief cooks usua~y earn
on November 8, Wayne Neal, a charal
out-of-state
colleges
have copied their meals and room, workmg ~er
ter member of the service now operit,
and
other
Illinois
teachers
col- haps three hours a day. Apprentices,
ating the Lair, repeated the first
leges
contemplate
doing
so.
I usually lower classmen, take over
meal in every detail for some forty
the cooking jobs left by graduation.
guests, including President R. G.
The unsuspect ed exten t of work
Non-Cooperatives Don't Stay
involved in feeding thirty men falls
Buzza.rd.
Probably the most
surpnsmg almost exclusively upon the memMen who cannot adapt themselves
thing about the service was not the bers of a servioe. Two chief cooks to the discipline of "kitchen sculefficiency with which these young and their apprentices, all students, lion" labor soon find themselves eatmen eventually made the co-opera- are responsible for the meals, but ing somewhere else (and paying
tive feature operate, because they all the work of serving, dish-wash- more). There have been very few
were earnest fellows and did not ing, and kitchen police is done by of this type. The loyal membershi:ps,
mean to fail, but the economy with the members themselves working in and somehow eating together soon
which it was run. Substantial meals shifts of a week in length at cer- makes for loyalty in a group of
and a balanced diet were served at tain duties. For example, a mem- young men, do not tolerate shiftlessa. cost of about $2 per week. Payness or snobbery.
ments on the equipment were inAn almost military rigor is maincluded in this. The three dollar a house can operate h as be:m made tained by moot of the quartermastadvance payments each member was by Wayne Neal, the present man- ers. A system of black marks comrequired to make to give the service ager. His house h as been an ex- pels scrupulous attention to cleancapital were returned at the end of ample to the other services for two liness. If anyone fails to do his job
years. N-eal~s assistant is Albert Mcthe yeax.
well, an inspector marks up a ten
Henry, a sophomore.
D ifficulties Iron Out
cent fine against him. The device
In the first months there was
Under Neal new electric cooking is very effective, and the quarternaturally some difficulty. Quarter- units have been installed and an masters usually show exemplary
master Adams had unwisely taken electric refrigerator. He operated nonpartiality in impo.sing it. The
on too much work in addition to his the house successfully on a private idea was turned into a game at the
athletic activities, and he resigned basis last sununer. McNeal, Duey, Lail' one year, with two teams comin favor of Gerald McNeal a.fter Quick, Elam, and Bill Lewis had peting to see which g~t the fewer
some bickering. otho Quick acquir- done this the ,previous summer.
black marks. The loser bought the
ed t he name of "Scorchy" because
In spite of rising food prices, the group a Thanksgiving turkey dinner.
of his luck with baking beans, but Lair has been able to boa.st the lowMay Bring Food
soon became as good a cook as Elam, est costs of all the services. Even
In order to make the system as
who had the advantage of more this year $2.50 is an average weekeconomical as possible, it has al ways
ly cost.
previous training.
The system was perfected under
The Panther Lail' house is state been possible for members to bring
McNeal, a quick and efficient man- property, having been acquired in articles of food from home to be
ager, and Willard Duey, who suc- 1932 when Lincoln field (the "oov- credited to them at the market price
ceeded. him in 1935-36. Perhaps the enty-two") was purchased to pro- by the service. This feature, however, has been l~ used than was
best demon.stra.tion ot how well such vide additional athletic grounds.

I

Saw, Solved Problem

Dean Hobart F. Reller, whos~ recommendations and support resulted
in three dining services.

Work System Gives Advantage to Co - ops
•
originally expected, probably because
the members did not like to trouble with it.
Quartermasters Accept Suggestions
Service managers or qua.rte1·masters are always ready to accept suggestions from members on possible
menus. A wide variety has been
worked out, and each week the
quartermaster posts menus for each
day, as well as work lists to be effective that week.
Usually periodical lectures on
proper etiquette are given by either
the quartermaster or some older
member. The services try to .b e an
influence toward better table manners among the membership. It ~
an unwritten law, never broken,
that a coat and tie must be worn
at all evening meals except the one
on Sat urday. Certain other customs are observed, such as waiting
until the quartermaster rises before
leaving the table at the end of a.
meal.
Manager Keeps Accounts
The exacting duties of ·t he manager demana a regular accounting
of the books, checking them with
periodic inventories; buying of all
foodstuffs; keeping the equipment
replaced; making out menus, work
lists, etc. The business office at Lhe
college in turn checks on the local
managers. The manag·e rs roeoeive
board and room for their services.
The usual rate achieved by the
services per week is $2.50, or about
one-half that charged by restaurants.
- - -E I S T C - - -

The three dining services on ·t he
campus gave funds to this issue of
the News which were made up of
individual contributions by each
member.

"My personal philosophy of the
cooperative dining services here,"
said Dean of Men Hobart H. Heller in an interview, "is this: EveryvVhere else they are a che1p subsLi~t;.t3 for some other way of ea.t!ng.
3ut here we have been trying to
build something better than we
have had before. I think t he din.ng services a.re now the ultimate
:U good, econo.'lli:::al, socially beneficial dining."
Insta~ I First Senice i.n ·34
Mr. Heller was instTumen t.3.J in se::uring and installing the first dining service on the campus in the
:an of 1934. Since then he has seen
&wo more put in operation, both following the plan used at the Pa nther
Lail'. "The thing that urged me
on," he continued, "was the serious
social disadvantages of 'light housekeeping' as done by the men. The
great ma.jority were eating by themselves in basements. Their meals
they cooked with no more qualifications than their mother's blessing 1and a cast-off apron.
"In my own opinion, the sooialadvantages of co-operative dining
are far mor.e important than the
3.dvantage3 of ·b alanc·ed meals served in a sanitary way .a t regnla;r
hours. The co-operative houses as
organized a ,t pre.sent provide both
in a large measure. But there is
something about eating together in a
civilized manner, with coat and tie
on and with the observation of cerbain rules of etiquette, which no college student, and especially college
students in training to be teachers,
should miss. Teachers are expected
to be models. They can't be unless
they are at ease around a dinner
table in good company."
Co-Ops Raise Grades
"I think it is worth mentioning,"
observed Mr. Heller, "that the grades
made by dining service students a.re
well up to average and in one case
significantly above the general average." The Dean's office has kept
a careful check on the type of scholarship maintained by dining service
students during the past two years.
While he claims no magic route to
A's opened by co-operative dining,
Mr. Heller does feel that there is a
definite advantage to •b oth the physical and mental well-being of the
student in being able to secure good
meals and eat them in good company. Statistics seem definitely to
have borne him out in this conviction.
Asked how the first .dining service
came about, Mr. Heller said, "It
grew out of the fact that we needed
something badly. I thought of the
plan first in 1932, hoping Fidelis, local social fraternity, could organize
one. I had had some experience
with a similar plan at Iowa University. Finally in 1934 Dr. Buzzard
told me to go ahead with the installation of a service at the Panther
Lair, state-owned house on Lincoln
field,
Originators Make It Success
"Oif course the way we have actually worked out the system was to
a great extent dependent upon those
first fellows. They really made it
'a go.' They were Vincent Kelly,
George Adams, Gerald McNeal,
Otho Quick, and Cecil Elam.
"The system is unique among the
teachers colleges of Illinois. All of
them have fired lots of questions
at me about it , and no doubt many
of t hem will some day inaugurate
the same plan. There was one delegation h ere from Trd-State in Indiana studying our plan.
"Un til we get a men's dormitory
on the campus, I put a lot of faith
in the co-operative system to adequately ·t ake care of the dining
problem." ,
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Fidelis Fraternity Follows Suit with Co-op ·Diner
Frat Men Pause to Smile for Camera; But Forget Boys Lease Brick Mansion

To Set Up in Housek.e eping
Joe Ourry, hawk-faced Fidelis 1 college to sw-rounding high schools
president and star varsit y basketball f of t he state as coaches. The Boos! forward, addressed a meeting in the ~ ter Club felt tll'a.t its money could
fraternity council room. The date j not be better spent than in insnrwas September 7, 1936. "Well, fel- 1ing athletes an a.~hlete's diet.
1 lows, we've got what thi:;; club has
To make a long story short, Hen. be3n plug-ging for since 1930, a fra- derson and Stanley Elam, secretary,
· 1 tern~ty hous~ .. The pr.a spect of in- 1 signed a $300 note for the fraternity
i.3tallmg a d1m?g. service. has. been on the terms of which a dining servone of the prm:::ip11 thmgs mflu- ice was to have repaid the total
·3nc.ing our decision to lease this lo- amount to the Booster club by the
:;.a,t10n. How many a_e ready to bade I end of three yea.rs.
! it to the limit ?"
Within a. month, due principally
The ayes ha.d it. The boys wer.e . to the efforts of the officers workei:itl~u.si:lstk. At the time they we:;e I ~ng with Dean Hobart F. Hellei- and
1 ,;Jlck:ng up meals an ywh er·e and ev- 1Wayne Neal, manager of the Lair
.,;rywhere. They wanted a good, I oorvice, the first meal was served at
c!:!eap pl2ce to eat. Their best F'ldslis to twenty-five cooperative
dreams had come true when secre- j members. John Lewis was quarterb~.ry-tre::i.surer Joe Henderson rent- ma.:ste1· and autocrat of the d1n11er
1
·d the house formerly occupied bY., , table. Hender.son ·a.nd Glenn SunPresi~ent Buzzard. It was a brick 1 d·ermJ.n, af ter short appren~iceship.::
m~ns1.on, o.::tk .a nd walnut paneled, j at the Lair, were putting out tasty
?mlt m war-boom da~s. No:V, not~- meals. The service was a su:::cess.
mg could stop them m th err detei Ever since t hen it h as been for""1 mination to opera:e a dining service. ing ahead.
The old coal range h;s
Fate played into their h ands. been supplan ted by a gas stove givC'harleston ·business men wei-e still en by the pres.ent Fidelis sponsor,
rubbing their hands in satisfaction Director of Athletics c. P. Lantz.
Frame, Hayes Kennard, Merle Kin- oliver, Bill Waldrip, Glenn Sun- over the sel~ction of the popula.r Under the leadership of Arlow Julcaid, Raymond Suddarth, James derman, Ray Lane, Frank Ur:ban- 1 Oharleston high ~oach, Ted Carson, ian, who has been both fraternity
for col~ege ~thl~tics. They.had, un- president and quartermaster this
Stahl, Dee Carmen, Sam Taylor, eek, Joe Kelly.
Four members not shown in this der his directwn, orga~ized. the year, the organization of work has
John Pier.
.
.
. Da
K
Charleston Booster club primarily to bee
.. t d
d
·
·
standing, left to nght - Fred picture are John Harn.s,
ve es- b k E t
te
Fid r
is
n periec e an mmor cnanges
15
Snedeker John Worland, Charles / singer, Bill Glenn, and Earl Jones. knac
as er~ts tahml st.
e
such as new tables, equipment, et c.,
'
.
own for i
·a e es, many of
(Continued on Page Nine)
whom h ave carried the name of the

I
I

I
I

I

l
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Gathered in the paneled oak living room of the Fidelis fraternity
house (phone 1007) these young
men failed to smile for you.
Sitting, left to right-Max Barr,
Arlow Julian, Stanley .E lam, Robert

I

Proves an
Old Adage True

Caught in Act: 'Scavengers' Table Union

CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE

"In union there is strength," and
certainly there has been strength I
t:enam1y · · vnere · nas- oeel1.- stre:I'lgtn
and solidity in the Men·s Union this
year. Created in the early '30's primarily to promote a feeling of unity
among the men of the student body
and to sponsor worthwhile activities
of th·e school, the Union found its
real field this year in organizing a
number of intramural teams. The
unity in this was an eight-sided affair, but that was all right, for the
eight groups clashed amicably and
students came to know each other
more than casually. Real rivalry was
generated, especially in basketball.
Under the capable direction of
Dale Trulock, the Men's Union earried out a number of other projects
- - · this year under a revised and ac•
tivated constitution. Whether 1t
was the constitution or new 'b1ood
that did the trick we do not venture to guess, but such things as the 1
periodic parties at which such games 1
Although the percentage of worn-/ reaJity part of the college office
as ping pong, chess, shuffle-board, !
en student.s doing pru·t-time work force, pajd out of state funds. They .and bridge were played made it obdoes not compare with the percent- ~ork as librairy and laiboratory as- vious that the Union was doing
sJStants or as secretaries.
things. It was Union promotion
age of men earning expenses in spare
Opportunities
for
doing
student
that induced faculty members to of- ,
time, Dean of Women C . Favour
Stilwell estimates that about 113, typing work are "practically nil," fer their services in teaching conor one-third of women receive some says Miss Stilwell. In thIS respect tract bridge to students who wantkind of employment during the year. the college differs from some insti- ed to learn the game, and it was
tutions.
Union and League cooperation that
This includes all types of work.
sponsored some of the best social
- - -'E I S T C - - Miss Stilwell divides the various
events of the year.
The three dining services on ,t he
kinds of women's work into four
Traditional Men's Union activities
types. First and most important is campus gave funds to this issue of
include freshman mixers, cooperaN. Y. A. employment, given upon the News which were made up of
tion in the freshman orientation
the same basis to women as to men. individual contributions by each events, in the Dad's Day program,
About forty receive this type of aid. member.
and in the Homecoming events.
- - -El3TC- - Most of the work is of an elementEach spring elections of officers
ary secretarial nature.
We wish to acknowledge the fi- for the coming year are held. This
The women's dormitory offers nancial assistance given by the spring, on April 20, Marvin Upton,
employment to fourteen Pemberton Chamber of Commerce, which did Players president, was elected presiHall residents. Six work in the din- much toward m aking this unprece-1 dent and Emmett Shipley, Phi Sig
ing room, six in the front office, dented News undertaking a success. cook, vice-president.
and two in the director's o.tfice.
Fourt.een dollars per month is deducted from the board and room of
the girls who do this work. They
must maintain a satisfactory grade
average, requiremen t;s for juniors
and seniors being slightly higher
than for freshmen and· sophomores. '
About six girls work for board and
room in private homes. There are
opportunities for metre, but apparEast Side Square-Charleston, Ill.
ently many do not need the a.._q,sist- J
ance or would rather not accept the
restricted academlc load required of
students doing such work. They can
We Have the Lowest Prices
take only seventy-five per cent of
on Quality Drugs in Eastern Illinois
the normal load, three subjects. This
restriction is made in m ost colleges.
Some fifteen girls are on the socalled .student payroll, and are in

I

PHONE 531

1

I

I

11J Women 'Bring Home Bacon' l
Jn Three Types of Part Time Work

I

CONGRATULATIONS TO EASTERN
We always have a full selection of Fresh
Fruit and Vegetables at Popular
Prices

Congratulations Eastern!
MEET 'M EAT THE

VIR-MAR

GRILL

HOME OF GOOD THINGS TO EAT

RUBY E. EDMAN
FOUNTAIN SERVICE-TASTY SANDWICHES
11th & Madison-Rt. 16

l

I
I

REMEMBER!

OWL

RATE

C-U-T

DRUGS

WHEN YOU BUY DRUGS

IT'S WISE to Be Thrifty- SHOP OWL

CALL ON US FOR A

SPRING
CHECK-UP
MOBIL PRODUCTS & C·O MPLETE
SERVl CING
1

GLEN T. EDMAN '19
11th & Madison-Rt. 16
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Phi Sig Frat Welds Second Link

•

Co-op Chain

ID

~-----------··

,,.,..,_.
.
F ra t erna l L.iving.
Plus GoodEa t s LOCAL
NATIONAL GROUP RATES 1
.. nis Group E n1oys
CHAPTER HIGH
I,Greeks'

Secure
Dinin
g Benefits

•.. Likes Their Diner
According to National Secret.11.'yTreasurer Fred Swengle of Kirksville, Mo., the Delta chapter of PhiSigma Epsilon rated with the first
three chapters of the thirteen in the
national organization when he visited the house in April. The chapters are rated on financial standing,
1 :cholarship, membership, and initiaI :ive in new enterprises.

Cooper, Rice Bring Success to
Fraternity Venture

Opening 'in October, 1936, as the
.
secon~ link of a chain of campus co1
'ops s~arted at the Panther Lair in
1935, the Phi Sigma Epsilon fratern1
The local chapter has received
i~y dining service
much recognition with regard to its
represents the ful"co-op" dining servtce, the only one
filmJnt of a grow:n the order. It seems very probable
I that other chapters will copy the
ing demand f 0 r
' pl:m in the near future.
:!heap, adequate, so1
cia.lized dining on .
the part of the stuREASORS OPEN LUNCH
dent body. Thirty
COUNTER ON LINCOLN James Rice students indicated
- - -,heir des·re f01· such a service at the
Mr. and Mrs. W:il~er Reasor, botl1 I Phi Sig house, then on Seventh
; ::;tu::l:ents a i, Eastern until their mar- .stre~t. and the fraternity borrowed
1 iage l:::st Janu:uy, opened a restau- >150 from the bank
' rant at 712 Lincoln street on Tues- to buy first equipd "' Y, April 19 in the newly decorat- ment.
rd, rejuvenated room fOl'merly o~- , That first yea1·
cupied by Gates' cafe.
I was marked with
Besides the regular canrty, s:md- anticipated adjustwiches, drinks, etc., the young couple ' ments on the part
is serving, on the twenty-five cent of men who were
1
lunch menu, meat, vegetables, s1latl, accustomed to base- Glen Cooper
and dessert. They cater particularly ment light houseHubert
to student trade, having refinished keeping. The first quartermaster,
At right table, reading left to , Higgins, Marvin Upton,
the floor for dancing. A recording Glen cooper, found himself too
right-charles Lynch, Frank Tate, Lindsay, cooks.
Porter Hill, Jim Sherrick, Steve
Three members not shown in this machine has been installed for mu(Continued on Page Eight)
Prosen, Francis Gates, Dale Tru- picture are Howard Deahl, John sic.
lock, Earl Myers, Victor Bou.slog, II Dempster, o.nd Ray Sanders..
Kermitt Miller, Herschel Jones.
(Sony you got cut out of picture,
l Standing-Emmitt; Shipley, Evon Ray and Hersch).
.

l

I

I

At left table - Ben Richardc;on,
Kenneth Gher, Maurice Edgar, Jim
Rice, Fred Wilson, LEJRoy Gruenwald, Harold McKelfresh, Oliver
Onken, Wayne Moulton, Carl Shull.
At back table--Wendell Brown,
DaVid Hart.

Frat Big Shots Relax in Parlor

I
I

ELECTRICITY

Council Serves as
Regulatory Body

and

With one of the senior members
as president, the Student Council
i:; made up of two representa,tives
each from the 'freshman and sophomore classes, three from the
. junior class, and four seniors.
The main purpose of the group as
recently defined is to regulate and
police all elections which affect the
entire student body. This delin- 1
itation of activity was made because there had previously been
consid·erable overlapping in the
scope of activity carried on by the I
Men's Union, Women's League, and
other major organizations.
,
1
I During the past year Ray San- 1
ders was president of the Student
Council. Besides taking charge of
elections, the Council passed upon
ring designs submitted by a jewelry company for the standard
school ring to be used in the future. It also selected the senior
graduation announcements.

I

s

I

MAKES YOUR
HOUSE
A HOME

I

I

I

lnstitutition Offers Financial Aid
To Students Throuf!h Loan Funds l You will fin:u•our. adve:tisers !
Deserving students in the second
A sim:lar fund, known a.s "The courteous,. acco~odatmg, friendly. I
half of their coUl".ses who find Adelia Carothers Fund," has been IMake their acquamtance.
themselves pressed for funds are established for loan solely to voung
given an opportunity at Eastern to
.
·
I
borrow, at a low rate of interest, on women students of high character
a personal note, a sum of money and s-~holarship during the last lrnlf
that will help them to remain in col- of their course. The student to ,
lege and comple e their comses. A whom this loan is made iS distinctgreat number of students find it ad- ly honored.
vantageous to make use of this fund. I This fund was established by Mrs
to
The foundation of the student j Ida Carothers Merriam and Mr.
loan fund was secured from admis- Charles G. Carothers in memory of
sion fees to the senior class plays their mother.
and to the training school enter---EISTC--tainmen:s given during commencemen t week. Under the will of the
Sanders Photographs Co-ops
I
late Dr. W. D. Morgan, of Charles- I Lynn Sanders, operator of the
ton, there is given to the fund. an I Sanders Studio of Charleston, made
Your A D D E D
annual income from about six thou- the six dining service pictures
sand dollars, which is one-seventh 1which appear on pages four, five, 1
of the estate.
I MENT places you
1 and six.

I

I Congratulations

EASTERN

•

...-------------------------------------------11 '
COMPLIMENTS OF

EQUIPAMONG

THE BEST in the MIDDLE WEST.

VICE

and
A

.-~.'d'..,

' '
1• -i;;;,,

.

"'"'- ":'. -.

-•

.,

MODERN

KITCHEN
CUTS THE
COST OF
BETTER LIVING

•
PEOPLES DRUG
STORE

SIMPSON CHEVROLET CO.

Northeast Corner Square

6th & Van Buren

V. H. B.A RNES- '21

CENTRAL ILLINOIS

PusL1c

SERVICE CoMPANY
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is the East Side. Restful spot, surely, but let's
T HISmov'e
on down
N inviting path across a lovely bit of campus till
A we strike this

under one of Eastern's nine varieties
K of oakseattree.
.
VER see these shots? The lake's gone, but the
E sign's still there!
I NDLY

here's a rustic bridge that leads to AhmoA ND weenah's
languishing island.
the magic carpet for this glimpse
W E'LLoffurnish
the south campus rock garden
bring you right back to view walls and towers
A ND through
American birches.
ISTEN, I like that south campus spot. Grab a
L lunch basket at the Hall, my
fr'iend, and we'll make it an evening at the
K INDpicnic
grounds.

L
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Antoine Thrills Headliners ETitertain in Three Fields of Expression . /One Would Think
College Audiencel'-------------------------'I'm
Just
a
Comic,
Vocalist
Thespians
Author
1

l Adventurer-Author
1

Baseball to Interviewer

.,

Suits His
Talks to his Audiences;
Says, 'See Mexico First'

"One would think I am merely a
comic. This highly exaggerated,
broadly humorous, · artificial stuff-

---EISTC----

Social Frat Welds
Second ·C o-op Link
(Continued from Page Six)
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Numerous Traditions Flavor Life at El Little Campus

Provides 'Umph'

+-

Scribe Locates Dance Highlights Traditional Homecoming Festivities Makes
Heter ogeneous Con t ribution to Widely Varying
St udents
Rites Common
To Easternites
By Campus Conniver
What does the L ittle Campus
·Wntribute to. student life?

The fifteen minutes some student
spends at the Little Campus i5 in
his daily routine what the lazy
shadowed pool is in the rapidly
running rill; what the Christmas
By Aline Claar
holidays are in the yea:r:·s grind of
I the over-worked business man;
"For us arose thy walls and towwhat the th'irty minute lap.se beers. . . "
tween
the mile and two mile races
To many people those words
is
in
the
course of a track meet to
awaken memories of a dignified
Bob
Anderson;
what shore leave
1
gray stone building, with arche&
is
to
the
sailor.
and towers and all the majesty of
The fifteen minutes some stua medieval castle. They also call I
dent
spends in the Little Campus
forth m emories of tr.aditions-cus- 1
is
to
him as the time spent un a
toms observed at their alma mater,
course
for which he received no
Eastern Illinois State Teachers colcredit;
as the application which
lege. Those who are already grad1
achleved
no results is to a hopeful
uated .from Eastern recall her traprospective
teacher; as a m.ushditions and sigh for "their good old j
room
hunt
with
no mushrooms is
college days." Those who are stu- I
j to the hunte-r; as a political camdents at Eastern now hardly realize
paign is to the defeated politician
there are so many traditions.
(you don't see this student in the
Some of these are merely rules;
Little
Campus much).
some are occasions-Jbig days in
T:he fifteen minutes some stucampus life; others can hardly be
dent spends in the Little Campus
put into a definite class, but have
is to hhn what a night at the Cotcome to mean a great deal in camBy relieving congestion, the new gym will remove jolts as friends make contacts at Homecoming dance
ton Club is to an Illinoisan in New
pus life.
York; wha.t the same period of time
Chapel Then, Now, Always
is to a pert robin in mating season.
Among tr_aditions which have beFrat Leases Brick
It all depends on the student.
come laws IS, "Attend Chapel everiy
~
Tuesday." This one is almost lost
ans1on or 1ner The Little Campus is an institution which contributes vitally, reas a tradition slnce seats are as(Continued from Paige Five)
signed an<t attenaance compulsory,
gardless what its contribution is,
but once every loyal student hesito the students' lives at Eastern.
tated to violate it merely because
have been made. Friends of the
.:1sTc--it was "expected" of them.
fraternity have contributed to the W. COOK INFORMS J OB
The Gray Book of 1931 (a guide
:ng &ervice.
SEEKERS IN PAMPH LET
for freshmen) says: "You do not
Next yea:r John Pier, ma.nager- I
sit in the •b ack five rows of seats in
elect, hopes for ma.ny good things.
Bulletins and brochures by college
chapel if you are a freshman. Those
I He is particularly anxious to finance faculty members are frequently
seats are reserved for up.percla.ssI a project whereby the house can printed at the expense of the instimen. The disappearance of this
buy a new set of furniture to re- tution. One of these is a "L~ttle
custom is lamented, at least by
place the worn out set now in use. Blue Book" compiled by Mr. Wa.lter
upperclassmen.
He is ready at any time to accept W. Cook, head of t,he Pla~ement
Certain traditions govern school
applications for membership in the Bureau. It condenses in handy form
s ~ ..;t, pt :;i+hl<>ti" <>VPnt~ "c:;11I>port
service next year.
a great deal of ·material on the
your athletic teams at au times.
---f;ISTC;--proper
method of procedure in obAct the sportsman always. Do not
taining
a teaching position. It is
When planning your purchases,
'Razz' the referee or the opposing
a
va:lable
to anyone wishing a copy.
read the News ads for guidance.
team.."
Students Respect Campus
Eastern is proud of spirit demonstrated in the care taken to kee.p
the school a beautiful and orderly
An awfully unchivalrous team of All-Star team as an hilarious feature
one. Included in these traditions
are: "Do not smoke on the campus. rheumatic (?) faculty members has of the WAA open house. We see
Do not loiter in tbe corridors. Walk made a practice in the past few Coach Seymour here pas.sing out re·on the sidewalks. Preserve the years of playing and flaying a girl's vivers and strategy.
beauty of one of the most beautiful
campi in the country."
for the Sunday after Homecoming
t t
a
Le.st among cust.:om:i having . to is to sleep all day.
u s
es 0
do with school spint is one which
Alumni· D•-"'• in the spr1·11g is· anEastern' S Courses
e'/ery school observes: t•stand and
.
a;.r
(Continued from Page Three)
sing when the school song is played 1 other big event for Eastern grads.
or sung." rt is easy to follow-for It features luncr:eons, ~ames, and when Easternites sing the line, "So n;any "s~all talk ' meetings among the minor stages of embalming
Operator
must our hearts remember thee," O!d acquamtanc~
cats and skinning snakes. Purpose
they realize that through this song
A tradition of by-gone days was of ihe club is to stimulate an active
Barber
they will always remember Eastass Day, set aside each sp:r:ing for interest in the science of zoology
em. They will remember, too, the the settling of all class grudges. Both and keep the members in close
stirring pep song, "EI Here, EI n;ten and wotnen participated. Evertts touch with modern trends and litThere."
ranged from baseball and track to erature. Bob Rennels has been
Homecoming T()ps Celebrations
the flag rush and tug-of-war across president this year.
Homecoming, of course, ranks Lake Ahmoweenah.
Like other
The chemists aren't the only scifirst among the "Big Days." A week- traditions, this one seems to have entists; neither are the physicists,
end affair observed in the fall, passed with the lake.
zoologists, or botanists. 'l.'o secure
Homecoming is traditionally a bad
Commencement week and its fare- a greater degree of correlation and
day climatioalzy, but this tradi- wells is the most sober of the tradi- understanding bet.ween the divition is in process of change, we tions. The farewell party for the sions of the science department, the
hope. Tradition has it that stu- graduating classes, the Baccalaureate Science club spom:ors bi-weekly
dents must stay in Charleston over sermon, the commencement exer- meetings. Feature activity of the
Homecoming to greet the old grads, cises themselves, conceal many a 1 club is a yearly or biennial science
no matter how "homesick" they tear, and they are never forgotten. show for wh'ich all the scientific
may be.
Formals Feature in Tradition
.freaks and oddities a,re collected
The celebration begins on Friday
Social occasions
which llave for entertainment and instruction.
with a play presented by the Play- reached the dignity of traditions
Sports Valhalla for the athletes
ers, followed by a bonfire and pep through continued annual renewal of the college is the Varsity club,
session on the south campus. Sub- are the Varsity Formal, first of the to which every letter-man belongs.
sequently there is a snake dance year; the Women's League Formal The club prQPoses to further the
uptown, and a midnight show at in the spring; and the fraternity advancement of athletics, support
the local the~tre. Saturday events proms. These last a.re closed, off- loyal school enterprises, and to
start early with a parade, got . to- campus dances held towiu-d the end fraternize the sportsmen of the
gether by e~ery campus orgam~a- of the school year and invitations college. The chief ~ocial activity of
tion possessmg
spark of .pride are much sought after.
'
the cu
1 b i
·
the Vars'ity
.
all of athem).
s sponsorm~
(which lS
Formal in Decemher, a traditional
Parade Ends, Football Begins
There still remain the traditions event and one of the most brilliant
The parade ends at Schahrer which can hardly be classified; but of the sea.son. Dave Kessinger is
field, the floats are judged, and Easternites will remember them, president this year.
then comes the Homecoming foot- long after others are forgotten.
ball game, of which a surpnsmg There are the Lover's. Bowl, the
number have been victories. After coke-n-smoke at the Little Campus of it, and worked for it. The News
the game, the women's League gives between _classes and at 9 p .. m. on canied it as a slogan. The adminWALDEMAR PEND-RUP, Propriet or
a tea, with lots of coffee-and this school mghts, the football field at istration wrote letters. The tradiis a tradition becoming more and night, the wishing well, and the tion was: "Do all in your power to
get EI a new gymnasium." And now
more popular. Of course, the most parlors of Pem Hall.
important event of all the weekBefore we leave our subject, we - that is no longer a tradition; it is
end is the dance that night. It fea- should mention one tradition which a reality. In its place is a still
tradition, the
tures the coronation of the queen. used to be the most important of all. more memorable
The generally observed tradition Every student talked of it, thought "Cracker-box!"
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Camera Clicks Coed Around Campus Clock

AND so
TO
BED

By Reba Goldsmith, Editor Warbler

"Oh, to be nineteen and in college," we have often heard people say, or, "My college days were
the happiest in my life!" And so we
decided to follow a typical Eastern co-ed around the clock for one
day only. (Confidentially,
Mr.
Ryan, the photographer,
said,
"Pant, pant, one day is enough for
me!")

Ruby Consents to Pose
We picked for the heroine of our
story in pictures Ruby Longfellow,
petite freshman girl from Scottland, Illinois.
We chose Miss
Longfellow partly because she is
good-natured enough not to mind
our butting into her private life,
partly because she is "cute" like
most Eastern girls, but chiefly because she represents the lives of a
great many girls at Eastern. She
is from a family of a little above
average means.
She plays the
piano well - particularly on swing
pieces. She sings in the Glee club
and in a girls' swing trio. Her
grades are above average. She goes
steady-off and on!

Pen Pictures Pernite's Pere gr l• n at l• Q n S
Yearbook Editor, Photographer Pursue Cute Eastern Lass on Typical College Day;
Are They Exhausted!
Hall. She looks remarkably cheer- 1Ruby, is a little

ful for such an early hour, but
tells us her cold shower worked
.
wonders for her .temper. .<~e wi~h
we had come a little e~rl~er ·) Evidently, Myrna Lent, third from
the left around. the breakfast table,
did not take time for a peppy
morning shower~ The other two
girls in the picture are Helen
Cummings, to the left, and Helen
Herren, right. Th~~ ar; the ~~i
to be served, as
e
em
aat
waitresses take the food away
7 :31 to dash for an 8 o'clock.

Make That Nine O'Clock!

9:00 A. M. _ After an hour of
making her bed and givmg a
hasty last-minute glance at her
lessons, Ruby is in class.
One
reason she looks so alert is that
she is taking English 21 under Dr.
Quincy Guy Burris! Mr. Burris,
tall, dark, and romantically handWhen Day's at the Mom
some, besides being an authority
And so, one Friday last week, our on English writing. is so terse and
big day begins at:
witty that his classes are always
7:30 A. M. - We find Ruby in full - of fellows as well as girls.
the dining room of Pemberton Perhaps Jim Neal, sitting next to

jealous
Burris' fascination.

of

Mr. known as "good sports" among the
fellows, and so are as much in demand for daytime dates as they
Co k e-n- Smok e Re Iaxat•ion
Hube has
11 :30 A. M. _ over to the "Little are for night ones.
brought
Hack
Wilson,
another
Phi
campus" after her last morning
class to find it jammed to the Sig, with him t o play tennis, but it
gills.' Ruby locates a table way to is never any trouble to find a date
the back by the music disseminator. at Eastern.
"Casanova" Upton (to the left) Four P. M. and Time Out
without his temporary high school
4:00 P. M. - After a fast set of
flame, is only too delighted to tell tennis, our foursome is still plenty
Ruby the latest jokes ... he heard full of wim, wigor, and witality,
them when he was home last . . . but there's nothing like a peaceThey are new to Ruby . . . Or, at ful chat after a hard game - sort
least, she is smart enough to laugh of "hands across the tennis court"
about the one on "Why there are effect, isn't it? Hube is saying,
only six dwarfs now," and "Byrd's "Listen, foolish face, I've already
penguin" until she must get back spent four bits on tickets to that
across the street, for lunch at the hop tonight; is we goin' or ain't
we?" And Ruby says, "Why of
Hall comes promptly at 12:00.
course, I've had it all planned for
Tennis Tops Afternoon
3 :30 P. M. - Healthy, happy, weeks, silly." But Hack is tired of
and awfully silly Ruby and her all this idle chatter. "Hey, you two
present 0. A. 0. (One and Only), lovebirds," he says when he can
Hube Lindsey are discovered at the get a word in edgeways, "time's
drinking fountain near the tennis a'wastin'. How about one more
courts on the south campus hav- set?"
ing a friendly tussle. Ruby and Formal Fun and Frolic
Bobby Heinzeman, right, are both · 8:00 P. M. - Hube calls promptly

at eight, all oiled up, and stiff in
tuxedo and tie. For once, Ruby
is ready on the dot and when the
office girl rings her number, comes
down the stairs with a smile - a
vision of loveliness. Hube draws
a quick breath, but he'll never admit it. "Well, winsome wiles, are
we on our way?" "Yes, dear," she
replies sweetly, "if you haven't
1
lost the tickets." Hube makes a
frantic search which ends sucessfully. He helps Ruby on with her
cape, and with a quick step they
are off for a short evening of
swing music and wisecracks.

I

. . . And So t·o Bed
11 :30 P. M. - A lingering kiss
midst other shadowy figures on
Pem Hall's moonlit steps . . . a
little sigh . . . a quick smile
"I had a swell time tonight," says
Ruby . . . "So did I, hon," and
Hube means it. But Ruby must get
in on time, so this time it's a
quick kiss stolen in the vestibule,
then through the door, signing in,
holding hands to the stairway. A
little wink, "Night," and so to bed.
"No wonder," says Mr. Ryan to
us, "that 65 per cent of the fellows marry their college sweethearts!"
(The center shot in the above series looks up at residents grouped
around the Pem Hall stairWay.)
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Panthers ~unt, fhotograghers
Dribble, Drive,
Run to Score

Doub-le .An Eastern State Touchdown

IAnnual
I

Athletes Win Numerals and
Sweaters in Sports for Competition in Year's Contests

I

I

..__

' New IM Program

Stirs Tyro Sports

500.

Carson Coa.ches B:i::;ketball
Carson also coaches basketball,
the moot popular sport in this section. With this he has had less
luck, although three of his men
ranked among the leaders in individual scoring of the Little 19
this year.
Charles P. Lantz, dean of the
Little Nineteen, remains acti~e I
coach in baseball although his 1
duties as physical education an~
athletic director take much of hLS
energy. His teams are justly feared in inter collegiate competition.
Winfield S. Angus, fiery Scot
who has charge of track and cross
county, has turned out a state
championship team and a runnerup in the lo.tter sport, infant among
the Eastern teams. His distance
The unique shots above, identical The lower picture shows the second 1
men are unexcelled in the Little
twins, were caught by two eagP-r photographer bent low O\'er his 1
19. Cursed with a perennial weakphotographers at the Eureka game ca,mera, while a small fan emu- '.
ness in the weights division, how1
last fall, in which the locals smoth- lates the umpire's touchdown sigever, Mr. Angus has been able to
ered the hapless Christians 48-0. nal.
I
bring back the bacon rather in~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-· !
frequently in spring track.
I
Golf Becomes Major Sport
Golf has become a major importance in the sports family since
Dean F . A. Beu, golf coach, developed a state individual champion and the runner-up team of
the conference last year.
This
year he seems to be making a
clean sweep of difficult meets with
a stellar aggregation.
Tennis is pa1·t-time coach Glenn
H . Seymour's worry, and this year
it has been a headache. However,
the cheerful little history instructor's record has been exceptionally
good in past years when material
was more talented.
Sports of all types are expected.
to take a turn upward with the
completion of the new gym. Its
physical education facilities coupRobb'in' Hood of his supremacy with
led with the coaching major to be
offered promise to draw many bow and arrow are these modern
Bob and Earl Anderson, and Frank
athlet es who heretofore have select- Ea.stern Diana.s.
Broyles sweep another mile race.
ed other schools.

I

Distance Their Forte I

'Phys Ed' Archers

I
I

- - - EISTC---

With the debut of Mr. Roy K.
Wilson as director of the educational service bureau, things began popping at Eastern. One of
his first creations was the Eastern
State club through which he hoped
to stren gthen the ties between
alumni and former students and
the 'current Eastern.
That the club has been successfully active under its sponsor's
guidance is shown by its accomplishments during the first year. It
livened the mid-week routine with
inexpensive d ances. It sponsored
a photography contest the winners
of which appear in this issue of
the News.
Perhaps its greatest
achievement has been in en gagin g
a student to d espatch campus
n ews to n ewspapers of Illinois.
Mr. Wilson has also organized
county clubs of former Eastern
students as affiliated organizations.
- - -E I STC -- -

Pa.tronlze your

News advertisers.

Open House Is M ajor
Public Attraction

. Picnics, parties, dances, banquets.
and GAMES keep the "W" and "A"
1Jf W AA from being the first two
1
letters of "wall flower" when ref er ring to any girl in the urganization.
The'ir annual o;pen house j.s
looked forward to with expectancy
as the best of the year in comedy
and ent::~rtainment. Whether playing tennis, volley-ball, basket.ball,
hockey, p ing pong, badminton , or
shoot ing, hiking, tap dancing, or
striving for Lhe bull's eye in archery, WAA members are having the
jolliest, most wholesome recreat ion
possibk:l.
During the past year, EI monograms wer·e awarded t o Paulin3
Bwmley, Colett0 Brumleve, Beulah
Midgett, Geraldine Moore, Esther
Lumbrick, Roberta Nodacker, Viol·et
Podesta, and Pauline Wynne as
being members of W AA most active
in the several sports clubs.
During the past year Miss Mabel
·- - - - · - - - - - - - - -Hupprich and Miss Leora Ellsworth, sUJbstitute instructor for.
Miss Flor·ence McAfee, hav'e directed the woman sportsters' activities.
---CISTC--During the past year the athl·etics
department guided by Director o. RAINS BRINGS TROPICS
P. Lantz, has been working out not
TO El's GREENHOUSE
only a wider a nd more satisfactory
sports program, but a splendid inA triumph for green'hous3 supertramural organization. In con- intendent Noble Rains and a feast·
junction with the Men's Union, a for training school children was the
college-wide
program
including result of his unprecedented luck in
more than a dozen sports and in- growing a fine bunch of bananas in
vclving 200 men was put in oper- 1the college greenhouse last winter.
ation with a view of preparing to The gr·eenhouse, a four -room structake advantage of facilities offered ture whose multitude of window
by the new Health - Education panes have often been counted by
building.
m eek fraternity pledg·es, contains
Eight groups competed, working many plants of unusual in terest and
toward prizes to be awarded very serveJ as an adjunct to the .botani-csoon. The two social fraternity a.I laboratories. Lemons and grap.3groups were, at the tim e of this fruit, ·as well as a wide variety of
I writing, leading the parade in small annual flowers, are grown
I points scored.
here.

Monograms and sweaters are
awarded in seven different sports
at Eastern. A well-trained and
ambitious staff has charge
of
them, and the program is scheduled
for considerable expansion next I
year, with p ossibly an addition or
so to the present coaching staff. I
An eight game schedule in foot- J
ball is customary. Since 1936 Gilbert C. Carson, a former teachers I
college student himself, has been
head coach. His philosophy is one I
of engaging simplicity - "win if
you can-and why not?" Although
h e respects physical limitations,
Coach Carson expects as much out
of his men as he has and would
again put into sport. He expects,
too, a respectable scholastic record, model sportsmanship, and
the proper attitude toward sports.
That philosophy has won Carson 1
satisfactory results in football during the past two years, when his
teams maintained a percentage of

State Club Comes
In Wilson's Wake

WAA Sprightlies
I Laugh, L-1-V-E

CONGRATULATIONS

... but it also takes
RESPONSIBILITY
You can't let a home "go," with.nu l
inviting

discomfort

and

risking

your investment. It takes re~air
ing, redeccrating - sometimes remotleling -

to KEEP a house a

home.
AIDS FOR SUMMER

BEAUTY
A regular shampoo,
a facial at frequent
intervals and a manicure now and then
will protect y o u
from the ravages of
summer sun.
SPECIAL PERMANENT
Deep natural waves, careful attention and trained expert s g uarantee
these to be the best.

Peters Marinello Beauty Shop
PHONE 1506

NORTH SIDE OF SQUARE

That's exactly what our Property
Impr ove m ent Loans are for . . . •
to help you make h o.me repairs
promptly and pay for them conveniently.
This is the FHA Plan: You repay
the loan in monthly payments
which are spread over a ccnvenient
period of years to suit your income.
Details on request.

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK
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Know Teaching Graduates Go, Yeah, Which One Is? Women's League Complements
Men's Union in Student Lives at EI
Leaving Gifts
As Profession! To Alma Mater
<Continued from Page One)

By Elbert Adams

All women of the college are mem- 1coming student a great deal of worbers of the Women's League, and a ry and frustration.
goodly perc·entage of them take it
This year Violet Podesta has actseriou.sly. Highly organized, this ed ~ ~omen's ~ague president,
bureaucracy of femininity is cut up con~ributmg her vibran t personality
into units which report to the cen- to its successful operations. Miss
tral organization all their miscel- ~~de~ta has taken steps toward aflaneous activities. Parties of all f1l1at~g the local organization with
types, from candy-pulls to sca.ven- a. n.ational group, but a~ yet negoger hunts, dot the unit social cal- tia~10?8 have resulted m nothing
endars. A great deal of originality defmite.
These wandering social scientists is displayed-one unit calls itself
For a long time the Women's
present a somewhat ironic picture the Ytnewts.
League prided themselves on their
posed before the label on Indiana's
An organization corresponding in ability to do without men at their
'Santa Claus.' They are Alter,
popular tea dances. B ut note this
its purpose to the Men's Union, the
Thomas, Coleman, and Seymour.
Women's League is interested in poster which appeared last win ter,
a revolution in tradition : "AU coluniting the women of the college
lege
women are cordially invited to
The Student Council has as yet for social activity and in making
attend
the Women's League Christtaken no definite action upon them feel at home at Eastern. Each
mas
party
on Tuesday, December 14,
a r e c e n t P r o p o s a 1 for a fall the League sponsors a highly
from
4
to
6 o'clock in t h e college
student activity honor society to effective "big-sister" project, whereauditorium.
Men guests enter &t 5
recognize campus leaders in extra- in upperclasswomen take freshman
o'clock
by
presenting
a guest ticket.
curricular activities. It was to be girls under their protective wings
Admission
free."
a complement of the established and, in the common parlance, show
---EIST·c--scholastic and educational honor them the college ropes. The plan
societies of the campus.
1 has doubtless
saved many an
Patronize your News advertisers.

mature minds. Another critic menThe graduating class of 19(}9 m ust
tioned the difficulty of getting ahead have been prett y hard up, if we ·are
in the keen compet ition fo.r posi- to judge from th eir class memorial.
tions. Still others are discouraged History shows that we were recovby the relatively low salaries
in ering from a slight depression, or
some school systems. There is some recession, about that time, a.nd perfoundation for such criticisms but haps that accounts for the fact
1
the rewards for teaching out~eigh t hat they left only a large rock with
its defoots. Inadequate salaries, for tlhe numerals '09 carved upon it. The
example, a.re somewhat offset by usefulness of their memorial mav
the relative stability of th e teach ing ibe_ questioned, but the durability ic;
profession.
evident.
It is true that people wh o work
1910er s Spend 'er
constantly with others are subject
The class of 1910 was much m01·c
to mental and nervous fatigue. But lavish with their money, and tlhey
the teacher's va cation compensates sank several dollars in the circular
in some measure for this drawback, concrete seat on the northwest corespecially if he possesses vital in- ner of the campus. This seat was
terests outside~ of work. Finally, the intended for nature lovers, amorous
knowledge of service to the children couples, and tired students. It 's
and the nation gives a lasting satis- still well preserved in spite of its
faction that far over shadows minor almost thirty years of service, .a.nd
or temporary drawbacks.
it must have made a great impression on the class of 1921, since they
:'A '
' : " "";
Am I Qualified?
had a similar seat constructed in
One way to appr oach this ques- front of Pemberton Hall.
tion is to ask oneself, "What makes
a successful teach er? " Analyze the Grads of 1914 presented their alma
maiter with a couple of stone posts,
qualities of the teachers you most
Wlhlch were placed at the front enadmire. St udy the biographies of
tr.aince to the campus. A large eleca few great teachers. Then make
a list of the personal qualities o- tric light bulb was placed Qil top
traits you believe necessary for suc- of each of these posts, but the bulbs
cessful teach ing. Talk this list over offered an irresistible target for the
with the b est teacher s you know sling shots of the small boys of the
town; and after being broken sevand revise it in the light of their
er.al
times, were replaced with stoni>
suggestions. Arrange the traits in
globes.
the order of their importance, putting first the ones that seem most Classes Donate Football Entrance
The class of 1912 left gate post.s
necessary. Then set down your own
We take this opportunity to thank our customers for their splendid patronage during
points of strengt h a nd weakness. for the entrance to Schalu'er field,
Can you qualify tby the standards of and the graduates of 1916 left arz
the more than sixteen years that we have been in business in Charleston. It has been
fitness which you would set for iron gate to go between the posts.
very gratifying to us to know that the people of this community feel that they can
yourself?
Fountains, rose trellises, and even
Here is a tentative list: gen uine an asphalt tennis court were left by
come to Benedict's Well-Worth 5 and lOc Stores for their needs with confidence,
enjoyment of people; intellectual other classes as bids for immortalknowing the value of the merchandise we sell to be the greatest that can be had for the
curiosity and initiative; a purpose ity of their givers.
to do good ; sound h ealt h ; high
price.
Perhaps the most useful memorial
ideals; originality ; interest in e du- was left by the class of '28. This
cation; joy in observa tion, r ea ciing, class built the Httle brick ticket ofthinking; a sense of humor; p ati- fice for Schamer field. This buildence.
ing involved considerable expense.
'Tihe
tireasurer of the class must
What Fields are Best?
have been a n excellen t dues collecThe best answer to the question.
"What shall I prepare to teach?" tor.
'29 India n Succumbs
can be found by visiting the schools
A tragic and untim ely fate befell
themselves. Arrange to talk with a
::• Full Fashioned
the memorial of the class of 1929.
teacher in your city doing the par •:• Ringless
They purchased a ib eautiful piece of
ticular work you would like to try.
statuary and placed it in the front
•:• Clear and Sheer
If pos.c;ible, do some tutoring ·or
hall of the main !building. I:t pregroup teaching during vacation.
Made for Wear
sented a m agnificent Indian brave
Ask yourself such questions as :
::•
All New Spring
astride an
equally magnificen!
Do I wish to teach children of kinhorse. T he Indian's arms were outShades
derga.rten age, older childi-en, or
stretched, and he was gazing into
boys and girls of high school age?
tlhe setting sun. The legend unHave I spooial talents for teaching
derneath
r ead-"The End of the
music, drawing, or domestic sciTrail." Unfortunately the Indian
ence? Have I a gift for writing or
research? Would I prefer to work and h is h orse were not so durable
as the m emorials of former classes,
in a large school system or in a r ural
school? Do I understand the d iffer- and a few months .after being inenoes in training required for differ- stalled, the Indian received a fracent lines of wor k? Am I in a posi- tured leg and his horse a fractured
tion to get the additional education neck, which necessitated their redemanded for administrat ive posi- moval from their p ost of honor. At
tions such as the principalship or present, both horse a.nd rider a.re resuperintendency? The opportunities p osing in a box in the art room.
In recent yea.rs the custom o: •
per
in education a.re so wide and varied
leaving
class
memorials
has
been
as to appeal to almost every type of
pair
BJbollshed, perhaps properly so. Some
interest.
of these r elics of long departed
What Training Does El Offer? classes have been marvels o! duraAt Eastern State Teachers Col- bility a nd uselessness. Still, they
lege the two-year curriculum leads are a p a:rt of the t radition of the
to a diploma and is planned for school and as such a.re interesting
preparation of teachers for t he t o us.
grades. The diploma entitles t h e
- -- l l l &TC : - - holder to a limited elementary cerOur business has grown steadily, and to show our appreciation to our customers, we
tificate without examination. The
completion of the first year's work
offer you this value, which is unprecedented in the history of our atore and which i
admits the student to an examinanot apt to be r epeated again ! Take advantage of it! It's a real buy that you cannot
·t ion for a limited elemenba.ry cerThe American magazin e's recen t- '
tificate.
afford to miss! This item is only one of our thousands that we carry in stock at ALL
ly discont inued column of legislaFour-year curricula are offered for t ive oddities, "It's the Law," might
times. When you ar e in or near Charleston, be sure to shop at Benedict's, Charleston's
preparation of the following: Ele- investigate Charleston's book of ormentairy Grane Teachers (Lower dinances for a ver y sprightly re- 1·
most interesting store.
Grades) ; Elementary Grade Teach- newal. Gleaned from this little volers (Upper -Grades) ; Rural Ele- ume is t he following sp eed limita- 1
mentary School Teachers; High t ion passed by Charleston's t houghtSchool Teachers ,and Teachers of ful law-makers in 1902 : "a:tevision of I
the following Special Subjects: Art, Feb. 21st, Sec. 26. I t shall not be I
English, Latin, Geography, History lawful for any person t o r ide any j
~
J •• •
• •
and Social Science, Home Econom- bicycle, tricycle or velocipede upon ,
ics, Industr.ial Arts, Mathematics, any street of said cit y, a.t a grea.ter II
Music (Education), Biological Sci- :rate of speed than eight miles an I
NORTH
2 FLOORS
ence-Botany or Zoology or both, hour . . "
Physical Science-Physics or ChemSIDE
OF
istry or both, and Commerce.
OF THE
BARGAINS
Questions about any course in tion to Education by Dr. Emma I
SQUARE
EACH DAY
which you a.re interested may be Reinhardt and Dr. F. A. Beu; 2.
addressed to Dean F. A. Beu, East- "Shall I Become a Teacher·?" by Joy •
OF THE
CHARLESern State Teachers College, Cha.rles- Elmer Morgan in The Journal of the
WEEK
TON
National Education Association, Vol. 1
ton, Ill.
Sources of information for this 25, No. 1; and 3. Interviews with j
material included: 1. An Introduc- teachers in service.
•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .111
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CHARLESTON'S OLDEST, MOST RELIABLE 5-lOc STORE
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FOR DEDICATION DAY ONLY!

Bicycles Go Slow
I
By 1902 Statute ,
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